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Abstract 

          By way of investigating how the small cultures of discipline, genre and 

discourse community (Atkinson, 2004) directly impact NNS students’ writings, the 

present dissertation shows that the contrastive rhetoric hypothesis, stipulating that 

NNS students’ linguistic and cultural backgrounds can be implicated as the etiology of 

the differences between English L1 and NNS students’ writings (Kaplan, 1966), is not 

valid in all situations and contexts. Using CARS model (Samraj, 2008), the present 

genre analysis study comparatively analyzes three sets of Literature Master’s 

dissertation introductions: four were composed by EFL students from Bejaia 

University, another four were written in Arabic by students from the department of 

Arabic of the same university and four introductions were written by English L1 

students. Comparison of the generic structures of the three groups reveals that all three 

groups differently organize their introductions. More specifically, comparison of the 

English L2 and L1 introductions reveals differences in the move structure of the two 

groups. To check if these differences are due to students’ different backgrounds, 

English L2 and introductions in Arabic were compared. This comparison reveals that 

the two groups very significantly differ in how they rhetorically organize their texts. 

Using an interview to explain the differences between literature postgraduates of 

Bejaia University and the native ones, namely absence of step 1A of the first rhetorical 

move from English L2 texts and its presence in half of the native texts and  

predominance of move 3-step 1using inclusive we and the passive voice as hedging 

strategies in English L2 texts, and predominance of move 3-step 2B using I and the 

active voice as boosting strategies in the native introductions, the study shows that the 

discipline, the part-genre and the discourse community are three dynamic factors that 

shape students’ generic behavior. Besides offering a practical model for explicitly 

teaching the introduction part-genre to literature postgraduates of Bejaia University to 

raise their awareness of the rhetorical organization of this part-genre, the study shows 

the importance of the different factors that influence the EFL writing activity in the 

intercultural academic communication. 

Key words: Genre analysis, introduction part-genre, CARS, rhetorical move, step, 

contrastive rhetoric, rhetorical awareness, intercultural academic communication. 
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General Introduction        

           The dissertation as an academic genre has acquired an immense interest among 

academics and attracted the attention of university researchers all over the world in the 

past decades. Considered as “the rite of passage to an academic career, required by 

universities around the world and anguished over by thousands of postgraduate 

students and their supervisors”, 1 the dissertation has been the subject of studies that 

either consisted of guidebooks and manuals to train non-native students in the writing 

of this genre, or more recently the different investigations into its constituent part-

genres such as abstracts, introductions, acknowledgments, conclusions and 

discussions.2 

            Genre studies in English for Specific Purposes (henceforth ESP) tradition have 

begun following Swales’ pioneering study of a multidisciplinary corpus comprising 

forty-eight research articles (henceforth RA) introductions (1981).3 A number of 

studies have followed trying each to investigate the schematic structure of 

introductions and other RA sub-genres. This interest in academic genres has, to a large 

degree, been inspired by growing pedagogical concerns, in particular by the need to 

provide satisfactory descriptions of academic texts and to enhance the ability of non-

native students to understand and to produce them.4 

            Further research based on the concept of genre has been carried out especially 

in the field of ESP that adopted the Genre-Based Approach (henceforth GBA) as a 

pedagogical means to provide students with practical instructions into how to 

successfully produce different academic genres and sub-genres. The theory of genre 

has developed within the ESP framework as a result of the focus on communicative 

needs and language functionality and authenticity, which makes it associated with 
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CLT (Communicative Language Teaching), an approach in which language is taught 

to be authentically used in different social contexts.5  

            In his book Genre Analysis: English in Academic and Research Settings, 

Swales (1990), highlighting the communicative character of genre and its role as a 

“vehicle”6 in academic communication, has defined it as “[...] a class of 

communicative events, the members of which share some set of communicative 

purposes [...] recognized by the expert members of the parent discourse community 

[...].” 7 In Swales’s definition, the fundamental aspects in ESP approach to genre are 

outlined. First, it points at the communicative purposes inherent in any written 

discourse. Then, these purposes are only recognized by the discourse community 

which shares knowledge of the content and the style determined by the rhetorical 

organization of the genre. In the same vein, Bhatia (2012) further clarifies ESP 

conception of genre. While asserting that genres can be flexible formulations of 

knowledge allowing new contributions, he retains communicative purpose and 

discourse community as major tenets of genre. In his view, genre is a “recognizable 

communicative event characterized by a set of communicative purposes [...] mutually 

understood by members of the community.” 8 

            ESP conceptualization of genre as a regular communicative event  has helped 

elaborate a whole writing pedagogy based on the rhetorical moves, described as units 

that perform coherent communicative functions in a written or spoken discourse .9 The 

mastery of the move structure, according to ESP genre analysts, allows writers to 

better perform academic writing and thus to fit in their discourse communities, and it 

is the use of expected moves that allows for the production of authentic texts that 

better meet generic expectations.10  Part of ESP genre-based pedagogy is also 
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implementing those move structures in the classroom. On the utility of teaching 

moves, Crossley (2012) argues that: 

 

Often the move structure of a genre needs to be taught because the structure 
might be hidden from second language (L2) learners. This is because moves 
are cultural and when a writer moves between cultures but stays within the 
same genre, the move expectation of that genre may change.11 (My emphasis) 

           Not only does Crossly highlight the utility of teaching rhetorical moves but he 

also informs us that these are cultural phenomena that manifest themselves through the 

act of writing, which brings to mind another area that deals with writing in English as 

a second or foreign language (henceforth ESL and EFL) introduced in the sixties by 

American applied linguist R.B. Kaplan (1966) and today known as Contrastive 

Rhetoric. Originally published in Language Learning (1966), his article “Cultural 

Thought Patterns in Intercultural Education,” the first in a new field of ESL and EFL 

that focused on the rhetoric of writing, 12 explains his hypothesis. According to Kaplan 

(1966), the belief that because one can write a good essay in his native language they 

can necessarily compose an equally good essay in a second language, rests on 

anecdotal evidence. Such a belief is confuted by the un-English-like rhetorical 

performance of certain foreign students coming from diverse linguistic and cultural 

backgrounds.13 

            Considered as an area of second language acquisition that identifies problems 

in composition encountered by second language writers and, by referring to the 

rhetorical strategies of the first language, attempts to answer them, 14 contrastive 

rhetoric (henceforth CR) has led to very productive research in applied linguistics and 

EFL composition in the thirty years following Kaplan’s pioneering study of EFL 

student expository prose. Furthermore, it offered explanations about differences in the 
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rhetorical organization of texts across cultures and languages that helped growing 

numbers of international non-native students acquire knowledge about academic 

English writing beyond grammar and lexis. According to Connor (2002), research in 

CR has expanded from its early beginnings as the analysis of paragraph organization 

of foreign students essay writing relying on the traditional text linguistic 

methodologies to an interdisciplinary area that continues to provide intercultural 

communication with yet more insightful findings.15 Contrastive rhetorical 

investigations can now be classified within four different domains. In addition to the 

contrastive genre-specific investigations to which the ESP genre-based research as 

launched by Swales (1981) has contributed in a particularly effective way by adopting 

the rhetorical move as a unit of analysis of different part-genres, work in CR also 

comprises (i) contrastive text linguistic studies that examines how texts are formed and 

interpreted across languages and cultures using methods of written discourse analysis; 

(ii) studies of writing as a cultural and educational activity that examines L2 literacy 

development, and (iii) classroom based contrastive studies to describe cross-cultural 

patterns in process writing.16 

            Recent studies in CR have espoused the positions of empiricists (Moreno and 

Mohan among others) and socio-constructivists (Liebman, Swales, etc.) , two research 

camps that pointed out epistemological and methodological flaws in early CR, 

resulting in further expansion of the paradigm and refinement of its epistemological 

framework and renewing hope that the CR enterprise will evolve into an 

interdisciplinary field with theoretical and implicational value in the EFL writing 

classroom.17 While the former question the reliability and generalizability of the 

findings of traditional CR, socio-constructionists charged that any contrastive 

approach that overlooks social and contextual factors is not acceptable. More 
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specifically, according to empiricists (Moreno, 2008), traditional contrastive studies’ 

research design in terms of “tertium comparationis”18 or common platform for 

comparison, researcher’s unawareness of L1 rhetorical patterns and interater reliability 

cannot lead to epistemologically well-grounded and empirically satisfactory findings. 

As for the socio-constructionists who foreground the dynamic and culturally-

embedded nature of the activity of writing believing that “literacy is embedded in 

institutional contexts which shape the practices and social meanings attached to 

writing”,19 early CR unduly reduces the complex situational parameters that affect how 

writers, especially in EFL contexts, construct their writing. Rejecting monocausal 

explanations of bad L2 writing performance as solely attributable to L1 rhetorical 

patterns, socio-constructionists assert that a broader sociocultural etiology can better 

explain this performance by linking it to factors such as community expectations and 

disciplinary conventions.  

            Based on these criticisms, researchers in the “new”20 CR as defined by its new 

epistemological and methodological frameworks have learned that their research needs 

to be more carefully designed and they should do this in a view to promote the 

rhetorical awareness among EFL students. In Soliman’s words: 

This does not necessarily happen by requiring them to purge their L1 rhetoric 
but by providing them with alternative tools to use in their target discourse 
community to meet the expectations of their audience and thus gain acceptance 
in that community.21 

            Empiricists’ and socio-constructionists’ critical views on CR have been 

particularly constructive and have prompted further research which rehabilitated the 

field in the EFL classroom context where it was originally born. Presently, it is 

becoming a pedagogically oriented writing research area, adopting a descriptive design 
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to point out differences in EFL writing aiming to adapt non-native speaker (henceforth 

NNS) students to the norms and demands of the native discourse community.                                          

             EFL postgraduate students are one of the populations for which rhetorically 

sound academic composition is a prerequisite to gain acceptance in their community. 

Inappropriate generic patterns may hinder them in the furtherance of their research 

career. This issue has been addressed in many parts of the world having a linguistic 

and cultural background other than English. Specifically, the rhetorical awareness of 

students with an Arab cultural background has been dealt with in and outside the Arab 

World. Academic writings produced by ESL and EFL Arab students and writings by 

natives are comparatively investigated to reveal dissimilarities both at the generic and 

microstructural levels.22 It is to be noticed that, while reviewing the literature of the 

cross-linguistic studies, all of them were conducted in countries where English enjoys 

the status of an important language, historically used and still maintained and 

enhanced thanks to the continuing ties between the British power and its ex-colonies.     

            In the context of Algeria, such studies cannot be found despite the growing 

awareness among researchers of the place of English in intercultural communication.23 

In its attempt to harmonize universities with worldwide research environment, the 

Algerian authorities have reacted to the globalization movement by implementing 

reforms to help to more easily integrate Algerian students in a more and more 

globalized research world. This is reflected in the LMD reform introduced in 2004. 

According to experts, this system has specific objectives to attain in the long term 

contrary to the views of some critics who argue that it is chiefly geared towards 

professional objectives: 

Sur le plan académique, le premier intérêt du système LMD est l'harmonisation 
de la circulation des savoirs [...] qui, sous l'effet de la mondialisation, sont 
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appelés à se côtoyer, voire à se combiner.24
At the academic level, the main 

interest of the LMD system is the harmonization of knowledge exchange among 

different communities [...]that should co-exist and sometimes combine due to 

globalization. (Trans. mine) 
 

           The tenet that knowledge among culturally different communities should co-

exist and combine suggests that the LMD system, because it encourages academic 

mobility among linguistically and culturally different communities, is one that 

promotes intercultural communication. The role of contrastive rhetorical studies in 

academic settings is to help achieve this objective and the written products of NNS are 

the very site where lies applied linguists’ duty to make intercultural communication 

effective and fluid. In the context of Algeria and more specifically the context of the 

University of Bejaia where the LMD system was introduced before many other 

universities, no contrastive study of academic sub-genres is reported. Therefore, the 

present study sets out to fill this research gap.  

           To do that, the present dissertation reports on a macrostructure analysis of the 

rhetorical moves of twelve postgraduate dissertation introductions written in English 

and Arabic in the field of Literature. The study aims to unveil how advanced NNS 

students organize this part-genre and the strategies they use to secure a niche for their 

research proposals.  To carry out the analysis, I have used Samraj’s version of CARS 

(Create A Research Space) model (2008) adapted to postgraduate dissertation 

introductions. The study will also rely on the information from a semi-structured 

interview conducted with students from the same university, a research tool used in 

cross-cultural studies to explain the findings from the textual analysis by looking at 

factors other than the texts themselves. Together, the textual and contextual analyses 

will help answer the following research questions: 

1. What rhetorical moves are used by Literature master students of Bejaia 

University when writing their dissertations (DIs) introductions in English?  
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2. What rhetorical moves are used by Literature master students of the same 

university when writing their DIs introductions in Arabic? 

3. What rhetorical moves are used by native Literature master students when 

writing their DIs introductions? 

4. Do master literature students from the University of Bejaia operate different 

rhetorical moves from native students when writing their DIs introductions? 

5. If yes, to what factors the differences in the rhetorical organization of the 

introductions may be attributed? 

           The organization of the present dissertation follows the ILrMD format 

(Introduction, Literature Review, Methodology, Results and Discussion) and is 

divided into two parts. Part One comprises two chapters: literature review and 

methodology. Literature Review is devoted to the concept of genre and its evolution 

into a research concept in applied linguistics and genre analysis in ESP. The 

Methodology chapter describes the corpus, the instrument, the procedure as well as the 

ethnographic method. In the second part, there are two chapters, Chapter Three and 

Chapter Four which present and discuss the findings of the move analysis. The study 

ends with a General Conclusion offering a summary of the dissertation’s findings, 

pedagogical implications and suggestions for further research. 
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Part One 

 

Literature Review and Methodology 

 

Introduction 

           The present study takes as its major background the English for Specific 

Purposes approach to genre considered as a central concept due to its prominence in 

most studies dealing with the rhetorical organization of academic texts produced by 

non-native writers of English. It looks at how three groups of Literature 

postgraduates belonging to distinct backgrounds deploy different rhetorical strategies 

to realize the introductory chapters of their dissertations. Therefore, this and the 

following chapter pursue two main aims. The first situates the study in its theoretical 

framework by providing the reader with necessary explanations pertaining to genre 

in ESP, ESP genre analysis, discourse community, communicative purpose as well as 

move structure. In the second chapter, the methodology applied in carrying out the 

study is outlined. 
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Literature Review  

 

 

1. Genre: a Historical Overview 

           Before evoking genre as an academic construct, it is useful to draw a historical 

overview of the concept and how it has evolved to embrace the meaning it is 

attributed in the present study which deals with the introduction as a part-genre in a 

university setting. According to Swales (1990), the notion of genre has its roots in 

literary studies where it maintains a central position, 1 a view held by Todorov (1973) 

who maintains that “when we examine works of literature from the perspective of 

genre [...] we discover a principle operative in a number of texts, rather than what is 

specific about each of them.” 2 

            The concept has recently emerged as a subject of interest in such varied areas 

and disciplines as the media, arts, applied linguistics, etc. Thus, in applied linguistics, 

for instance, the word genre is used as a means for describing and classifying 

discourse according to textual and contextual criteria.  Although the term has enjoyed 

descriptions that further enriched it at the theoretical level and despite the wealth of 

genre research over the last thirty-five years especially in the field of English for 

Specific Purposes and research within North American new rhetoric (NR) 

movement,3 there is no clear definition of genre as it remains a controversial and 

fuzzy concept and a term “fraught with confusion.” 4 All   in   all,   as Bawarshi and      
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Reiff (2010) remark, the concept of genre did not remain the same over the past 

thirty years as: 

Researchers across a range of disciplines and contexts have revolutionized the 
way we think of genre, challenging the idea that genres are simple 
categorizations of text types and offering instead an understanding of genre 
that connects kinds of texts to kinds of social actions. As a result, genres have 
become increasingly defined as ways of recognizing, responding to, acting 
meaningfully and consequentially within, and helping to reproduce recurrent 
situations.5 

 
 

1.1.       From Literary to Linguistic Tradition 

           Genre is perhaps known more in classifying literary texts with Aristotle 

generally agreed upon as the first scholar to propose the three natural forms of 

poetry, namely epic, lyric and drama.6 Thus, the concept of genre was generally 

restricted to literary works. Russian scholar Brahmin was the first who extended the 

denotation of the term so as to include non-literary works such as news reports and 

scientific essays under its heading.7 Since the sixties, more linguistic investigation 

has been devoted to the study of the concept of genre as a unit above the text, a 

research trend prompted by the rise of discourse analysis whereby the focus of 

linguistic research has shifted from the lower level units to larger units. In a survey 

of text-based language description taking place since the sixties, M. Johns (2013) 

distinguishes four periods: (i) the Early Years (1962-1981), in which research was 

mainly descriptive involving statistical grammatical counts resulting in the discovery 

of specific “devices” in different registers. Swales describes such research as lacking 

“explanatory force”8 though the term device suggests some rhetorical goal; (ii) the 

More Recent Past (1981-1990), a phase introduced by the seminal work of J. Swales 

Aspects of Article Introductions (1981). Linguistic devices were counted and 

contrasted not across registers but across different genres; (iii) the Modern Age 
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(1990-2011), during which the concept of genre and corpus studies take centre stage. 

This period is characterized by globalization and its corollary, research in 

intercultural communication.9     

1.2.   Genre in Linguistic Traditions 

           In this section, I will sum up what the main schools that dealt with genre from 

a linguistic perspective had brought about on the theoretical and pedagogical levels. 

It is to be noticed that each school has developed from an interest in and a concern 

with writing in different settings and they consequently differ in their perception of 

genre, the targeted audience and the methodology they apply.  According to Swales 

(2012), to the tripartite division of linguistic approaches to genre should be added 

further candidates including the Brazilian approach that attempts to meld SFL and 

ESP approaches to genre (see sections 1.2.2. and 1.2.3.) together with critical 

discourse analysis (CDA), and the Academic Literacies approach, also known as the 

New London School, which advocates a less textual methodology and a stronger 

focus on academic practices.10 

1.2.1.       The New-Rhetoric School: 

           What distinguishes the New Rhetoric (N.R.) School from the other linguistic 

genre schools is that it goes beyond text in analyzing genre. For N.R. scholars 

(Miller, Bazerman, Berkenkotter and Huckin among others) genres are understood as 

recurrent rhetorical situations that explain the regularities in the form of texts.11 New 

Rhetoricians adopt a contextual rather than textual approach to genre and see genre 

as a dynamic and evolving phenomenon. Bazerman (2010) proposes a variety of 

methods when analyzing genres such as extending corpora to include larger numbers 

of texts from different socio-historical contexts, gather people’s perception and 
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understanding of genres through interviews and observations and conducting 

ethnographic research on how texts are used in different social settings.12 

           This view of genre as dynamic and changing makes it difficult for N.R. to find 

applications for their findings in classroom settings as these require clear descriptions 

of the formal organizations of texts.  Furthermore, if NR scholars are concerned more 

with the socio-historical environment that surrounds genres and their spacio-temporal 

contexts, then there is little chance for NR research findings to be implemented in the 

classroom because genres are context-dependent and it makes no sense to teach them 

outside their contexts.13  

1.2.2.      The Systemic Functional Linguistic School: 

         The SFL school approach to genre has contributed richly to how genre is 

understood in textual analysis and language teaching. Largely influenced by and 

heavily drawing from Halliday’s “social semiotic” (the network of meanings that 

build any culture), SFL is based on the premise that language is integrally related to 

the social context.14 Language, according to SFL scholars, is inherently a social 

phenomenon in which different structures are used to produce different purposes and 

it cannot be understood separate from the social contexts in which it operates. Thus, 

‘functional’ refers to the work or function language fulfills in particular situations 

and ‘systemic’ refers to those combinations or ‘possible choices’ available to 

language users for the realizations of meaning.15
 

           Particularly relevant to SFL genre approach is the construct of register, 

sometimes mistakenly taken to represent genre itself.16 It is, however, important to 

know that even though some SFL genre scholars regard both genre and register as 

operating at the same level, others revised the traditional SFL view of genre and 
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made a fundamental distinction between genre and register by considering the former 

as an underlying system that operates at the discourse level while the latter as 

operating at the linguistic level that is determined by three situational elements: field ( 

what takes place), tenor (who the participants are) and mode (how language plays its 

role).17  

           Within the framework of the SFL, a rich and elaborate methodology has been 

developed to address issues in language learning through the use of texts in contexts 

taking students through a range of learning activities and paying close attention to the 

linguistic analysis and the organizational stages of texts belonging to pedagogical 

genres used in primary and secondary schools such as narratives, descriptions, 

reports, etc. These stages comprise contextual exploration, explicit instruction, 

guided practice and joint construction and finally independent application of the 

acquired knowledge.18 

1.2.3.       The English for Specific Purposes School: 

           The English for Specific Purposes tradition has approached genre from a 

different perspective than the NR and the SFL ones. Targeting principally non-native 

users of English in advanced academic and professional settings, ESP approaches 

have dealt with genres as conventionalized ways of realizing communicative 

purposes within academic and professional communities.19 Focusing more on the 

communicative functions of  texts, the ESP movement is said to be pragmatic and 

non-theory centered and this “ applied nature of ESP has been a defining feature of 

the field from its inception.”20 According to Dudley-Evans (2000), GBA within the 

ESP school has two theoretical underpinnings: its focus on learners communicative 

needs and, second, its relation to discourse as the matrix of the text.21 Depicting text 
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in terms of rhetorical units, ESP scholars provide NNS novice writers with models 

that serve as pedagogical tools that reflect NS preferred macrostructure organization 

or move structure of genres and part-genres. Together with the textual features, the 

move structure helps NNS students realize the communicative purposes of the genre 

and, thus, fit in the target discourse community.  

           Although descriptions of genres did not initially provide writing instructors 

with detailed classroom methodologies, the recent increase in the genre-based 

approach to the teaching of genres has become a prominent feature of ESP.22 

Examples of such genre materials include academic publications that have seen the 

light to support genre-based studies in the framework of ESP such as Swales and 

Feak’s Academic Writing for Graduate Students (2004). 

           It derives from the previous summaries of the three linguistic genre schools 

that all three address genre from a different perspective depending on different 

variables and foci (see table 1 on page 18). First, they differ in their audience in that 

SFL and ESP target specific audiences operating in different learning settings. While 

SFL explores genre in primary and secondary schools, ESP is instead interested in 

advanced non-native learners, especially in academic and professional settings. As 

for the NR movement, it has been geared towards a more academic audience made of 

native university students. As far as the methodology is concerned, while SFL and 

ESP movements use a textual approach with SFL employing the register variables in 

analyzing textual features of different texts and ESP using generic models based on 

rhetorical moves, New Rhetoricians, overriding the idea that genres can be taught, 

have followed ethnographic investigations. According to Hyland (2006), the three 

schools can be summed up as in table 1: 
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             Table 1. Synopsis of the Three Schools of Genre  
 

 
 
Orientation 

 
Genre  
definition  
 

 
Intellectual 
 Roots 

 
Primary  
   Focus 

 
 
Educational 
     context  

 
    Sample  
      Genres 

 
Sydney 

Staged, 
 goal-oriented  
process 

SFL Discourse  
structure  
and features 

L1 schools,  
adult  
migrants 

Reports, recounts, 
Narratives 

New 
Rhetoric 

Recurrent social 
 action in response  
to situated context 

Post- 
Modernism 

Social processes  
Context 

L1 university  
Composition 

Research report, 
patent, medical 
record 

 
ESP 

Class of 
 communicative  
events exhibiting 
 patterns  
of similarity 

SFL, 
Swales 

Discourse  
structures and 
 features 

L2 academic  
and professiona
 Training 

Research articles,
 sales letter, 
dissertations,  
academic,  
lectures, vivas 

              Source: Data adapted from Ken Hyland, EAP, An Advanced Resource Book (Great             
Britain: Routledge, 2006). 

 . 
 

           Now that the audience, setting and methodology of each school are reviewed, 

we can claim that the ESP approach to genre is the one that most corresponds to the 

genre analysis of DIs introductory sections of the present study and we can sum up 

the reasons for choosing the ESP genre approach in conducting the present research 

in the following: 

1. As in ESP genre studies, the present study aims at investigating the generic 

structures of texts written by non-native post-graduates.  

2.  This study aims at investigating dissertation introductions as a sub-genre in an 

academic setting. In this respect, ESP genre literature is the richest as DI as a genre 

and its different constituents sub-genres, namely the introductions, 

acknowledgments, conclusions and abstracts were studied to sort out their generic 

and textual features in native and non-native contexts. Therefore, this study will add 

up to the existing literature in that it will attempt to sort out the generic features of 

dissertation introductions written by Algerian students. 
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3. In terms of methodology, the present study, as stated in the general 

introduction, takes as its model the Create A Research Space (CARS) model as 

revised and modified by Samraj (2008). The reason for choosing this model is that it 

was the one applied since Swales (1981) work on RA introductions and later 

developed by other ESP genre scholars in the study of introductions of dissertations 

(Dudley-Evans, 1986; Samraj, 2008).  

          It must be noted that in addition to the ESP approach, the present study equally 

draws on the NR methodology. This eclectic research design in which both 

methodologies coalesce to supplement each other to explain how text relates to 

context is advocated by major ESP genre scholars. 

2. Genre in ESP 

            As argued in the previous section, genre has enjoyed several descriptions 

stemming from different theoretical and pedagogical concerns and belonging to 

different movements ranging from ethnographic and rhetoric scholars like those of 

the NR camp, language educationalists such as those of the SFL movement and ESP 

genre scholars interested more in genre in advanced EFL academic settings. 

However, it is worth noticing that even if these movements approached genre from a 

common linguistic perspective, their approach do differ substantially in that they 

approach genre according to their analytical and pedagogical interests. Whereas the 

SFL movement sees genre as a network of meanings that occur and reoccur 

according to socio-linguistic situations, the ESP perspective offers a view that is 

altogether different.   

2.1. Defining Genre in ESP 

           In a very widely cited definition of genre, Swales (1990) refers to genre as a 

class of communicative events that are determined by communicative purposes 
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which constrain the rhetorical structure, content and style of the genre.23 According 

to Swales (1990), the genre’s purposes are recognized by members of the discourse 

community that owns it. Those communicative purposes also determine the structure 

and the textual choices of the genre. Taking the communicative purpose as a starting 

point, Swales (1990) defines it as: 

[...] a class of communicative events the members of which share some set of 
communicative purposes. These purposes are recognized by the expert 
members of the parent discourse community, and thereby constitute the 
rationale for the genre. This rationale shapes the schematic structure of the 
discourse and influences and constrains choice of content and style. 
Communicative purpose is both a privileged criterion and one that operates to 
keep the scope of a genre as here conceived narrowly focused on comparable 
rhetorical action. In addition to purpose, exemplars of a genre exhibit various 
patterns of similarity in terms of structure, style, content and intended 
audience.24 

                                   

           Regarded as groundbreaking in ESP genre research, Swales’ definition has 

influenced later research in the broader field of ESP. Bhatia (2004) introduces the 

professional community to replace the Swalesian term of discourse community to 

refer to people using genres in professional settings such as business and legal 

documents, but maintains the same component of conventionalized language use to 

reach certain communicative goals: 

Genre, essentially, refers to language use in  a conventionalized 
communicative setting in order to give expression to a specific set of 
communicative goals of a disciplinary or social institution, which give rise to 
stable structural forms by imposing constraints on the use of lexico- 
grammatical as well as discoursal resources.25                                                                              

 
          The communicative dimension in ESP approach to genre appears again in 

definitions provided by ESP genre scholars and genre analysts. In a less recent 

definition, Flowerdew and Peacock (2001) have defined genre as “[...] a particular 

communicative event which has a particular communicative purpose recognised by 

its users, or discourse community.”26 
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           According to the above definitions, it is clear that the role of communicative 

purpose is central to genre as conceived within the ESP framework although other 

features may be of equal relevance such as the discourse community and the textual 

content. As argued by many scholars from the ESP research camp, it is 

communicative purpose that defines and helps categorize genre itself because every 

genre is an instance of successful achievement of specific communicative purposes 

using linguistic and discursive resources that correspond to the community’s 

conventions and expectations.27 The hierarchical relationship between 

communicative purpose and discourse can be schematized as follows: 

                    Communicative purpose 

                                                                            Genre (the text)                                          

             Rhetorical strategies  
                 (moves & steps)                

                                                                                                                                                                 
 
Figure 1. Genre in ESP, adapted from Anis Bawarshi and Mary J. Reiff, Genre, 

An Introduction to History, Theory, Research, and Pedagogy (Indiana: Parlor 
Press, 2010). 

 
          However, even though genres are typically associated with recurring rhetorical 

situations sharing common communicative purposes, users of a genre are allowed to 

add contributions within the limits of what can be termed as “generic integrity”28 or, 

as Berkenkotter and  Huckin (1995) refer to it, “conditions of use”: 

[...] genres are inherently dynamic rhetorical structures that can be 
manipulated according to conditions of use, and that genre knowledge is 
therefore best conceptualized as a form of situated cognition embedded in 
disciplinary cultures.29 

               
           Many ESP scholars (Swales, 1990, 2004; Bhatia, 2002 among others) agree 

on the centrality of the communicative purposes and their importance in identifying 
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genres. Together with the rhetorical content, these communicative purposes are 

recognized by members of the discourse communities to which the genres belong. 

Examining the interplay between discourse community, rhetorical content and 

communicative purpose is known as genre analysis. 

2.2. Genre Analysis in ESP 

           According to Hyland, mastery of English language academic discourses 

conventions is a sine qoi none for those students and academics who want to 

successfully evolve in their learning and achieve their careers .30 Genre analysis is 

perhaps the pedagogic tool most powerfully interested and most fully involved in 

exploring and depicting the writing conventions inherent in academic genres.  

Regarded as an offshoot of such areas as pragmatics and rhetoric, 31 genre analysis 

first emerged to cater to urgent composition needs encountered in non-native higher 

education settings, often overcoming the shortcomings of earlier linguistic analyses, 

such as the Register Analysis, criticized for not incorporating communicative and 

discursive values or, in Swales’ terms, as “lacking explanatory force.” 32 

                                                       
            English for Specific Purposes suggests a system of analysis that demonstrates 

differences between texts and, in this respect, discourse analysis may overlap with 

genre analysis. A distinction between the two terms is provided by Dudley-Evans 

and St. Johns: 

Any study of language or, more specifically, text at a level above that of the 
sentence is a discourse study. This may involve the study of cohesive links 
between sentences, of paragraphs, or the structure of the whole text. The 
results of this type of analysis make statements about how texts – any text - 
work. This is applied discourse analysis. Where, however, the focus of text 
analysis is on the regularities of structures that distinguish one type of text 
from another, this is genre analysis and the results focus on the differences 
between text types, or genres. 33 
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            In a similar vein, Bhatia (2015) makes a distinction between genre analysis in 

ESP and other disciplines. He describes the interface between genre analysis and 

discourse analysis and pragmatics as follows: 

Discourse Analysis as the study of language use beyond sentence boundaries 
was primarily inspired by some of the broad tenets of Pragmatics, in 
particular, to bring context within the scope of analysis and interpretation, 
which has been a very significant development in the study of meaning. 
Genre Analysis is only a way of analyzing, interpreting, and accounting for 
some of the discursive actions taking place in specific academic and 
professional contexts, and considers context and any form of specific genre 
knowledge as an important contributor to its understanding of genre.34 

          With regard to cross-linguistic investigations where genre analysis has 

pedagogical interests in addition to the exploratory goals, Bhatia (2002) considers 

genre analysis as an investigation of how and why institutionalized practices differ 

among different discourse communities: 

Analyzing genre means investigating instances of conventionalized or 
institutionalized textual artifacts in the context of specific institutional and 
disciplinary practices, procedures and cultures in order to understand how 
members of specific discourse communities construct, interpret and use these 
genres to achieve their community goals and why they write them the way 
they do.35 

           Since three key concepts, namely Discourse Community, Communicative 

Purpose and Move Structure frame the ESP genre analysis approach, a more detailed 

discussion of each concept is provided in the following sections. 

2.1.1.      Discourse Community 

            Broadly speaking, a discourse community is, as its name indicates, a group of 

people who produce and receive discourses. However, “we do not use language to 

communicate with the world at large, but with individuals or group of individuals.”36 

The concept is crucial to cross-linguistic and cross-cultural studies of academic 
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writing. In particular in EFL settings, as is the case with the present study that 

investigates master’s dissertation introductions written by Algerian students, the 

relationship between writers and their readers is a major shaping force of the 

rhetorical organization of students’ writings. Knowledge of the conventions and 

expectations of the target discourse community determines in large part its potential 

members among the foreign candidates.  

           The following is an account of the Discourse Community concept and what 

makes its conceptualization in the ESP school different from two overlapping terms, 

namely the Speech Community and the Interpretive Community. 

2.2.1.1. Discourse Community 

           The genealogy of the discourse community concept may be traced back to the 

notion of speech community common to sociolinguistics and the ethnography of 

communication whereby similarities in speech could be accounted for by the speaker 

living in a community defined by geographical space, social class, linguistic norms, 

verbal repertoires, ethnicity, etc. 37 Also referred to as “invisible college” 38 and 

“academic tribe”,39 discourse community has been approached in different ways. 

Swales (1990) sees it as having “collective goals”40 while some other scholars 

suggest that it has common interests rather than goals. Taking a middle way, Barton 

(1994) qualifies them as loose-knit groups whose members are engaged in either 

producing or receiving texts. He states that: 

A discourse community is a group of people who have texts and practices in 
common, whether it is a group of academics, or the readers of teenage 
magazines. In fact, discourse community can refer to the people the text is 
aimed at; it can be the people who read a text; or it can refer to the people 
who participate in a set of discourse practices both by reading and writing.41 
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           A notion of unquestionable relevance to generic discourse, discourse 

community deserves a more elaborate definition than that of Barton (1994).Swales 

(1990) proposes some criterial features sufficient for identifying a group of 

individuals as a discourse community. According to Swales, it: 

1. has mechanisms of intercommunication among its members;  

2. uses its participatory mechanisms primarily to provide information and 

feedback;  

3. in addition to owning genres, it has acquired some specific lexis;  

4. has a threshold level of members with a suitable degree of relevant content and 

discoursal expertise.42 

2.2.1.2. Speech Community 

           As hinted earlier, speech community is recognized in terms of shared 

linguistic norms within human groups defined by geographical space, social class, 

cultural environment, ethnicity, etc.43There are differences between discourse 

community, which is a concept referring to people deliberately sharing a set of 

writing conventions within an academic context, and speech community which is an 

ethnographic term referring to human groups sharing linguistic practices within a 

spatiotemporal context.  Although the concept of discourse community derived from 

speech community, some obligatory demarcations have to be drawn between the two 

terms. The main difference is in terms of setting with the former operating in 

research settings where standardized forms and conventionalized strategies are 

deployed by members pursuing public goals and the latter being a formation with no 

functional and goal-oriented discursive practices but sharing such communicative 
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needs of the group as “socialization and group solidarity.”44 The differences between 

the two terms are summarized in the following table: 

              Table 2.   Differences between Discourse Community and Speech Community. 
Differences in       Discourse  Community 

 
   Speech Community 

Membership Recruited membership 
(by persuasion, training or 
 relevant qualification) 

Inherited membership  
(by birth, accident or 
adoption) 

Nature Sociorhetorical (academic,  
scientific and intellectual 
 conventions) 

Sociolinguistic 
 (social, cultural, ethnic 
 conventions) 
 

Members’  
communicative  
Needs 

Functional (the primary determinants 
of linguistic behavior are  
goal-oriented) 

Social (the primary 
determinants  
of  
linguistic behavior are 
social) 

Fabric of  
Society 

Centrifugal ( separating people into 
 occupational or speciality-interest  
groups) 

Centripetal (absorbing  
people into  
the general fabric) 

Source: Data adapted from John Swales, Genre Analysis: English in Academic and 

Research Settings (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 23-24.     

2.2.1.3.           Interpretive Community 

           Interpretive community is a literary-philosophical concept referring not so 

much to specific physical groupings of people as to a kind of loose dispersed and 

open networks of individuals sharing ways of reading texts, especially literary 

texts.45 To succinctly sum up how the concepts of discourse community (Swales, 

1990), speech community (Hymes, 1972) and interpretive community (Fish, 1980) 

interconnect and relate to one another, Borg (2003) states: 

The concept of discourse communities developed from the concepts of speech 
community and interpretive community, and sits somewhat uneasy between 
them [...] Unlike a speech community, membership of a discourse community 
is a matter of choice; unlike an interpretive community, members of a 
discourse community actively share goals and communicate with other 
members to pursue those goals.46    
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2.2.2. Communicative Purpose       

          According to mainstream genre theory, genres are defined by their outcome or 

purpose. In his survey of how genre is perceived within the disciplines of linguistics, 

rhetoric, folklore, and literature Swales (1990) argues that one component of a stance 

common to these disciplines is their emphasis on communicative purpose and social 

action.47 In a similar vein, Mirhassani and Reshadi (2001) see textual structure as 

essentially dependent on the purposes the genre is conventionally designed to 

achieve:    

The essence of the concept of genre, as is now used in applied linguistics, 
ESP, and rhetoric, is an emphasis on the primacy of communicative purpose 
and the way in which communicative needs shape or influence both surface 
and deeper rhetorical structure.48 

                      
 
Although the criterion of communicative purpose stands as one of ESP’s 

strengths in that it turns readers’ attention away from surface features of texts to their 

socially situated functions, a clear definition of communicative purpose as a way of 

categorizing texts is difficult to find and “the ascription of purpose/function is no 

simple matter”49 because the process often leads to disagreements between “‘inside’ 

experts and ‘outside’ genre analysts, or indeed among the experts themselves.” 50 

                              
          Recently, Bhatia (2002) and Swales (2004) have reiterated the complex nature 

of genre and the arduous task of identifying their communicative content. According 

to Bhatia (2002), one of the main objectives of genre analysis is to understand and to 

account for the complex and dynamic world of texts, complex in “that it incorporates 

texts of various kinds, serving often overlapping and at the same time conflicting 

communicative purposes.” 51 Similarly, Swales (2004) has modified his emphasis on 

communicative purpose as a defining feature and classifying mechanism of genre. 
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Instead of seeing genre as carrying specific, clear-cut communicative goals, he 

proposes “repurposing genres”52 by characterizing them by the following metaphors: 

 

Genres are frames for action                                guiding principles  
                                                   for achieving purposes using language 
Genres are language standards                       expected conventions of 
                                                                   layout and language 
Biological species                                      complex historicities 

Families and prototypes                             genres are more or less similar  
                                                                    to “core” exemplars 
Institutions                                              shaping contexts; roles 

Speech acts                                      the conventional actions the  
                                                      genre is intended to  perform 

                 

Figure2. Metaphors of Genre 
Source: John Swales, Research Genres: Explorations and Applications  
(UK: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 61. 

 

2.2.3.       Move Structure 

2.2.3.1. Move Definition 

            Initially, move as a unit of generic analysis was not assigned a concrete 

definition as Swales, the instigator of ESP genre analysis and a previous analyst in 

the framework of the systemicist school, simply thought of the RA genre as 

consisting of sections containing each a number of communicative strategies which 

articulate the communicative purpose of each section of the genre.53  Based on this 

understanding, move can be regarded as a unit of analysis expressed in constituent 

steps signaled by particular linguistic choices. However, as genre analysis has 

expanded within the framework of ESP due to academic globalization and the 

subsequent pedagogical needs that arouse among foreign novice writers, the notion 

of move has gained prominence and has become central to genre analysis as a 

rhetorical unit most deserving of further scrutiny. As a result, move has been 
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approached differently and ESP scholars have tried to give it clear-cut definitions. 

Drawing from earlier ideas, some discourse analysts argue that moves vary in length 

ranging from several paragraphs to at least one proposition54 while some others see it 

as a “text segment made up of a bundle of linguistic features (lexical meaning, 

propositional content, and illocutionary force, etc.) which give the segment a uniform 

orientation and signal the content of discourse in it.” 55  

           The attempts to delineate the meaning of move have been numerous but most 

of them agree that communicative purposes are achieved through a series of moves 

and collaborative efforts of the moves help to accomplish the goal of the overall part-

genre. On the functional nature of move Swales (2004) comments: 

A move in genre analysis represents a discoursal or rhetorical unit that 
performs a coherent communicative function in a written or spoken discourse. 
Although it has sometimes been aligned with a grammatical unit such as a 
sentence, utterance or paragraph (e.g. Crooks, 1986) it is better seen as 
flexible in terms of its linguistic realization. At one extreme, it can be realized 
by a clause; at the other by several sentences. It is a functional unit not a 
formal unit.56 (My emphasis) 

 

2.2.3.2. Moves and Steps 

           In the ESP genre analysis tradition, it is established that the unit of analysis is 

the rhetorical moves that are sequences of text performing specific communicative 

functions.  However, as Swales (2004) points out, moves are discoursal and 

rhetorical units sometimes identified by such grammatical units as sentences and 

paragraphs. Based on this understanding, the communicative function of move is not 

necessarily systematically determined. A paragraph, for example, is a relatively 

longer discourse unit that may embody several communicative sub-functions that 

collaboratively contribute to shape the paragraph’s overall communicative function 

and in case the paragraph is found to represent one  rhetorical move, those textual 
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sub-sections (likely to be the sentences) fulfilling the sub-functions within the 

paragraph are called steps. They are options or strategies that writers choose in 

realizing the communicative purpose of the move.57 Tables 3 and 4 are two samples 

of move structures including moves and steps of two different academic sub-genres, 

namely the DI Acknowledgment and the RA Conclusion as established by Hyland 

(2006) and Kanoksilapatham (2005) respectively:                          

Table 3.  The Move Structure of Dissertation Acknowledgements  

Move 1. Reflecting  

Move 2. Thanking mapping credit to individuals and institutions 
         Step 1. Presenting participants  
         Step 2. Thanks for academic help          
         Step 3. Thanks for resources support 
         Step 4. Thanks for moral support  
Move 3. Announcing 
         Step 1. Accepting responsibility  
        Step 2. Dedication  

              Source: Ken Hyland, EAP, An Advanced Resource Book (Great Britain: Routledge,  
              2006), 51.   
         
              Table 4.  The Move Structure of Research Article Conclusion Sections                    

Move 1.   Contextualizing the study  
Move 2.   Consolidation of results (obligatory)  
       Step 1. Restating methodology         
       Step 2. Stating selected findings  
       Step 3. Referring to previous literature  
       Step 4. Explaining differences in findings  
       Step 5. Making overt claims or generalizations (deduction, 
 speculation, and possibility)  
       Step 6. Exemplifying  

Move 3.   Limitations of the study  
       Step 1. Limitation of the findings  
       Step 2. Limitation of the methodology  
       Step 3. Limitation of the claims made  
Move 4.   Further research suggested (optional) 

Source: Elena Sheldon, “The Research Article: a rhetorical and functional 
comparison of texts created by native and non-native English writers and native 
Spanish writers,” (PhD Diss., Zaragoza University, 2013), 77. 
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           It is important to notice that while some steps are obligatory in the move some 

are not. It is these optional steps that are often indicative of generic and rhetorical 

variations among writers from different disciplinary and cultural backgrounds. 

According to Dudley-Evans (2000), move patterns are not universal as writers can 

omit particular moves or steps to suit their purposes .58  Thus, the move-step analysis 

is particularly interesting for the present study which contrasts master’s DI 

introductions produced in two different languages in that the absence of steps and 

inclusion of others will inform us of the rhetorical strategies of writers on the one 

hand and, on the other hand, will constitute a point of departure for further 

ethnographic work in order to look into the origins of these variations.  

2.2.3.3.        Move Analysis  

             Move analysis is a top-down approach used to describe texts’ communicative 

content in a straightforward manner.59 However, in order to carry out a move 

analysis to identify the move structure of a text, one has to follow a certain number 

of criteria some of which are believed to be those lexico-grammatical clues that more 

clearly signal the communicative function of successive stretches of text. The other 

clues which help recognize a transition from one move to another is inference from 

the context and knowledge of the genre conventions. The following are some 

regularly used procedures for move identification: 

1. Explicit lexical signals indicating information contained in a move (for 

example: ‘the aim of the present study…’ indicates Occupying the Niche); 

2. Preparatory statements which signal the beginning of a move or a concluding 

move (e.g. ‘In conclusion’); 
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3. Lexical items (for example ‘reveal’, ‘indicate’, ’suggest’, ‘find’, etc. suggest a 

‘statement of finding’ move, whereas ‘is attributed to..’,’is due to..’, etc. indicate an 

explanation move); 

4. Knowledge of the generic, rhetorical and organizational conventions (for 

example, a citation indicates CARS Establishing a Territory move); 

5. Headings and sub-headings; 

6. Inference from content (in the absence of explicit linguistic exponents, the 

researcher may resort to inference from the text content). 60 

            Although genre investigations including cross-disciplinary and cross-

linguistic ones have been abundant, researchers did not offer an exhaustive and 

explicit account of the criteria to be used to demarcate moves and steps. This 

suggests that they generally relied on writers’ ideas and intentions, or the ideational 

content, on the one hand and on the other hand on lexico-grammatical markers and 

other signals that indicate shifts in ideas such as metadiscourse and headings.61 

             The present study does not differ from the previous ones in that it applies a 

top-down approach that takes as its starting point the global communicative purpose 

of the introduction sub-genre as outlined in CARS (Create A Research Space) model 

(see table 8 on page 39). A more practical working methodology which best details 

the process of conducting a corpus-based move analysis is the one proposed by Biber 

(2007). 

              Table 5. General Steps often used to Conduct a Corpus-Based  Move Analysis  

STEP 1 Determine rhetorical purposes of the genre  
STEP 2 Determine rhetorical function of each text segment in its local context; 

 identify the possible move types of the genre 
STEP 3 Group functional and/or semantic themes that are either in relative proximity  

to each other or often occur in similar locations in representative texts.  
These reflect the specific steps that can be used to realize a broader move  
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STEP 4 Conduct pilot-coding to test and fine-tune definitions of move purposes 
STEP 5 Develop coding protocol with clear definitions and examples of move types  

and steps 
STEP 6 Code full set of texts, with inter-rater reliability check to confirm that  

there is clear understanding of move definitions and how moves/steps are  
realized in texts 

STEP 7 Add any additional steps and/or moves that are revealed in the full analysis 
STEP 8 Revise coding protocol to resolve any discrepancies revealed by the  

inter-rater Revise coding protocol to resolve any discrepancies revealed by 
 the inter-rater reliability check or by newly ‘discovered’ moves/steps, 
 and re-code problematic areas 

STEP 9 Conduct linguistic analysis of move features and/or other corpus-facilitated 
 analyses  

STEP 10 Describe corpus of texts in terms of typical and alternate move structures 
 and linguistic characteristics 

Source: Douglas Biber et al., Discourse on the Move, Using Corpus Analysis to 

Describe Discourse Structure (USA: John Benjamins, 2007), 34.  
     
            A move analysis should ideally consider the general procedures enumerated 

above (Al-Ali, 1999) together with the steps in the more detailed model suggested by 

Biber (2007). It should be noted, however, that not all these steps are followed in 

every move analysis.  

3. Genre Analysis of Academic Texts     

3.1.       Dissertation as an Academic Genre                                                                                          

            Thus far in this study, I have gone through the theoretical framework which 

informs it and have highlighted the importance of ESP genre-centered approach in 

bringing about unprecedented methodologies of which move analysis continues to be 

very widely applied in genre analysis which has become a key resource for EAP 

teachers as it provides both “a description of communicative activity and support for 

making it explicit to students.”62 

           As this study is concerned with the introduction as an academic part-genre, it 

is useful to review the dissertation genre of which it forms a part with the focus being 

directed to reasons why the DI genre has attracted less interest from genre scholars. 

When reviewing the literature of genre analysis performed in the framework of ESP, 
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one immediate remark is that the genre most extensively dealt with is the RA, its 

constituent part-genres, structure, social construction and historical evolution.  

            Ventola and Mauranen (1996) considered that the many academic genres had 

been eclipsed due to the much larger scholarly and scientific interest that the RA 

could arouse among research communities, resulting in remarkably small number of 

empirical investigations about the DI.63 Swales (1990) attributed the remarkable lack 

of interest in the DI to its daunting size.64 Kamler and Thompson (2006) remarked 

that “since most academics have completed a dissertation, it is ironic that the genre is 

such an under-theorized, under-studied and under-taught text.” 65 Tardy refers to the 

challenges that the master’s DI represent for NNS writers and novice writers as 

follows: 

A Master’s thesis can pose many challenges for students as it is usually their 
first place of extended academic writing. It may also be their first attempt at 
presenting their work to a scholarly audience consisting of more than a 
single instructor. With few exceptions, students lack previous experience in 
writing a Master’s thesis or similar genres and must learn the expectations, 
procedures and conventions of the task while carrying it out.66 

                                                              
             Although the challenges that the DI writing poses to NS and NNS have 

generated a need of training them in the writing of this genre, the work undertaken in 

this area consisted only of materials providing them with information about format, 

data collection procedures, methodology, etc. Before evoking some of the early 

attempts that decorticated the generic organization of the DI, it is worth reminding 

the major DI formats which can be listed as follows: 

1. ILrMD (Introduction/Literature Review/Method/Results and Discussion): it 

stands for the basic structural components that typically constitute an R.A 

(introduction, methods, results and discussion) and it is taken to be the standard or 

traditional format for Master and PhD’s dissertations. According to Dudley-Evans 
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(1994), this format is a blown up version of the research article.67 It is the most 

representative of the dissertations in our corpus. 

2. Topic-based format: unlike the ILrMD format, the DI following the T.B. 

format is a compilation of a series of articles, each examining a particular topic 

presented in a chapter and the collection of these specific topics has a coherent topic 

or theme. Writers utilize this format to report and discuss their analysis in multiple 

chapters with topic specific headings. 

3. Article Compilation: as its name denotes, this format consists of chapters 

containing each the research article organization (introduction, methods, results and 

discussion). 

              Most scholars agree that the DI format depends on disciplinary and 

methodological considerations. For instance, Samraj (2008) has found from her study 

of master’s DI introductions that DIs from different disciplines do not follow the 

same pattern.68 While the macrostructure of the corpus in the field of biology 

displays the ILrMD pattern, a philosophy dissertation will follow the T.B. pattern. 

None of these dissertations contains a literature review chapter common in the 

linguistics dissertations which is the third discipline in her corpus.          

3.2.    Move Analysis of Dissertation Introductions   

            As stated in the general introduction, studies on the DI genre have not 

attracted as much interest as have those concerned with the RA. Genre scholars 

ascribed this to the fact that the genre most widely researched was the RA and as a 

result early generic investigations especially within the ESP framework were focused 

on the RA sub-genres (abstract, introduction, method, results, discussion and 

conclusion). According to Bunton (2002), one reason for the DI genre and its 

constituent sub-genres to be under-investigated as such is that writers only produce 
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one thesis while most prefer to make their way in the research community by turning 

to the much shorter and much more conventionalized RA genre.69 

             Notwithstanding this neglect, some scholars such as Dudley-Evans (1986) 

remarked that Swales’ methodology is not only applicable to the analysis of the RA 

but can equally serve in analyzing the dissertation since an introduction, for example, 

is very likely to have the same schematic structure and the same communicative 

goal, that is to create a research space and make a contribution to the existing body of 

disciplinary knowledge, whatever the genre. In a praiseworthy attempt to replicate 

the CARS model proposed by Swales (1981) in the analysis of the introductory 

chapters of seven dissertations, Dudley-Evans (1986) identified a generic structure 

that is similar to Swales’s in many respects (see table 6). Move 5 (Preparing for the  

Table 6. Dudley-Evans (1986) DI’s Introduction Move Structure 

Move 1. Introducing the field 
Move 2. Introducing the general topic (within the field) 
Move 3. Introducing the particular topic (within the general topic)  
Move 4. Defining the scope of the particular topic by:  
(i) Introducing research 
(ii) Summarizing previous research 

Move 5. Preparing for the present research by: 
(i) Indicating a gap in previous research 
(ii) Indicating a possible expansion of previous research 

Move 6. Introducing the present research by 
(i) Stating the aim of the research 
(ii) Describing briefly the work carried out 
(iii) Justifying the research 

         Source: David Bunton, “Generic Moves in PhD Thesis Introductions,” in Academic      

Discourse, ed. John Flowerdew (Harlow: Longman, 2002), 60. 
 

      
Present Research) appears to fulfill the same communicative purpose as does move 2 

(Establishing a Niche) in Swales’ version of CARS: to establish a link between the 

current research and the wider field. The greater number of moves and the 
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subsequent appearance of new steps can be ascribed to the length of the DI compared 

to the RA in Swales’ study as can be seen in tables 6 and 7. 

       Table 7. Swales (1981) RA Introduction Move Structure  
Move 1. Establishing a Territory 
Step 1. Claiming centrality                                                  and/or 
Step 2. Making topic generalizations                                   and/or 
Step 3. Reviewing items of previous research 
Move 2. Establishing a Niche 
Step 1A. Counter-claiming                                                         or 
Step 1B. Indicating a gap                                                           or 
Step 1C. Question raising                                                          or 
Step1D. Continuing a tradition 
Move 3. Occupying the Niche 
Step 1A.Outlining purposes                                                       or 
Step 1B. Announcing present research 
Step 2. Announcing principal findings 
Step 3. Indicating research article structure 
 

Source: Olga Dysthe, “Creativity in Research in Academic Writing: What Support Do Students at 
Different Levels Need?” October 2013, http:// www.slideshare.net/eLearnCenter/creativity-in-

research (accessed June 1, 2015). 

3.3.      The CARS Model    

            For it is the first model that has launched the literature of genre analysis 

within the ESP framework, CARS (Create a Research Space) is believed to be the 

most widely known and applied in analyzing the rhetorical structure of 

introductions and it has been quite successful in both descriptive and pedagogical 

terms since its inception and seemed to lend itself for further application.70 Though 

it was initially created to describe the schematic structure of the RA introductory 

sections, there had been many attempts to apply this model to other sections such as 

the abstract (Samraj, 2005; Salagher-Meyer, 1992), the methodology section 

(Wood, 1982), the result section (Brett, 1994; Thompson, 1993), the discussion 

section (Dudley-Evans, 1994; Holmes, 1997) and even the acknowledgments 

section (Hyland, 2003). These attempts have been fruitful in that they resulted in 

establishing new generic models for the other sections of the RA to further enrich 
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the ESP genre literature and genre-based pedagogy. Examples may include 

Hyland’s Five Move for RA abstracts (2000), Bhatia’s Four move model for DI 

abstracts (1993), Bunton’s model for PhD thesis introductions (2002), etc.  

           Based on these models, much research concerning the various disciplines has 

been actively conducted aiming to sort out cross-disciplinary variations (Anthony, 

1999; Samraj, 2002). Likewise, other studies have applied them cross-culturally to 

find out how writings differ among cultures and languages (Arvay and Tanko, 

2004; Shim, 2005). Furthermore, research has been oriented to other types of 

research and academic papers. Thus, the same models have been applied in the 

study of sectional aspects of dissertations and theses (Dudley-Evans, 1986, and 

Samraj, 2008, for introductions). 

              As this study is concerned with master’s DI introductions, I will follow the 

model proposed by Samraj (2008) who recently applied Swales (1990) CARS 

model to deal with the rhetorical structure of master’s DI introductions from the 

disciplines of philosophy, biology and linguistics. Similar to most genre studies 

using the CARS pattern, Samraj (2008) proposed a  model that did not depart from 

the original Swalesian version as it comprised the three principal moves                    

( Establishing a Territory, Establishing a Niche and Occupying the Niche). 

Differences are rather seen at the level of steps as table 8 shows (see page 39).  

            Samraj (2008) identified the same move structure as the CARS model she 

utilized in her investigation of master’s DI introductions. In move 1, the first step in 

CARS (Claiming Centrality) is replaced by Importance in the Real World step or 

Importance in Research step. According to Samraj (2008), step variation is due to  
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Table 8. Move Structure of Master’s Theses Introductions, Samraj 2008. 

Move 1   Establishing  Territory 
1 Claim centrality 
1-a Importance in the real world 
1-b importance in research 
2 Review literature or present topic generalizations 
Move 2    Establishing a Niche 
1-a Indicate a gap/question in research 
1-b Indicate a problem in the real world 
2 Positive justification 
Move 3     Occupying the Niche 
1 State goals/argument of thesis  
2 Background 
2-a Present hypotheses  
2-b Present results 
3 Preview organization of thesis 

               Source: Farida Amara, “A Genre Analysis Study of Algerian Magister Dissertations                
in Linguistics and Didactics: the Case of the English Department of the University 
of Algiers,” (Magister Diss., Tizi-Ouzou University, 2009), 32. 

 

the sparse reference to the literature in the disciplines of philosophy and linguistics 

in particular “as an absence of disciplinary pressure to situate the current study 

within a body of related studies”.71 As for the two other steps, namely Making 

Topic Generalizations and Review of Previous Research, she combined them into 

one step that she labeled Review of Literature or Present Topic Generalizations. 

Within move 2 (Establishing a Niche), a new step, Positive Justification, is added to 

the existing ones. As for the final move (Occupying the Niche), it seems to be more 

elaborately outlined in Samraj’s model with the appearance of an additional step 

named Background. This is principally due to the length of the DI compared to the 

RA genre. 

          As the present study compares the generic structures of master’s DI 

introductions written in Arabic and English, it seems that Samraj (2008) version of 

CARS present the most suitable model against which the introductions in my 
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corpus will be compared. The rationale behind choosing it can be explained as 

follows: 

1.  The most important reason is that the discipline which is Literature shares 

rhetorical features with the disciplines in Samraj’s study. In fact, her corpus 

consisted essentially of DI introductions from the field of the humanities. Put 

simply, if the pattern which Samraj (2008) proposed was formulated as the ideal 

way to generically organize a DI introduction, this has to be strongly connected 

with her corpus from a disciplinary perspective. According to Samraj (2002), 

researching genres from a disciplinary standpoint not only is important in terms of 

gaining membership into specific discourse communities but it also helps recognize 

the boundaries between broad disciplinary categories ( such as the humanities, the 

social and the natural sciences).72 

2. As pointed out earlier in this section, the CARS is widely acknowledged as a 

theoretically and pedagogically successful model in ESP genre analysis tradition as 

it is simple, functional and corpus-based.  

3. Finally, it is important to point out that as is the case in the present study, 

Samraj (2008) investigated introductions belonging to the master’s DI genre. This 

further enhances the reliability of the findings of the present study.    
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Chapter Two 

 

Methodology 

   

         In this chapter, the research methodology adopted to conduct the study is 

presented. First, the chapter describes the text corpus and the criteria for building it. 

As the study deals with the generic analysis of a corpus of DIs introductions produced 

in English and Arabic by postgraduate students belonging to the departments of 

English and Arabic of Bejaia University and another corpus of DIs written in English 

by native American postgraduates, this chapter discusses the technique that 

corresponds to the analysis. Finally, a description of the ethnographic tool is provided 

at the end of the chapter. According to Bhatia (2015), this approach is useful to 

supplement the findings derived from the textual analysis in that it allows us to have a 

closer look at “the intentions, motivations and other aspects of genre construction and 

exploitation.”1 

1. The Corpus 

           The text corpus created for analysis consists of three sets of introductions taken 

from twelve master’s dissertations produced within the past five years. The three sub-

corpora comprise respectively four master dissertation introductions produced in 

English by students from the Department of English at the university of Bejaia 

(henceforth DINNS), four DI introductions produced in Arabic by Algerian students 

from the Department of Arabic at the same university (henceforth DIA) and another 

four introductions produced in English by native postgraduate students from the 
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Faculty of the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences of Georgetown University, 

Washington D.C., U.S.A. (henceforth DINS). 

         Choosing the University of Bejaia as a case study was motivated by some 

practical reasons. Being a graduate of the same university and having been 

incorporated as a supply teacher in the Department of English for some years, I can 

claim that I am enough familiar with the staff, the administration and the university in 

general. This helped me choose my corpus from the library catalogue of the faculty of 

Letters and Languages and after introducing myself to the library manager as a 

Magister student in Didactics from UMMTO and after giving some details about the 

study as being corpus-based and requiring some computer work he offered me to 

provide the PDF versions of the introductions of the DIs in English and Arabic. As for 

those of the native sub-corpus, while paying particular attention to the degree, the 

titles and year of submission, I downloaded them from the website of Georgetown 

University that makes electronically available its master dissertations archives.   

         Another reason for choosing the University of Bejaia is related to its early 

implementation of the LMD (Licence/Master/Doctorate) system. Compared with most 

Algerian universities, this university had been among the first to implement this 

system which came into force in 2004. However, it is paradoxical that students’ 

writing quality has not been dealt with accordingly, and although a change has been 

operated at the level of the syllabus, both quantitatively and qualitatively to meet the 

international standards of the LMD system, there still remains much work to be done 

to enhance students’ rhetorical awareness. Another reason why the study limits itself 

to one university is to inspire further research regarding the rhetorical awareness issue 

in other universities. According to Biber et al. (2007), the use of small-size corpora 

aligns with contemporary trends in EFL research where more focused corpora are 
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much more likely to yield insights that are more directly relevant to specific teaching 

purposes.2  Ideally, further studies will account for the generic and rhetorical 

performance of students of other  Algerian universities by considering at the same 

time regional, linguistic and social variables considered as valuable factors in 

contrastive rhetorical research.   

1.1. Discipline    

           The DIs from which the introductions are taken from are produced in the field 

of Literature. As discussed in the previous sections of this study, disciplinary variation 

is one area on which many ESP genre-based analyses have reported in the past, 

shedding light on how the discipline impacts the rhetorical organization of this 

important part-genre. For example, Samraj (2002) argues that within Wildlife 

Behavior and Conservation Biology, which are two related fields, a generic variation 

has been observed, the former tending to employ epistemic statements in all the three 

CARS Moves, while the latter justifying the research in terms of real world matters, a 

rhetorical tendency many refer to as promotionalism.3 In the field of Literature, which 

seems to have benefitted less from genre-related academic communication, these two 

dimensions are worth studying because of the complex nature of the discipline, a 

feature Hyland (1999) ascribes to the “disputational style of argument favoured by the 

humanities.” 4 Perhaps more than the other disciplines in the humanities, introductions 

of DIs in the discipline of Literature are believed to represent a goldmine for 

researchers in CR given the nature of this area and the complex ways in which EFL 

students deploy rhetorical and linguistic means in analyzing literary texts.  

 

1.2. Date of Submission 
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            All the introductions included in the three corpora are recent. The oldest dates 

back to 2012. The rationale behind choosing recently produced texts lies in the fact 

that they are most likely to yield fresh data about the current rhetorical tendencies that 

are spread and sometimes conventionalized among EFL postgraduate students. Since 

this is a pedagogically oriented contrastive study, it is thought that the findings derived 

from the analysis of recent introductions will be more pedagogically sound and 

beneficial for students and their discourse community at large. Besides, if we consider 

the dynamic, versatile nature of genre, a view held principally by the NR school 

(Bawarshi, 2000; Bawarshi and Reiff, 2010 among others) and some ESP genre 

analysts (Swales, 2004; Flowerdew, 2002), the value of corpus-based studies very 

often lies in “the fresh insights on familiar, but perhaps unnoticed, features of 

language use" that can be extracted from the sample texts.5 

1.3. Format 

          The DIs comprised in the corpus were examined to check whether they 

comprise a part-genre headed Introduction. In doing so, I noticed that the format looks 

mostly like the TB (Topic-Based) format, which consists of an introductory chapter 

followed by a series of chapters (see section 3.1. of Chapter One). These introductory 

sections, however, had different headings. In DINNS corpus, these introductory 

chapters are headed General Introduction, in the DIA (DIs written in Arabic) corpus, 

they are titled :;<=; and in the DINS they are headed Introduction. As hinted earlier, 

the disciplinary discourse determines the DI format to a large degree. As the 

humanities (Literature, Philosophy, etc.) need a much less rigid methodology than the 

hard and the social sciences, the ILrMD format is hardly ever adopted.                          

Table 9 gives a more detailed description of the twelve DIs. It specifies the title, length 

(number of pages), date of submission and format. 
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           Table 9.  A Detailed Description of the Corpus 

  
S

ub- 
C

orpora 

 
 

DI 
N° 

 
Title 

 
Introduction 

Length 

 
Date of 

Submission 

 
 

For
mat 

DINNS 

1 
Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice and 
Emma between Sentimental Tradition and 
Realism 

 
 

10 

 
 

2013 

 
 

TB 

2 
   Man Against Nature in Doctor Faustus 

and  The Picture of Dorian Gray 
            8     2013 TB 

3 

The (Mis) Representation of Jews in 
William Shakespeare’s The Merchant of 

Venice and Christopher Marlowe’s The Jew 

of Malta 

7     2014 TB 

4 
Racism and Identity Quest in The Great 

Gatsby and Invisible Man 
10 2013 TB 

DIA 

 
5 

 امجلالية و الفكر بني ا�ٔدب
          11 2014 TB 

   6 
 موساوي حلس �ة الضفاف �ىل �مل رواية يف الرسدية الب��ة

4     2014 TB 

   7 
 سعدي ٕال9راهمي أ�عظم رواية يف )الّشخصيات -املاكن - الّزمن( الّرسدية الب��ة

3 2014 TB 

 
8 

 الوفاء Mرانمي − ديوان اجلزاIري الشعري اخلطاب يف ا  اشEتغالھ و التناص ?ٓليات

 اخلري?ٔمنوذVا زيد املربوك Rلشاعر –
           3 

 

 
2013 

 
 

TB 

DINS 

 
9 

 
The Friction Between Past And Present: 
The American Dream, Landscape And 

Identity In The Novels Of Annie Proulx 

          6    2013 TB 

 10 
A British Ireland, or The Limits of Race 

and Hybridity in Maria Edgeworth’s 
Novels 

          5     2012 TB 

 
11 

 

Non/Human Entanglment in Shakespeare‘s  
               Timon Of Athens 

 
8 
 

    2014 TB 

12 
 Shaping an Audience in American Indian 

Women’s Literature 
4 2012 TB 

Total:  79 

 

2.   The Instrument 
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         As explained in the previous sections, exploring the generic organization of 

writings produced by NNS students is done through examining the communicative 

content of those writings. Introductions as a part-genre are written for specific 

communicative purposes achieved through writing strategies which become regular 

among writers. These regular strategies or stable, conventionalized forms6   differ 

across languages and disciplines. In other words, communities do not conventionalize 

the same forms because their languages and cultures are different. 

        According to Crossly (2012), when producing a genre in English, EFL students, 

because of their cultural and linguistic backgrounds, fail to reproduce the generic 

structure as effectively as native students do. The role of genre-specific contrastive 

studies is to describe EFL students’ generic competence using rhetorical moves and 

steps as analytical units as outlined in the academic models. In the present study, 

Samraj’s modified CARS model is used to analyze the DIs introductions included in 

the selected corpus.                                         

          The following is a fuller description of Move and Step as the analytic units 

relied upon in the present study. 

2.1.      Moves and Steps and their Demarcation 

          The rhetorical moves in the majority of genre analyses represent a central 

concept. Referred to as communicative moves by some ESP   genre analysts (Crossly, 

2012), move as a tool to describe the macrostructure of texts is not easy to define and 

therefore applying it becomes an uncomfortable task. However, many agree that move 

has a discoursal function and it is not necessarily delineated by explicit textual 

markers. This view of move is practically useful when analyzing texts cross-culturally 

as is the case in the present study because the analysis will mostly rely on explicating 
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the introductions in terms of the ideas writers advance to reach their communicative 

goals. The options or strategies writers use in the course of this process are called 

steps. Although identified in terms of their discoursal content as are moves, steps are 

often but not necessarily signaled by linguistic cues.  

         In genre analysis, demarcating moves and steps is important because measuring 

the degree to which writings meet the genre’s purpose is done based on the coding 

whereby moves and steps are counted and their frequency accordingly measured. How 

the boundaries between these two rhetorical layers are demarcated has been discussed 

among genre analysts. While Swales (2004) and Bhatia (2002) give primacy to the 

writer’s intention as manifested through discourse regardless of explicit linguistic 

markers,7 another group of researchers (Al-Qahtani, 2006) insist on the role of those 

markers and the subsequent necessity of coding moves and steps according to their 

presence. Based on these two views, Biber (2007) proposes a more balanced 

methodology for contrastive corpus-based genre analytic research in general and 

move-step boundaries demarcation in particular, equally considering the writer’s 

intention as expressed through the ideational language and explicit linguistic markers 

he uses to shift from an idea to another. The present study partly follows Biber’s 

(2007) methodology (see table 5).  

            3.       The Analytical Model 

           3.1.   Samraj’s CARS Model for Introductions (2008) 

           From an epistemological standpoint, the validity of the CARS (Create A 

Research Space) is fully established and is universally applicable. In order to introduce 

their research, writers first highlight its importance by positioning it to previous 

literature to find a gap and finally present a solution. According to Swales (2004), the 
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model continues to be applied in analyzing the structure of introductions because “it 

has been quite successful in both descriptive and pedagogical terms.”8As highlighted 

in the previous sections, Samraj’s CARS modified model (2008) seems to be the 

suitable version for the introductions included in our corpus because the introductions 

she analyzed belonged to disciplines in the humanities and they are taken from DIs of 

postgraduate students. In what follows a fuller description of the model.  

            Like all the studies of introductions including those of the RAs (Crookes, 1986, 

Dudley-Evans, 1986; Najjar, 1990; Anthony, 1999; Bunton, 1998; Samraj, 2002; 

Arvay and Tanko, 2004; Shim, 2005, etc.), Samraj’s study takes Swales’ original 

model as a starting point resulting in a version that includes the same three rhetorical 

moves. The differences are rather at the level of the steps and are indicative of the 

master’s dissertation genre. The following is a description of the moves and steps in 

CARS 2008 model (see table 8 on page 39): 

Move 1 Establishing a Territory (T)  

          The purpose of Move 1 is to establish the research to be reported in the eyes of 

the discourse community as it relates to the field of study.9   It should attract attention 

and prove the relevance of the topic by:   

         Step 1: Claiming Centrality: By this step, the writer tries to appeal to the 

discourse community. This is done through statements that refer to the importance of 

the research subject as part of a lively, significant or well established research area.10 

In the humanities, there is every likelihood that this step is realized by stating its 

importance in the research contrary to the natural and sometimes the social sciences. 

Thus, this step is realized by these two options: 
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        Step 1-a: State importance in the real world:  this strategy aims at showing how 

the topic is important because grounded in the real life, often by giving examples or 

stating facts from reality. 

        Step 1-b: State importance in research: while step 1-a  relates the topic to reality, 

this step shows the place it enjoys, or should enjoy, in research. It is, therefore, often 

followed by the literature review (step 2). 

        Step 2: Review Literature or Present Topic Generalizations: Reviewing previous 

literature is sometimes done by providing integral or non integral citations. Topic 

generalizations, on the other hand, refer to those neutral statements about the research 

territory. The function of this step is to give the reader an opportunity (1) to have 

background knowledge and (2) to see how the research to be reported fits into the 

previous body of literature.   

Move (2):  Establishing A Niche (N)  

         After finding a gap in the literature, the writer will hypothesize about it and will 

justify the worthiness of his hypotheses. The basic premise is that the literature is 

incomplete with regard to the present topic as proven by the identified gap or niche 

using one or both of the following strategies: 

         Step1-a: Indicate a gap/question in research: these options may be explicit or 

implicit. In research in the humanities like literature which is the discipline of our 

corpus, this strategy is more favored than Step 1-a (Indicate a problem in the real 

world) compared to research in the social and natural sciences. This step challenges 

certain claims in the previous studies or asks questions regarding concerns raised from 

the literature review.  
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         Step 1-b: Indicate a problem in the real world: by this step, the writer relates his 

research to a problem or a question that is part of or somehow linked to his research 

focus and therefore justifies it.  

         Step 3: Positive justification: sometimes the writer wants to tell the community 

about the worthiness of his study by justifying it in a rather positive light. This can be 

achieved by relating the research not to shortcomings in the previous literature but by 

announcing its strengths. According to Samraj (2002), this gap filling strategy results 

in a positive, satisfactory effect.  

Move 3: Occupying the Niche (O) 

         According to Swales (1990), whenever move 2 (Establishing A Niche) occurs, 

Move 3 should follow. It is to be observed that Move 3 often answers the type of niche 

created in Move 2. If it is a question, Move 3 would be an answer; if it was a gap 

Move 3 would provide an argument that shows how that gap will be filled. This is 

done by these options or steps: 

         Step 1: stating the goals of the DI: once the niche is established and the 

justification for occupying is provided, the writer will present the goals of his research. 

The following statements are examples of how the goals of the thesis are stated: 

   E.g.1. The aim of the present paper is to … 

   E.g.2. The purpose of the study is … 

   E.g.3. The present research reports on … 

         It is to be noticed that the tense used in the examples above is the present. Al-

Qahtani (2006) argues that using the present tense to introduce the goals of the thesis 

gives this step a sense of currency.  

         Step 2: background: this step further specifies the goals using these two 

strategies:  
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         Step 2-A: present hypotheses:  rarely present in Samraj’s corpus, it is often 

mistakenly considered as a reiteration of step 1 (stating the goals of the thesis). 

        Step 2-B: present results: the writer describes the main features of the research to 

be presented in the following sections of the his DI using deictic elements, the type of 

genre and verbs such as ‘confirm’, ‘present’, ‘report’, etc. as in this example: 

   E.g.   In      this            dissertation,    I     report    on     the    issue   of … 

                 (deictic)             (genre)               (verb, 

                 element                                      non-purposive lexeme). 

         Step 3: preview organization of the dissertation as its name indicates, this step 

outlines the organization of the dissertation, hence enumerating the chapters and how 

their content contributes to the general communicative purpose of the DI. This is done 

at the end of the introductory sub-genre. 

4     Procedure 

4.1. Genre Analysis 

          In genre analysis in ESP, it is recommended that the analysts have enough 

knowledge about the writing’s subject in order to divide it into its constituent 

communicative units, i.e. moves and steps. Although repeatedly reading the 

introductions often seems to work, a well-grounded knowledge of the subject is 

believed to be a sine qua non of genre analysis. Because I am not an expert in this 

field, I had to rely on a step-by-step procedure in analyzing the introductions included 

in my corpus following Biber’s (2007) procedure (see table 5). Before doing this, I 

thought of gaining a general picture of the DIs by reading the titles, the abstracts 

which encapsulate the DIs’ research content and, finally, the introductions which 
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represent the part-genre the study is concerned with. The next step was to read the 

introductions, which I did repeatedly though still not having started the move analysis. 

This first reading helps plunge into the propositional content, often considered as the 

communicative content in ESP genre analysis. In the next step, while bearing in mind 

Samraj’s CARS model and the moves and steps it comprises, I sequenced the 

introductions into moves and steps, sometimes by following criteria such as linguistic 

signals, preparatory statement, etc., and sometimes by inferring the information from 

the text. This step is critical because it is followed by the coding on the basis of which 

move analysis is carried out and potential cross-corporal move variations are detected. 

With regard to the corpus in Arabic, the same step-by-step process described above is 

followed. In some cross-linguistic studies, the researcher resorts to literal translation 

so that the raters, who are NS genre experts, will have to deal with texts written only 

in English.11 On the one hand, this is done with a view to homogenize the corpus and 

thus to optimize the inter-rater agreement and, on the other hand, to take advantage of 

the raters’ level of expertise in ESL situations .This was not the case in the present 

study because the raters are sufficiently versed in Arabic and thus could divide the 

introductions into their constituent rhetorical units as outlined in Samraj’s CARS 

version.  

         Another issue pertaining to genre analysis concerns the validation of the moves 

and steps as identified by the researcher. Since these are rhetorical units referring to 

how the writers juxtapose their ideas and advance them in written form, sequencing 

them is therefore subject to criticism. This task becomes even harder when it comes to 

analyzing writings in the field of literature given the fuzzy style of argument 

characteristic of literary studies. Ideally, this should be done by multiple raters who 

are subject specialists and who are aware of the applied nature of the study. In other 
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words, these raters have to be well versed in literary criticism since the introductions 

in our corpus belong to the field of literature, and, at the same time, enjoy a certain 

knowledge of such didactic concepts as genre analysis, generic conventions, discourse 

community, communicative purpose, etc.  

          The other rater in this study was a teacher holding a Magister degree in 

Didactics (Sciences du Language). I chose him for his established multi-lingual 

competencies as a holder of a postgraduate degree with some publications in and 

outside the country in three languages. Although taking part in this study as a co-rater 

seemed to him a rather demanding task at the outset, he ultimately joined in after 

spending some weeks reading the material I handed him over about genre analysis in 

ESP, move-step templates of different part-genres, including the introduction together 

with similar studies. After studying and analyzing the three sets of introductions 

independently, some disagreements were revealed. In a follow-up discussion, these 

were fixed and the coding of the introductions finally done.  

5. The Ethnographic Method 

         As pointed out earlier, the present study aims at comparing three sub-corpora in 

terms of their macrostructure as expressed through moves and steps, an investigative 

methodology characteristic of the ESP genre tradition that has developed with a view 

to cater for students’ rhetorical and communicative needs in non-native advanced 

academic contexts. 

         While the interest in contextual situatedness of academic writing is known as 

being part of the research line of the North American school which expands previous 

conceptions of genre to “fuse text and context, process and product, cognition and 

culture in a single, dynamic concept”12, the importance of ethnographic investigation 

has also been acknowledged by researchers from the ESP camp. Bhatia (2015) 
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proposes CGA (Critical Genre Analysis) as an important development allowing one 

“to go beyond linguistic and rhetorical analysis to the analysis of contextualization to 

bridge the gap between the idealization typical to the classroom and the complex 

realities of the professional world.” 13  Paltridge (2008) reintroduces “textographies” 

to supplement data driven from text, a term Swales (1998) first brought into the ESP 

lexicon as he studied the interactions of texts and contexts in three distinct discourse 

communities by using written work, interviews and observations.14 In line with these 

researchers, Lillis (2008) proposes the talk around text as an ethnographic method 

that offers an additional perspective from which to consider the text which consists 

of looking at the writers themselves, the supervisors and any person indirectly 

involved in the fulfillment of the genre to elicit information about the reasons behind 

common preferential or conventionalized patterns in composition.15 

          In the following study, a similar approach is adopted. It consists of an 

interview aimed at investigating how students’ perception of the part-genre, the 

discipline and the discourse community may impact the move structure of their 

introductions (see appendix A).  

5.1. The Informants  

           The informants on whom I relied in conducting the ethnographic section of 

this study are Literature postgraduates from the University of Bejaia. In other words, 

they belong to the same community as the authors of the introductions under study. 

While two have already written their dissertations, the remaining three are currently 

preparing it. Apart from being Master students of the same university either 

preparing or having already prepared a dissertation, availability as well as acceptance 

to help in the research were two other criteria considered in the process of selecting 

them. While no informant expressed their objection to collaborating for reasons of 
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availability, three informants showed some reluctance thinking their answers would 

be treated judgmentally. I assured them that the research has specific investigative 

foci and is pedagogically oriented and their answers will only help clarify some of 

the issues reported in the textual analysis.  

             5.2.   The Design                                                                                                                                        

           The interview consists of six open-ended questions and was conducted 

following certain criteria. First, the objectives of the study are introduced and 

explained to the informants. As students of literature, they are not familiar with such 

concepts as genre analysis, discourse community, communicative purpose, etc. So, 

my duty was to make the questions as simple as possible by avoiding using those 

terms. For instance, ‘intent’, ‘the readers’, ‘introducing the field’, etc. are words used 

to respectively replace ‘communicative purpose’ ,‘discourse community’, 

‘establishing the territory move’, etc. The second stage of the ethnographic section 

sought to relate the textual findings to the information as elicited through the 

interview. 
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     Part Two 

 

Results and Discussion 

         

             Introduction 

           In the previous chapters, the literature about genre and genre analysis was 

reviewed together with the more general theoretical framework of contrastive rhetoric 

to which genre-specific studies had come to belong and to represent a whole research 

domain ever since. This dissertation set out to compare the way students from Bejaia 

University rhetorically organize their introductions by investigating the move 

structures of introductions of master’s dissertation introductions written in English and 

in Arabic in the discipline of literature. As table 9 indicates, the corpus was divided 

into three sets: four introductions are written in English L2 students studying at the 

university of Bejaia, another four introductions are produced in Arabic and belong to 

students from the department of Arabic of the same university, and the last set 

comprises four introductions composed by native students in English L1.  

        The contrastive design of the present study aimed at showing the rhetorical 

similarities and differences across the three sub-corpora to attempt to answer the 

research questions posed in the general introduction. More specifically, this 

contrastive study sought to answer these questions: (1) do master literature students  
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from the University of Bejaia operate a different rhetorical structure to native students 

when writing their DIs introductions? If so, a further question would arise as to the 

origins of these differences, viz.: (2) is the operation of a different move structure 

primarily attributable to the background of Bejaia university English students? In 

order to answer this question it was essential to determine the move structure of the 

two Algerian groups to check whether they operated a consistent preference for a 

particular move pattern. If background were the only factor causing differences in 

discourse structure, then we might expect to find out that the introductions written by 

non-native students would exhibit common features in their move structure. If, 

however, it turned out that no such common preferred move pattern emerged, then 

background is eliminated and thus cannot be responsible for the difference at the level 

of the move pattern between the group of DIs introductions in English L2 and the 

group of English L1 writers. Further reasons can then be posited to explain those 

differences. A further research question is then asked: (3) what are the factors behind 

the differences in the move pattern of DINNS (English L2 texts written by Bejaia 

university students) and DINS (English L1 texts)?  

         To answer the first research question a comparison of the move organization of 

DINNS and DINS texts was carried out. The answer to this question will lead us to the 

comparison of DINNS and DIA introductions to check whether students’ background 

is responsible for the difference in the move organization in DINNS and DINS sub-

corpora. Alternative hypotheses are posited according to the findings of the above 

comparisons and the insights from the interview will help us refute or approve them.  

         It has to be remarked, however, that the present study only attempted to analyze 

a limited sample of introductions and the results reached are thus not meant to 

represent all the population of postgraduates of the university in question.  
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Chapter Three 

 

 

Results 

      

1.  Findings  

           As indicated earlier, the chief concern of this study was to comparatively 

describe the macrostructure of a corpus comprising three sets of DIs introductions in 

the same discipline which is Literature belonging to distinct communities, namely 

EFL (NNS), Arabic and English L1 (NS) writers. More specifically, the set of 

introductions written by students from Bejaia University (DINNS) will be compared 

against the set of DIs introductions written by native students (DINS) and another set 

of introductions produced in Arabic by postgraduate students belonging to the same 

university.  Before I present and discuss the rhetorical features as revealed through 

these comparisons, attention must be drawn to certain structural features of the 

corpus and how they relate to the rhetorical analysis. These include size, section 

headings and citational behavior. 

(i) Size:                                                                                                                                                  

         As table 9 indicates, the introductions amounted to 79 pages, with 6.5 being the 

average number of pages. The shortest introduction had 3 pages and the longest 11. 

As discussed in the section devoted to the corpus selection, the part-genre length 
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does not matter in exploring the move structure because move is a functional not a 

formal unit of analysis.1 

(ii) Section headings : 

          Section headings are important because they inform us of the rhetorical 

organization of the    part-genre. Not only do they explicitly signal certain rhetorical 

moves but often indicate new steps when they are topic specific. Of the twelve 

introductions, only two included headings and both belonged to the corpus in Arabic. 

One is a topic-specific heading, i.e. it related to some aspect of the research topic 

 and the rest were generic headings, i.e. they could be used in any (ا`_^[\]ت)

introduction (ع]c]d`ا efdأھ, ijk`اف اmم ,أھmopqd`ا rstd`ا, euراm`ا wfqxy, ا`�]�� ,ا`~_{ ا|ول 

 .(.etc, ا`edy[o ,ا`~_{

(iii) Citational Behavior: 

         It refers to how authors quote writers. Hyland (2004) categorized them into 

four strategies: block quotations, direct quotes, paraphrases and summaries. Of these 

categories, only block quotations were considered in this study. They were 

considered as a rhetorical strategy in the move analysis and often used in and coded 

as Establishing a Territory (move 1). Table 10 illustrates section headings and 

citations in the three sub-corpora separately. 

Table 10. Section Headings and Citational Behavior in the Corpus 

      S
ub- 

C
orpus 

    Section headings         Citations 
    Topic- 
  Specific 

Generic  Partially 
  Generic 

   Block 
quotations 

 Direct       
quotes 

DINNS 0 0 0 7 11 

DIA 1 7 0 0 0 
DINS 0 0 0 7 12 

                      
 

            Although the amount of generic headings and citations seems to be little 

compared to the amount expected in DIs introductions from social, hard and natural 
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sciences, it must be pointed out that these formal characteristics are not required in 

the rhetorical analyses. Rather, a sound macrostructure analysis can only be attained 

through a good application of the procedure and instrument (CARS model, Samraj, 

2008) as described in the methodology section. In the following the results of the 

move structure analysis are reported and discussed. 

1.1.     The Macrostructure of Introductions  

          As explained earlier in this study, genres within the ESP framework are 

analyzed in terms of their move structures by comparing them against the models 

established by genre experts based on the analysis of the genre (or part-genre) as 

produced by natives. Beyond its apparently prescriptivist methodology, ESP genre-

based pedagogy has proved to be the most effective in teaching genres to advanced 

non-natives EFL students. Swales (2004) described the CARS model as sui generis, 

meaning that it perfectly fits to the part-genre it is designed for.2 In other words, this 

three-move model is universal in that it is present in almost every introduction. In the 

present study and after an agreement on the final coding of the twelve introductions 

into moves and steps was settled between the two raters, the three-move structure 

was identified in the entire corpus. 

         Sequencing the introductions into moves and steps revealed that all of them 

adhered, at least partly, to the model of Samraj (2008). The three rhetorical moves, 

namely Establishing the Territory (T), Establishing a Niche (N) and Occupying the 

Niche (O) were identified with varying degrees of adherence and linearity following 

different patterns depending on authors’ strategies and tendencies, which in turn 

resulted in move cycling or move iteration.3 As far as the steps are concerned, the 

study reported the occurrence of the same steps as in Samraj’s CARS model. 

Whereas step 1-a of move 1 (Importance in the real world) and step 1-b of move 2 
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(Indicate a problem in the real world) appeared very rarely, some steps were strongly 

favoured and frequently iterated such as step 2 of move 1 (Reviewing literature or 

present topic generalizations), step 1-a of move 2 (Indicate a gap or a question in 

research) and step 1 of move 3 (State goals/argument of the DI). The study also 

reported some new steps that can be used in the realization of the three moves. Not 

included in Samraj’s framework, the raters agreed to call these newly identified 

steps: Method, Summary of Literary Works, Acknowledgments, Difficulties, Closing 

Prayers and Bibliography. Although these new steps appeared irregularly across the 

corpus, they were essential in the rhetorical analysis because they indicated strategies 

the authors employed in their production of the introduction sub-genre. In fact, 

unlike the natural and the social sciences where a straightforward, explicit 

construction of discourse prevails, it is believed that research in the humanities and 

to a greater degree in the field of literature is characterized by a creative and dynamic 

discourse, or by what Hyland refers to as “disputational style of argument” 4,  

requiring writers to unfold as many persuasive techniques and as much stylistic effort 

as they can. In genre analysis, as will be seen, the aptitude to exploit different 

rhetorical and generic resources may sometimes be accounted for in terms of the 

appearance of new steps while move cycling informs of preferences and tendencies 

in composition. Before discussing variations at the level of moves, we must first look 

at the preliminary findings as shown in table 11 on page 68.  
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Table 11.  The steps found in the corpus 
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3 0 4 9 0 0 1 4 3 0 6 3 0 4 0 0 

4 0 2 28 2 1 3 6 4 1 2 3 1 2 0 0 

Ts 0 21 77 3 1 7 14 16 1 10 8 3 10 0 0 

 

 

D 

I 
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5  0 3 5 0 0 3 3 2 0 2 3 3 2 2   5 

6 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 0 1 2 2 1 1 6 

7 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 

8 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 

Ts 0 7 10 0 0 4 5 4 0 4 7 6 5 6 15 

 

D 
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9 

 0 6 11 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 

10 2 0 15 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 4 0 2 0 0 

11 0 1 8 1 0 5 3 0 2 8 2 0 0 0 0 

12 3 4 5 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 

Ts 5 11 39 1 0 5 7 1 2 15 8 0 2 0 0 

   

T 

O 

T 

A 

L 
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5 39 126 4 1 16 26 21 3 29 23 9 17 6 15 

174          

(51,17%) 

43          

(12,64%) 

123                    

(36,17%) 

340 steps  

(100%) 
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1.1.1.      Moves  

           In the twelve dissertation introductions included in the three sub-corpora 

(DINNS, DIA, and DINS) 98 rhetorical moves were identified. 33 (33,67%) were 

coded as Establishing a Territory, 27 ( 27,55%) as Establishing a Niche and 38 

(38,77%) as Occupying the Niche move (see table 12 on page 71). As these figures 

show, Occupying the Niche is the predominant move. However, this tendency 

(predominance of Move 3) is only visible when the twelve introductions are 

considered as one corpus. For instance, while this move represents 38,77% of the 

total number of moves in the twelve introductions, it represents the same rate as  

move 1 (Establishing a Territory) in DIA sub-corpus, that is 38,88 % of this sub-

corpus. It should also be noted that the same tendency is absent in some introductions 

when considered individually. For example, the same number of occurrences of 

move 3 and move 1 is observed in introduction 2, each representing 50,00% of the 

total number of moves in this introduction which is 8. This is also the case in 

introductions 10 and 12 where move 3 appeared as often as move 1, representing 

42,85% and 40,00% of the total number of moves in these introductions respectively.  

           Another remark that arises from the quantitative representation of the move 

structure of the corpus is that the introductions did not show a common move pattern. 

Whereas the rigid T-N-O (Establish a Territory -˃ Establish a Niche -˃ Occupy the 

Niche) pattern is only reported in one introduction (8,33%), this pattern appears in 

cycles in six instances including introduction 3 (1 cycle), introduction 4 (3 cycles), 

introduction 5 (1cycle) and introduction 11 (1 cycle). Furthermore, as table 12 

shows, the three rhetorical moves are not included in every introduction. 

Introductions 2 and 7 (16,66%) did not include Move 2 (Establish a Niche). 
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           As far as move cycling is concerned, two general findings have to be pointed 

out: the sub-corpus with the highest number of cycles and the move which is most 

cycled in the total corpus. With regard to the sub-corpus with the highest number of 

cycles, it appears from  table 12 that authors of the introductions in the DINNS group  

most noticeably resorted to cycling as a rhetorical strategy with 43 out of a total 

number of 64 cycles (67,18%) with an average of 10,75 cycles per introduction, 

followed by authors of the introductions written in English by native authors (DINS) 

with 14 cycles (21,87%) with an average number of cycles per introduction being 3,5 

cycles. Of the three moves, it appears from table 12 (page 73) that the most cycled 

one was Occupying the Niche move with 26 cycles out of 64 (40,62%), followed by 

Move 1 with 21 cycles (32,81%). The move with the lowest number of cycles was 

Establishing a Niche whereby authors indicated a gap in the literature with 17 cycles 

(26,56%).  

           One concluding remark about the move structure of the introductions included 

in our corpus is that the opening move was not the opening move 1 (Establishing a 

Territory) as in Samraj’s model in all the twelve introductions. Indeed, two authors 

of introductions (16,66%) both belonging to DINNS sub-corpus preferred to begin 

their introductory chapters with move 3 (Occupying the Niche). The remaining 

introductions (83,33%) began by move 1(Establishing a Territory) which is a 

universally conventionalized feature in the introduction organization. As for the 

closing move (Occupying the Niche), it was employed as such in 9 introductions 

(75%). Introductions 2, 10 and 12 ended with moves 1, move 2 and move 1 

respectively. 
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              Table 12.   Move structure and cycling in Master’s DI introductions 
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Move    
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(O) 
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MOVE STRUCTURE 

C 
Y 
C 
L 
E 
s  

D 
I 
N 
N 
S 

1 3 2 4 3 5 4 T-O-T-N-T-O-N-O-N-O-N-O 9 

2 4 3 0 0 4 3 O-T-O-T-O-T-O-T 6 

3 6 5 5 4 6 5 O-N-O-T-N-O-T-N-T-O-T-N-T-O-N-T-O 14 

4 5 4 6 5 6 5 
T-O-N-T-O-N-T-N-O-T-N-O-T-N-O-N-O 14 

Ts 18 14 15 12 21 17 

D 
I 
A 
 

5 4 3 2 1 3 2 T-O-T-N-O-T-N-T-O 6 

6 1 0 1 0 2 1 T-O-N-O 1 

7 1 0 0 0 1 0 T-O 0 

8 1 0 1 0 1 0 
T-N-O 0 

Ts 7 3 4 1 7 3 

D 
I 
N 
S 

9 1 0 2 1 2 1 T-N-O-N-O 2 

10 3 2 1 0 3 2 T-O-T-O-T-O-N 4 

11 2 1 4 3 3 2 T-N-T-N-O-N-O-N-O 6 

12 2 1 1 0 2 1 
T-O-N-O-T 2 

Ts 8 4 8 4 10 6 

TOTALS 

33 
33 ,67

% 

21 
27 

27,55
% 

17 
38 

38,77
% 

26 

64 Cycles 

98  Moves 

              

           After describing the move structure of the corpus, the following sections will 

deal with the sub-corpora individually. More specifically, each move and its 
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constituent steps will be described. In so doing, reference will be made to the 

quantitative data as shown in table 12 with examples taken from the introductions.  

1.1.1.1 Establishing a Territory 

1.1.1.1.1. The DINNS group 

           In DINNS sub-corpus, Establishing a Territory appeared 18 times with 

introduction 3 counting the highest number of occurrences. The role of this move is 

to establish a territory for the research to be presented through two strategies: the 

first one works to establish in the eye of the reader the importance and/or the 

centrality of the research field and the second strategy provides generalizations 

about or reviews previous research concerning the research topic. 

Step 1 (Claiming Centrality) 

            In this sub-corpus, step 1-a (claiming centrality by showing the importance 

in the real world) was not employed. Table 11 indicates that no author resorted to 

this strategy in establishing his research territory. Rather, step 1-b (showing the 

importance in research) was employed by authors of the four introductions with 21 

instances representing 53,84% of the total number of occurrences in the entire 

corpus. The following are examples of step 1-b: 

Austen was the first English novelist whose works were published in a scholarly 
edition. Many studies were done on Austen’s works. (DI 1) 

 
This is the type of stories that catches you off guard. There is a huge turn, you do 
not expect anything, you have big hope in the beginning and then they slowly start 
to deteriorate as the story progresses .Both tales represents solemn reads. (DI 2) 
 
To argue this, Said certainly depends on the way in which ideas and practices are 
presented and continue to have impact on the contemporary world which proved to 
be of a vital importance due to the forms of representation. (DI 3) 
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In his Bloom’s Modern Critical Views: Ralph Ellison, Harold Bloom commented 
on Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man. Bloom stated that Invisible Man is an American 
novel which has importance and value as such greatest American novels of writers 
as Hemingway, Faulkner, Fitzgerald. (DI 4) 

Step 2 (Review Literature or Topic Generalizations) 

           Table 11 indicates that this step was the most heavily deployed by authors of 

DINNS group in realizing move 1 (Establishing the Territory). Like step 1-b 

(importance in research), this step seemed to be more employed in DINNS group 

than in the other two groups with 64,10% of the total number of move 1 steps. This 

is indicative of students’ tendency to retrospectively show the importance of their 

topic rather than relating it to the real world or the research being done, which also 

explains their use of references with 18 out of a total number of 37 across the 

corpus (48,64%). These are illustrations of step 2 in the DINNS group: 

Another literary figure who had an influence on Austen’s art was Marry 
Wollstonecraft (1759 1797) whose novels criticized the social construction of 
marriage and its effects on women. In her first novel, Mary: A Fiction (1788) she 
tells the tragic story of a heroine who is forced into a loveless marriage for 
economic reasons, and who suffers from successive "romantic friendships" with a 
woman and a man. Through this heroine Wollstonecraft criticizes the 18th-century 
sensibility and its damaging effects on women. (DI 1) 

Both oeuvres were the bull's eye of a large number of critics and scholars that 
scrutinize each part which can be studied in both chefs-d'oeuvres. Patrick Cheney, 
in his book The Cambridge Companion to Christopher Marlowe, gathers a series of 
articles which correspond to Marlowe’s novel Doctor Faustus. We are provided 
with Marlowe’s background, textual and contextual analysis. (DI 2) 

While the plots of the plays are not completely similar, the setting, themes, and the 
characters lend themselves to further comparison in order to discover whether 
Shakespeare was trying to refute Marlowe’s anti-Semitic play or simply write a 
play that would sell. Many critics dispute for both sides of the argument, whether 
Shakespeare’s play or Marlowe’s that holds the anti-Semitic tones. (DI 3) 

The narrator’s and Clifton’s main concern was to denounce, through organized 
campaigns and street corner speeches, and prevent evictions to which blacks were 
subjected. But, Tod’s life in the brotherhood ended as he left to sell Sambo Dolls in 
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the street that led to his death. Most critics failed to understand what led him to 
behave that way. (DI 4) 

Summary of Literary Work (new step) 

          A new step coded Summary of Literary Works was found in some 

introductions. Indeed, while introducing their academic sources some authors found 

it worthwhile to provide detailed accounts that looked more like summaries of 

literary sources as a strategy to attract and more fully involve their readers. This 

new step was employed four times across the entire corpus with 3 instances 

(75,00%) in the DINNS group. Here are some examples: 

Emma Woodhouse, a female character who was always afraid of losing her 
independence if married, thinks that a woman in her position can remain a spinster 
for all her life without facing any problem because she is secured financially, and 
thus she will not be dependent on any one. But as soon as she falls in love, she 
accepts to marry; the irony is that after all she falls in love with Mr. Knightley who 
belongs to the same social class as hers, a relation that will keep on her 
independence. (DI 1) 

Throughout the novel, Gatsby dreamed of having an identity among the well-off in 
order to convince Daisy to love him again and repeat their past. (DI 4) 

1.1.1.1.2 The DIA group 
 
          The total number of steps of move 1 that occurred in the sub-corpus written 

in Arabic amounted to 17. This number represents only 10,30% of the 165 steps of 

move 1 found in the three sets of introductions, indicating that authors of the Arabic 

texts poorly introduce their research fields. 

Step 1 (Claiming Centrality) 

          There is no difference to be reported as to employing step 1-a (importance in 

the real world) by this and the previous groups both showing no occurrence of this 

rhetorical strategy. Step 1-b (importance in research) was therefore equally 

preferred by authors of this group as these examples show:  
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 �j[ ا`�fq وا`t]�m وا`i�[k ا|د�� �� �{ ��� �p[�� ����ت و ��]�] ��� دو�] �^�� ا|د\ef ا`fj]ة ��
 `s] ا`pd^�ض ا`e���d أو ا`ef�x ھ�ه وأku]ب و�_mر �[ع �� ا`ijk ط��� �� `s] �]�^e ��[ل إ��]د

m�m^`ت �� وا���d`ا �xط �� خ�[uا|د\]ء أو e^\ء �£�ا ا`_�ا�]ت �� زو[dp�¤ [ن ا|د\]ء ھ¥¤ء��[k`وا 
 و�mارس ��ق إ`� �dqxt[ن �^�d� ws] ا`e���� e^k�p� §f\[tf وfy]رات ا`t£� وو�s]ت ا�y]ھ]ت �mة إ`�

e�]tp� e~�poا�§ �{ و�m� ��� ªp��£� أو ªرأ� ��� �q� ه[�y¤ر أو ا[fp`ا`�ي ا �dpt� ªf`إ(DI 5) 

 

 ا°�ef�[q ا`�[ا�� �� \]`��e^q�  ªp�[x® ªp�^� ¯fj� �f ا|خ�ى، ا`�y §\[td]ھ{ أ��t^� ª ¤ ا|�� ھ�ا `��
،efoر�[p`خ�ل �� وھ�ا وا ªا�mopuا ±���` ª²[�mpuت وا[f_o��` �p`م اmoy ع]c]� هm²[_� د و��ا[tpu¤ا 

 خ�~ªy[f خ�ل �� و ا`�fo ز�m وا`�kdوك .ا`±�eft ا`kxj]ت \]خ�pف ا`e~�pod ا`�^��e ا`t_[ص \^³ ���
ef��^d`ا ¤ ��mpq� ت[�[pا� �fx\[q`ا e��[� �� ª¶]_� }\ }fj� [sf`إ e`[إ� ¯x�(DI 8) 

 

[d� ¤ ·ش ªf� ت أن���� �f`[uد وأ�q`ا`�وا�² ا w` �x�y �� �c[d`م ا[dp�¹ ا`�ي ا¤ھkt� ه، أن[x�y ¤إ ªأ� 
 ا`�ي ا`fkq{ ھ[ ا`�qد |ن ذ`· ��f¼]، شy [¼f±داد و����ªy ا`�qد \«�f`[u ا¤ھdp]م \mأ ا|خ�fة اºو�e و��
}x^� ª\ ء[fا|ش(DI 6) 

 

Step 2 (Review Literature or Topic Generalizations) 

          Another similarity with DINNS is how authors of this group deployed step 2. 

Step 2 represents the majority of Establishing the Territory steps in both DINNS 

and DIA, with 76,23% and 58,25 of move 1 respectively. The following are 

examples: 

 

 �cور�e آ`ef ھ[ و وا`^�\ef، ا`ef\�¹ ا`e�mxt ا|د\ef ا`q]�e �� ا �f� �fk± ا شe��£t� ��¹ ا`tp]ص أن ¤ش·
¤ ��d� ء[t¹pu¤ا [st� �� ب و – أد\� خ¿]ب أي[¿o`ون ء ا ا`�^� |ن -خ_[¶] ا`�^�ي اmtpq� �� 

ws`[dأ� e��^�`ا ��� �p`ا`~��ي، ث ا ا ��[�� wرھ]¶ e��^�`ة اmdpq� �� §\[t� e~�po� آن�x`[� و i�mj`ا 
 (DI 8).ا|خ�ى ا`�fÁ �� §\[tdھ] و ا`��± و

 

 ا`�t�m ا`~�� �]ن ا`�ي ا`p[�ª ��� �^{ ��د �d�m]ً، �]ن �] أ�f[ا �m ا`e�st �_� �~��و أن ذ`· و��]ل
 ا`mارو�eft و�]ءت.\��ªp ا|ورو\� ا`~�� أ�^�� ذھeqd�\ efk أشªk ا`f[�]�� ا`~�� �]ن `���t� ªf�. mx]ً  ا`m�pdد

 `e��£t ��]دة \�y»y e��£t أن �]و`� �]`�و�]�efq .ا`�st[ي ا`~�� ��� �^{ ��د ا`p¿[ر�e وا|��m[`[�f]ت
ef�fu��`ة اm�m�`ا. [d� �`و[� ef�[k¿�¤أن ا �y»y e��£t\ ��¿ty �� esا�]� ا`~�د �®Ã` �\ا|د esا�]� 

eد�[¶(DI 5) 
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1.1.1.1.3 DINS group  

          As shown in table 11, move 1 steps seem to be moderately deployed by 

authors of introductions written in English L1. A quick comparison with the first set 

of introductions produced in English (DINNS group) points at a quantitative 

difference. While in the former authors overused the different strategies resulting in 

the highest number of moves and the subsequent phenomenon of move cycling, in 

the native sub-corpus authors seemed to more economically and more effectively 

deploy those strategies. More details will be given about comparison of DINNS and 

DIAN groups in the following sections.  

Step 1-a (Claiming Centrality by Showing the Importance in the Real World) 

         One of the distinctive characteristics of this group is that students related their 

research foci to the real world. The only five steps reported in the entire corpus 

(100%) are used by authors from this group. This, however, does not mean that 

they did so as an alternative to establishing their territory by highlighting the 

importance it enjoys in research (step 1-b), but they seem to enhance this by 

grounding their research topic in experiential facts and real contexts, which they 

often did in the opening lines of their introductory chapters so as to achieve the 

effect this strategy is meant to exert. Five instances were reported. The following 

are examples from introductions 10 and 12: 

Most notably, in November 2008, the United States elected its first biracial 
president who has become a conspicuous symbol of America’s growing 
multicultural and multiracial society. This prevalence of racial and cultural 
hybridity in Western society symbolizes a desire for this diversity even while it 
catalyzes existing fears of such multiracial mingling. (DI 10) 

Much has been said in popular media regarding the alleged February 8, 2009 
occurrence of domestic violence between singers Chris Brown and Rihanna. Radio 
and television talk show hosts have been discussing what this latest report of abuse 
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means for the African American community and for our wider American culture.  
On March 19, 2009, the Oprah Winfrey show aired her interview with men who 
admit to having beaten women, and she provided these staggering statistics: “one in 
three high school students have been—or will be—involved in an abusive 
relationship” and “every day, three women die as [a] result of abuse—that's nearly 
1,100 killed every year.” (DI 12) 

Step 1-b (Claiming Centrality by Showing the Importance in Research) 

           As hinted above, authors in this group did not use step 1-a at the detriment of 

step1-b whose communicative purpose is to highlight the research potential. 

Instead, their intention is to show this potential in yet more realistic terms. 

Although step 1-b did not appear in introduction 10, which might suggest that it is 

replaced by step 1-a, one can safely claim that this only happened incidentally 

given that the importance of a literary subject is more likely to be situated in 

research than in the real world. These are statements that exemplify step 1-b: 

Proulx’s remarkable ability to capture the essence of her characters in such 
abbreviated terms and to express their humanity without condescension or 
sentimentality speaks to her talent and critical acclaim as an author. (DI 9)    

Their novels shape useful messages for men through their depiction of 
approachable protagonists, and they go even further by offering secure male role 
models who set paths for the protagonists and the rest of us to follow. (DI 12) 

This is, to my mind, one of the most fascinating aspects of the play‘s history 
because it means that even before its tentative inclusion in Shakespeare‘s canon, 
there was something unsettling about the play. (DI 11) 

Step 2 (Review Literature or Topic Generalizations) 

         As is the case with all writers across the corpus, those in this group heavily 

relied on step 2 (70,90% of Establishing the Territory move) by either reviewing 

past literature as in these examples:  

As Noel Ignatiev explains in his 1995 How the Irish Became White, Irish 
immigrants and African- Americans were grouped together as part of America’s 
working and poverty classes during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as 
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they competed against each other for employment and fought the political system 
and each other in order to gain citizenship and acceptance in the States. (DI 10) 

In her article, “The Familiar Face of Genocide: Internalized Oppression among 
American Indians,” Lisa M. Poupart argues that the “acts of genocide committed 
against Indian people are founded on and legitimated by Western constructions of 
abject Otherness” (Poupart 87), and that “like Others who internalize the dominant 
subject position, American Indians sometimes express pain, grief, and rage 
internally toward ourselves and externally within our families and communities” 
(89). (DI 12) 

or by providing topic generalizations as in the following examples: 

No century has been particularly kind to Timon of Athens. Indeed, the play hardly 
deserves it. (DI 11) 

Proulx’s fiction examines the cost that this vision of the Dream exacts upon 
individuals who, despite their hard work and the desire to succeed, are betrayed by 
its promise, often due to the very attributes—social position, economic standing or 
national origin—over which it claims to prevail. (DI 9) 

Hybridity, a blending or cross-breeding of cultures, elements or race, defines the 
twenty-first century, and not simply through hybrid technology in the types of cars 
we drive. (DI 10) 

Summary of Literary Work (new step) 

           In addition to the steps that figure in Samraj’s model, a new step was found 

that the raters agreed to code as Summary of Literary Work. Employed at the 

beginning of the introduction after a general and brief statement, the author seems 

to provide a lengthy, detailed summary of several sentences in order to show the 

value and worthiness of a play whose origins are unsettled and that is so far 

overlooked by readers. So, by placing this strategy at the very beginning of the 

introduction, the author aimed primarily at making the reader continue reading it.  

Depicting the ugliness of mankind, Timon is about a lord who gives extravagantly 
and indiscriminately until his creditors come demanding repayment. Suddenly, his 
friends have vanished and Timon, sick over this betrayal, flees Athens. Meanwhile, 
one of Timon’s friends, Alcibiades, visits the Athenian senators seeking pardon for 
a fellow soldier who has committed murder. […] Timon braves these visitations, 
almost every time giving the greedy Athenians gold but making them promise to 
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incite social revolution. In the last visitation, two senators ask Timon, who is in the 
process of constructing his gravestone, to return to protect Athens against 
Alcibiades’ imminent invasion. Timon’s refusal is the last thing we hear from the 
former lord. (DI 11) 

1.1.1.2. Establishing a Niche  

          Three interrelated features characterized move 2 in our corpus. First, it was 

the least present. Second, it had the lowest number of cycles. Finally, no additional 

step was reported in it. To put it otherwise, authors in the corpus focussed less on 

establishing a niche for their research. At the step level, a marked tendency to 

solely indicate a gap in research (step 1-b) rather than in the real world (step 1-a) 

was noticed together with providing positive justifications (step 2) which is the 

most frequently employed step in this move (60,46%) in the entire corpus. While 

introducing a similar step he called Stating the Value of the Present Research in his 

revision of Move 3 structure, Swales (2004) remarks that Samraj’s Positive 

Justifications is the step most writers resort to when presenting the niche in the field 

of the humanities including literary studies .5 A more detailed description of move 2 

steps across the three groups is provided in the following sections. 

1.1.1.2.1     The DINNS group  

Step 1-a (Indicate a Question in the Real World) 

          The only instance of step 1-a in all the corpus was reported in this group 

(introduction 4): 

The ample treating of the theme of identity by both writers can be interpreted as the 
fact that identity is an American dilemma which proved the existence of a dominant 
social class and highlighted the spread of social inequalities and racism in 
American society. (DI 4) 

Step 1-b (Indicate a Question in Research) 

           As in the rest of the disciplines in the humanities and to a greater degree in 

the literary discourse, research gaps are far more likely to be raised in research than 
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in the real world, a disciplinary convention that seemed to be fully observed across 

the corpus. Step 1-b was found in three introductions in DINNS group and it 

represented 31,81% of move 2 in this group where the highest number of 

occurrences of this step is reported (43,75%). The following statements are cited to 

exemplify step 1-b in the DINNS group: 

Although many works analyzed the novels of Austen, yet few of them compared 
between Pride and Prejudice and Emma;  noting that the two novels belong to two 
different periods in history, it is a fact that both deal with themes of marriage 
courtship, education, but from different scopes. (DI 1) 

Although there are many critics who ventured to interpret different aspects of both 
novels, there are few critical essays that handle a comparative study between The 

Great Gatsby and Invisible Man concerning the theme of identity quest. (DI 4)  

For this reason, we are subjected to study two Elizabethan plays as samples that 
will be compared to each other and to show prevalent techniques used by the 
authors to harmonize their writings as well as their ideas. This is the main issue of 
our investigation, while the main subject is the presence of Jews in England. (DI 3) 

Step 2 (Positive Justification) 

          Rather than explicitly indicating a research gap by way of raising questions, 

authors often pointed at a gap in the literature and at the same time provided a 

rationale or a positive justification (move 2/step 2) for filling it. This happened in 3 

of DINNS introductions. It represents 63,63% of Establishing a Niche move in this 

group with 14 occurrences. These are some examples: 

On such grounds, The Merchant of Venice and The Jew of Malta as samples taken 
in this study will be analyzed and criticized since their historical context is 
somewhat different. (DI 3) 

What motivated me to study these two American novels, The Great Gatsby and 

Invisible Man, is their common handling of the theme of identity quest, and 
especially how Francis Scott Fitzgerald and Ralph Ellison, who belong to separate 
ethnic groups and distinct communities, dealt with the same theme. It is also 
important to note how these fictional novels reflected their social and historical 
background and are considered as social documents. (DI 4) 
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What motivated me to choose and study these two novels is their common portrayal 
of the situation of women in a society dominated by men, where women rich or 
poor face the same destiny. (DI 1) 

 

1.1.1.2.2.    The DIA group 

          Within this sub-corpus, move 2 (Establishing a Niche) occurred 4 times, thus 

representing only 14,81% of the entire number of moves in this group which is 27. 

The only instance of move deletion, which consisted of move 2 deletion, occurred 

in this group, precisely in introduction 7.  

Step 1-b (Indicate a Question in Research) 

         While no occurrence of step 1-a (Indicate a question in the real world) was 

reported, step 1-b was reported 4 times, representing almost half of the total of 

move 2 steps in this group (44,44 %). The following are examples: 

 \m^pد �~s[م ا`�qد�m�mjy e أsu] ر و��� ا`qp]ؤ¤ت �� �e�d �� ا°�]\e إ`� ا`ijk ھ�ا �q^� ھt] و��
،[sا�]ن أ�Æ� ijk`ا Ç��fu �� Ç²[ظ]`ا eد��q`ز ا[�yا|ش�]ل ��� وا¤ر eد��q`ا [d� ¤ �qt� ��±`ا 
 `��واef² "ا`�~]ف ��� ��w" روا�e وھ� أ¤ �²ي ا ا`�± ا|دب إ`� m� �dptyو�e خ�ل �� وذ`· ا`�qدي،

"ekfq� وي[u]�" }�|ول ھ�ا و[jtu e\ر[x� "w�� ��� ا`�~]ف" �� if� ،[ءھ[t\ Çfوظ~� و� ef²ا`�وا 
Ç²[ظ]`؟ اeد��q`ا Çfءت و�[� Êf¶ د�q`؟ �� اeت وظ~� وھ{ ا`�وا�[ftxp`ا eد��q`؟ اe��mj`ا (DI 6) 

 

ªfو�� mx� �tp�� §دوا� efyذا ef�]c]ء ��� و�[xpع، ھ�ا ا�]c]d`ا [�»� efyا`�ا }�dpp� �� �pkÁر ef_o�`ا 
ws~` w`[� و¶{ و�] ا|دب ªf`إ �� r²[p� ef\[رة إ��[k^\ أخ�ى e\[�°ا ��� e�¼u|ا ef`[p`ا: [� e�[Á ا|دب؟ [� 

 ��d[eu؟ ����e وإ��]زات إ�e^~t� ef�[q ا|دب وراء �� �^� �]ن إن أqy]ءل ��t إذ وظªp~f؟ و�] �ªt ا`~]m²ة
}s� ³ ا|دب داوى��d`ا [fq~� m^\ ª�[dpuة اmf_x` e��^ئ ش��¤ Ìfx`خ�ل �� أو ��� أ ªyاء�� eوا��` 

�tز� mdjd` �fq� }�fھ ª�[dpuوا e_x` ��� �� �¿\ ت]j`ر ا]p�m�` mdj� mk�  ن[d��`ا`^��~� ا(DI 5) 

 

 �] ��u]ن و�ef`[d وش^���y e[�x] �[�w` m^p� ª أو ؟ وا`�j]ري ا`�x]�� ا`tk]ء �� دور �^� `Ãدب �]ن ھ{
�okpy آ®]ره ef`[d�`ر أ�� �� ا[�p�°ى اm` رئ[x`و ا e�¶[� ef`[d� وق و�y �\أد ( اءة �£��]ت�x`ا) و 

e`و[j�  إ\�از efdء ا|دب أھ[¿وإ� exط�� ejfj¶ e�fu]� �tkp` �� رة[�j`ا efd`[^`ا e��²وا`�±ا (DI 5)   

Step 2 (Positive Justification) 
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          It occurred as frequently as step 1-b. Sometimes a positive justification was 

provided via a direct question. Let’s consider these examples: 

 ا|دب �y]وز ھ{ :وھ[ أ¤:اھdp]�� أخ� ا��¹]ل ��� `j e\[�Í]و`ef�x� �e ا|دب وظe~f إ`� ���f و�]ن
 �� ا|د\ef ا`pt]�]ت وراء �� Á]�]ت �fxjy وھ[ ذ`· �� أر�� و أ�~§ ھ[ �] إ`� ا��º ا`p«®� و ا`mk� ��]�pأ

���jy ن[q�Í` ع إ¶�ح و[cوÃ` ef�[dp�¤و ا ،eد�[_p�¤ا ef�[x�`ا eر�[�j`؟ وا Çfد �£�ة �]�� و�[xt`ا 
 ا`�d]ل و ا|��]ر و ا°�wfx`[\ ef�[q ا|دب ���e �] ؟ ا|د\� ا°\mاع \]|��ى أو ا|دب ھ�ا �f]ل ا`�f��[k و

e�[� و e^fk¿`ا|�^]ل و ا e¶[؟ خ Çfو� �xj� ا|دب ªfx�\ �^�`ا ��t`ا [و� ª�dj� �� ن]t� أخ�ى wu�`[� 
 �Çf� �xjp آخ� \�t^d ؟ ا`��{ أو ا`�q� ef`[d]ب ��� ا`~���e ا`e^~td و ا°�ef�[q ا`e�[¹ ا`f�dp{ و ا`�jt و

�t^d`ب ��� ا[q� Ï~�`أو ا [dن ھ[p~fن وظ[pور��c [^� �� Ì~� ��]`؟ ا (DI 5)   

 

Çc �`ذ`· إ e�� ل [d�|ا eد��q`ا e�]qt`ا efا�m\°و��� ا �� [tpkÁر ej�[�`ا m` ا euھ�ه ر eا`�وا� �p`ا 
w` رسmy m^\ [s²[¿وإ� e¹k¶ ،eد��u e`و[jش~� ا �· و� ،[sy [ھmfsdyو �f��[k�` �fx��`إذ ا wst�d� أن 

 ��    ورe�[� [tpkÁ، ا`�±�²ي ا|دب إ`� �f[`t] �«��� أ��� �sf] وا`wspu �d^p ا در �� ا�¿���op� e¿x� eوھ]
  (DI6)ھ�اا`d[c[ع ¤خfp]ر د�^tp] ا`�p ا`mوا�§ أھw �� و`^{ ا`^�\e¹�`[\ ef ا`p�d[ب ا`qt[ي ا|دب eu ا ر د

 

1.1.1.2.3.     The DINS Group 

           The frequency as well as the distribution of move 2 (Establishing a Niche) in 

this and the other two groups are similarly in proportion to the sum of the moves in 

each group (see table 12). However, some dissimilarities were noticed at the level 

of steps except for absence of step 1-a (Question Raising by Indicating a Problem in 

the Real World). The following details are given to compare the appearance of the 

other two steps, namely step 1-b (question in research) and step 2 (positive 

justifications), in this and the previous two groups. 

               Step 1-b (Indicate a Question in Research) 

          With 5 instances all found in one single introduction (25% of the 

introductions in this group), this step cannot be regarded as the dominating strategy 

in Establishing the Niche move. The following are examples from introduction 11: 

These are just a sample of the issues of form and content that seem to have deterred 
critics from paying much attention to the play before the twentieth century—so 
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little, in fact, that the only two book-length studies of the play were written in 1966 
and 1979. But even these books don‘t engage with how these oddities of form and 
content might make the reader rethink what the play is doing. (DI 11) 

The play is often thought of as inferior or a failure because critics do not judge the 
play on its own terms; they do not think, for instance, about the possibility that the 
contradiction of the two epitaphs might be deliberate and indicative of a larger 
pattern of irreconcilable contradiction in the play. (DI 11) 

Step 2 (Positive Justifications) 

          While step 1 was reported in one introduction, step 2 was found in all four 

samples with 7 occurrences and though quantitatively inferior when considering the 

four introductions individually, it is worth remarking that step 2 was used by all 

(100%) of DINS authors against one introduction (25%) in which step 1 was found. 

These statements are illustrations of step 2 in DINS group: 

This thesis focuses on three of Proulx’s novels, Postcards, Accordion Crimes and 
That Old Ace in the Hole, works chosen for their longer length and greater potential 
to demonstrate the interplay of larger social and economic events upon the 

environment, communities and individual lives of her characters. (DI 9) 

I am not interested in making the play make sense. I ignore the principle of the 
Arden editors that ―we need first to make sense of the action itself before we can 
appreciate, or even see, what else is going on in the play because I believe that if 
we let Timon speak unmitigated by our impulses to edit or amend it, we hear 
contradiction, not just in the epitaphs but also in aspects of Timon‘s character. (DI 
11) 

 1.1.1.3.  Occupying the Niche  

          Move 3 is the move where the described niche is occupied. According to 

Swales (1990), whenever move two occurs move three should follow. 6 This is done 

by one or more of three options: stating the goals or argument of the dissertation, 

presenting the hypotheses or results and previewing the organization of the DI. To 

these options new strategies are sometimes added depending on writers and 

corpora. The analysis of our corpus reported a number of new steps the raters 

agreed to code as Research Questions, Method, Bibliographical Sources, 
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Acknowledgments, Difficulties and Closing Prayers. Of the total number of move 3 

steps found across the corpus, 47 were new. This number represents 38,52% of the 

total number of move 3 steps, which informs of the varying options writers choose 

in occupying their niches.  

1.1.1.3.1. The DINNS group  

          All DINNS authors used move 3 of CARS but seemed to cycle it more often 

than authors of the other two groups, with 21 out of 38 occurrences and 17 out 26 

cycles (55,26% and 65,38% respectively). Table 12 shows that Occupying the 

Niche was the opening move in 2 introductions (50%) as shown in these examples:  

In the following dissertation, I intend to examine the differences between Oscar 
Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray and Christopher Marlowe's Doctor Faustus, 
all the way through a close examination of both texts, as well as references to 
biographical information of the two authors. (DI 2) 

For the requirement of a Master degree in English, we would like to conduct a work 
of literature and civilization in which the objective is to show the way the 
playwrights trace history and civilization through literature. (DI 3) 

Step 1 (Stating goals/argument of DI) 

          While the above examples of step1 were found at the beginning of two 

introductions whose authors preferred to start their introductory chapters by 

Occupying the Niche either for rhetorical or structural reasons, other examples of 

step 2 happened elsewhere in the body of this part-genre. These are taken from 

DINNS sub-corpus as illustrations: 

Throughout this research work, I intend to analyze the characters and the themes of 
marriage and education of the aforesaid novels, within the context of the 
Sentimental Tradition and Realism. (DI 1) 
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In the following dissertation, I intend to handle a comparative study between these 
famous American oeuvres of the twenties: Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald’s The 

Great Gatsby and Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man. (DI 4) 

Step 2-a (Present Hypotheses) 

          In its entirety, the corpus saw two instances of statements coded as 

hypotheses by inference from context, one found in this group and the other in the 

native sub-corpus: 

Yet, both affinities and differences lie partly in the theme of identity quest itself. 
Indeed, both protagonists experienced the same fate through their search of identity, 
but the major power behind their dreams and the way they pursuit it remain 
divergent. This can be illustrated through the authors’ separate communities. (DI 4) 

Step 2-b (Present Results) 

          With 10 occurrences (31,25% of the total number of steps as identified in 

Samraj’s schema) ,this step was far more preferred than step 2-a (3,12%). The 

following are some examples: 

This will in fact lead us to ample themes relevant to both novels which explore the 
ideologies and philosophies of narcissist, hedonist, greedy and covetous characters, 
and the consequences that result from those kinds of excess. (DI 3) 

All in all, our dissertation will be a reply to the racist anti-Semitic activities, hence 
we are trying to show accurate events and shed light on the Jewish way of life all 
along the ancient history until 16th and 17th Centuries, especially to be considered 
as refugees. (DI 3) 

Both novels were nourished by their historical, cultural and social movements as 
well as their authors’ experiences. This affinity will be studied in reference to the 
literary theory of New Historicism, as both Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby and 
Ellison’s Invisible Man reflected their periods. (DI 4) 

 

Step 3 (Preview Organization of the Dissertation) 

          This option was found in the entire corpus, with 8 instances in this group: 
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To support in depth the exploration of our dissertation, three chapters will be given. 
The first chapter explores the historical background of Jews (…). It conveys the 
major characteristics that set them apart from their neighbours and especially the 
reason that contributed to the prejudice, persecution and expulsion from England in 
1290 during Edward I until their readmission to the country in 1566 by Oliver 
Cromwell... (DI) 

This work will be divided into three chapters. The first chapter will be devoted to 
the analysis of both novels contextually and textually (…) The second chapter, 
which is the rudiment of my research work, it will deal with the theme of identity 
quest. (DI 4) 

 

Research Questions (new step) 

          As indicated earlier in this section, some of move 3 steps found in the corpus 

are not part of Samraj’s revised CARS model (2008), which is the framework 

against which our analysis was carried out. Among the new strategies, Research 

Questions which consisted of interrogative sentences amounted to 3 in this group. 

These are some examples: 

The aim of my dissertation is to provide answers to these questions: can man really 
be against nature, live without respecting the social conformities and transgress 
divine laws? In reference to Freud’s Theory, what are the affinities that tie the two 
books relying to the existing themes and characters? (DI 2) 

I will try to give answers to these questions: what are the events present in both 
texts, The Great Gatsby and Invisible Man, which reflect the real situations of both 
authors’ days? What are the motivations of both protagonists behind their identity 
quest? How did the authors of both novels portray the societies to which both 
protagonists wanted to adapt? (DI 4) 

 

Method (new step) 

          Present in 9 introductions (75% of the corpus), this newly identified step 

refers to the research theories that inform the literary analysis of the selected 

corpora. Though often explicitly stated as in the following examples: 
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This will be achieved through relying on the theory of psychoanalysis which 
reveals the affinities between the two aforesaid works, predominantly the relation 
between the characters’ personae and beliefs and their parts in shaping the story 
lines. (DI 2) 

Throughout this analysis, I intend to rely on the literary theory of New Historicism, 
especially on Michel Foucault’s notion of discourse. This theory consists of 
analyzing fictional writings in their historical backgrounds. Both Invisible Man and 
The Great Gatsby are built out of the prevailing discourses that shaped and were 
shaped by the real world… (DI 4) 

this option is sometimes inferred from the text as exemplified through these two 

statements: 

The playwrights share the same literary principles in their depiction of origin, 
history, race, ethnicity, and language. These principles are clarified through the 
portrayal of major themes and characters that are used as allusions to the past, and 
on which the comparison will be drawn. (DI 3) 

The first chapter will be devoted to the analysis of both novels contextually and 
textually, that is to say, examining the Roaring Twenties as a historical and social 
background for The Great Gatsby and Invisible Man.  In the textual analysis, I will 
refer to the authors’ biographies, the plot overview of the novels as well as their 
narrative techniques. (DI 4) 

1.1.1.3.2.   The DIA group 

         All authors of the introductions produced in Arabic used move three 

(Occupying the Niche) including the introduction in which Establishing the Niche 

(move 2) was deleted. Seven instances were reported in this group, representing 

38,88% of the total number of moves reported in this group. The following is a 

description of move 3 steps as well as the new steps that appeared in the Arabic 

corpus. 

Step 1 (Stating goals/argument of DI) 

          Two introductions included step 1, each counting two occurrences: 

 \m^pد ا`�qد�s~� e[م su m�mjy] أ ر و��� ا`qp] ؤ¤ت �� �e�d �� ا°�]\e إ`� ا`ijk ھ�ا �q^� ھt] و��
[sا�]أ�(DI 6) 
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 إ\�از ,�[اm²ه أش�]`ª، طªp^fk، ا|د\� ا°\mاع �]ھef ��� ا`p^�ف �j]و`e  إ`� ا`ijk ھ�ا خ�ل �� �msف
efdاع أھm\°ا|د\� ا ekqt`[\ رة[�j�` و e�[x�`ا e¶[خ e��²ا`�±ا  , m�mjy م]s~� ا|دب ª_²[_وخ ª~²[ووظ, 

 ا`p[ا¶{ ��� ا`[�[ف , ا`d^��� و ا|د\� ا`�¶mf إ®�اء , وا`�d]ل \]`~�� ا|دب ���e ا`Ç�p�� w�^pd أن
 ا|��]ر �ws �� ا`�d^p .ا`d¿�و�e ا`�x]�] ��ج �� ا`�xdوءة ا°\mا�ef واº®]ر ا`��p ا�¹puل , ا`�j]ري

ef\ا|د e�mxt`وا . (DI 5) 

 

Step 2-b (Presenting Results) 

         While no hypothesis was found, results (step 2-b) appeared eight times. 

Therefore, this step represents the most heavily deployed step in move 3 as outlined 

in Samraj’s CARS model (i.e. without counting the new steps). Here are some 

examples: 

if� ف]u م]x� ªf� }f�jp\ ³^\ m²[_x`وا`�وا�]ت ا �pو� Ò_x`ا §f¿pqt` ر[sإظ ª�]`ا �xfxj`ا 
e~fظ]�` ef\از ا|د�\Æ\ m^k`أي ا`~��ي ا ��x^`ى اmا�� و�]y اعm\°ى أو ا|د\� ا��|[\ Òt`ا|د\� ا ��� 
�f`[uع أ[t�°ا �fxjyو e^~td`ا e���~`ا ef�[q�°وا w® }xpt� �`ء إ[�mpuھ� ا[£� m^k`ا �t~`أو ا �`[d�`ا �p`ا 

§k¿y e¶[خ �fk^p`ح ا`�^�ي ا[��Æ\ ª_²[_و�±ا�]ه خ eft~`ا(DI 5) 

 

 ا`�qدي، ا`±�� �d� ¤ �qt] ا`�qد�e ا|ش�]ل ��� وا¤ر�y]ز ا`�qد�e ا`[ظ]Ç��fu �� Ç² ا`Æ� ijkن
 �ekfq" `��واef² "ا`�~]ف  ��� ��w" روا�e وھ� أ¤ �²ي ا ا`�± ا|دب إ`� m� �dptyو�e خ�ل �� وذ`·

 (DI 6)�[u]وي

 

Step 3 (Preview Organization of the Dissertation) 

          Authors of the four introductions (100%) previewed the structure of their 

dissertations as shown in the following two examples: 

 ا�y]ه mjyد ا`�p ا`e¿o �� وا`ª�[ft\ }�dpd، و��mtq� mه، ��xي �d[د إ`� �pj]ج \ij أي أن ش· و¤
euراm`ا [sd`[^ءت `�ا ، و�[� e¿خ ijk`ا �`[p`[�: ،e�mx� ،}خm� e®�®ل، و]_� ،edy[إ`� وخ ��[� ed²[� 

 x�`     (DI7)]رئ أ��� ا`�ؤ�p` e[Ófc وا`�xfk¿p ا`t£�ي \�f ھ�ا \t�j] �� �t^d] و�m وا`�dا�§، ا`d_]در

 

mو� [tdq� ھ�ا ijk`إ`� ا �f�_�: ي�£� �xfk¿yو �f�]kq� }خmd\ ي�£� [t��� �� ª`د خ��q`ا eد��q`او 
 �i�[k خtdqx� ��� eqd]ه ا|ول ا`~_{ ا�] \ds]، إ�qp] ا`�ي ا`d¹[ض `e ا إز �]و`t] إذ \dstf] وا`~�ق

[t__خ �� ijkd`ا`�ي ا|ول ا �ku mfsdp`[\- Êf_` ef~fدي ا`^�ض و��q`و��ا ا Ç²[ظ]`ا ،eد��q`ا 
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[t®mjyو �� ijkd`ا|ش�]ل �� ا`�]�� ا eد��q`ا �p`رج اmt� [stdc ت]¶ رد[q`ا eو��� ،�fd�`ا 
  (DI 7)ا`�qد�pqd�` e[�]ت خ__t]ه �mx ا`�]`i ا`ijkd أ�] .ا`�ef_o  �§ ا`¹]�²، ا`w��pd، ا`od]ط�،

 

Research Questions (new step) 

         Not envisaged in Samraj’s schema were some new strategies such as Research 

Questions which was present in 3 introductions in the sub-corpus produced in 

Arabic and occurred 6 times. These are examples from introductions 5 and 6: 

 

 �q]ب ��� �����y e[ن أن ا|دب وظe~f اpu¿]�� �mى أي إ`� :ھ[ ا`fq]ق ھ�ا �� \]`¿�ح ا`�q`[� ��m¥ال
ef`[d�`ا Ì�^`وا Ófj¶ ى أي إ`� أيm� ��d� ه�s` e~fظ]`ن أن ا]�y �fk^p`ا،ef`[d� �t~`ن ا`�ي ا]�� �� e�[� 

 أن أو.�p� ªf�� �� Ï~` �dt� }fd[ا�� \d] ا`�d]��، و�f�y ا°�q]س �]ط~�jy efك وروح \�اق خf]`� ®[ب إ`�
[p~fا|دب وظ(DI 5) 

 

mو� [t`ة ھ�ه �� �]و���d`ا e\[�°ؤ¤ت �� ا[qp`ا ef`[y: 
 ا|�mاث؟ �� u]ھ�d و�Çf ا`�وا�e؟ ھ�ه �� ا`d[ظ~e ا`�f_o]ت أ�d]ط ھ� �] -
- Çf� Çوظ wfي إ\�اھm^u ��±`؟ ھ�ه �� اeا`�وا� 
 (DI 7)ووظ]s~²]؟ ا`�وا�e؟ أ�mاث و�[ع ��]ھw�mxp` m ا`�]�y اs�d^pu] ا`�p ا|�]�� ھ� �] -

 

Method (new step) 

          Present in all DIA introductions, this strategy is either inferred as in this 

example: 

e`و[jو� [t� �� �pھ�ا ق ا اخ w`[^`ا�� اm\°ا [��oyا e�]ftk`ا [�st� �� }f�jp`دي ا�q`ا eوا���` wÁا ¶� ر ªp� 
ef���`ا �p`ا wpsy Òt`[\ �� ªداخ� }dsyت �{ و[�]�d`ا ،efر�[o`ا wÁن ھ�ا ورÆ� [�[^q� ª�mف ھ wuھ�ه ط� 
eط��� �� ا`�وا� rstd`ي، ا]ftk`ب وأن ا�px� �� ھ�ا rstd`ات ا]¿o\ [خ��»y �`إ eدي، ¶�خ�q`ر ا[��puوا 

 (DI 6) وا`ef~o ا`£]ھ�ة وq� [sy[f��y]رھ] �� ا`~�f_�` eftورة و��mjy] ا �f®»y ا|��� \^t]¶�ه

 

or introduced using the heading CDEFGا as in this example : 

 

 \k^³ ا¤e�[^pu �§ ا`[¶~� ا`rstd إky]ع �xkq] أش�ت ��f^p� ��� [d ا`�]�{ ا`[�ª ��� ا`ef�x ھ�ه ty]ول أ�{ ��
rھ[td`ا|خ�ى ا }�� �t~`ا �oر�[p`ن وا]� ھ�ه rھ[td`ا �q�|ا §kpp` ذج ھ�ا]dt`ا|ط�و�]ت �� ا [d� m�[q� rstd`ا 

�oر�[p`ا ��� �fy�y اثm�|رات ا]¿p`إ`� وردھ] وا  [s`]¶أ(DI 5)  
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Difficulties (new step) 

           Four newly identified steps were only found in the sub-corpus written in 

Arabic. They are 21 and represent 42% of occupying the niche move. Not only does 

such amount have a quantitative significance, but it also indicates discrepancies that 

will inform the comparisons between the different sub-corpora. 

         All the authors in this group stated the difficulties they faced in the course of 

producing their DIs. They usually did so at the end of the introduction. Six 

instances were reported and these are some examples:  

mو� �tpsتا` \^³ وا�[kx^ }�� e\]^¶ ل]_j`در \^³ ��� ا[_d`ا�§ ا�d`وا if� ة�k�� ��� ل¤mpu¤ال ا]�»\ 
 أي �� ا`ijk إ��]�m^\ ef ا�¿tf¿^� [�[k] وھ�ا شf_o] أراه �] أدون أن �mfx� ¤ �tt�dة \«��t ش^�ت إذ وا`�f��[k ا`xt]د
 �spfx�y �� §d] ا`�p ا`_^[\e إ`� \]°�Í` e�[c]دة pjy]ج و¤ إ`sf] ا`p¿�ق m� wy ا`mراu]ت �{ أن \]�kp]ر ��]ل

 (DI 5)ا`sp�x` ��  ekp�d] �£�ا وا`�dا�§ ا`d_]در

 

mو� [tpsخ�ل وا� [t�j\ ا`_^[\]ت \^³ ھ�ا }fوا`^�ا� e��dpd`خ_[¶] ا �� �fc ��]`ا [d� زاد �� [t�]خ [txو�� 
�`[p`[\و e\]^¶ �¹لpuا�§ ا�d`ة ا��]pd`ا (DI 7) 

 

 �mt أو ا`�¹ب �u mt[اء ا`tp]ص �~s[م kc¯ ¶^[\e :أ\�زھ] ا°ش�]`f]ت �� ا`^m�m اt¿ktpu] ا`c]d[ع �� txd^y] خ�ل
 (DI 8)ا`p^��~]ت �� m^yد ھt]ك أن ��t] ا`�¹ب �mt و�~t] إذا ا`^�ب

Bibliographical Sources (new step) 

 روا�e ���  ا|و`� ا`mر�e �� ا��mdp] و�m �_]در و��ا�§، ��اءة ��sا �[c[ع �p¿�� أن ا`¿fk^� و��
"w£�|ا" wfي °\�اھm^u [رھ[kp�[\ ع]c]� ،euراm`ا�§ و\^³ ا�d`ا ���� [st�: "eft\ Òt`دي ا�q`ا" 

mfdj` ،ا��mfdj` �� e��£� eا`�وا� (ij\ �� ت[ftxy د�q`ا) mk^` ·`[d`ض، ا[y�� ت"و[f`[d� ن[�d`ا �� 
eا`�وا� ef\�^`ا" ��[�` ،�q�\[t`خ¿]ب"و ا e�[�j`ا" �ftار���` (DI 8) 

 

�kة ھ�ه و��fqd`ا �]ن ا [زد� e�]d�� �� w`ر�§ ا ا �p`ا ��[� e^\[� �� ل]¶أ mxt`ا`^�\� ا �p`وا [t`و[� 
 ��q" إ`� \]°e�[c ،"ا`mdjا�� `mfdj ا`�qدي ا`p�� eft\ Òt]ب ا`�qدي ا`e��^� eft\ Òt إ`� y[¶�t] أن
Ó\ روي ا" �� eft\ }��`ا`�وا�² ا [d� [ب �� أخ��[p� mf^u �f¿x�" ا`��م ،�ko`أن دون وا }ds� 

  (DI 6)     ا`�وا�ªkp� �� e��£� e خ�ل �� "��y]ض ا`s��"mk� ·`[d[دات
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Acknowledgments (new step) 

          Although the four introductions did include a part-genre called 

Acknowledgments dedicated to thank people who helped achieve the DI, some 

acknowledgments were found in the body of the introductions. These are some 

examples: 

 `�et أ��]ء ا|�y[uة ا`q]دة أ�mي \�f \[ª^c أ��yف ا`�ي ا°��]ز `�sا `efq~tا \]`�ا�e أش^� ��t وذا
e��[td`ا ��Æ� }أن آ� mf~puأ wsy[sf�]y wsy[£ء و���[xyاه `�ر]pqd\ �`ھ[ �] إ �qأ�] .أ� mا|�� �]ن و� 

 ھ�ا إ��]ز ��� s�\ }� �� ��m�[u[د وا`tp[�ª ا°ش]دة إ`� �my[�� ا|¶[ل �Æن ا`j]ل، ھ�ه ���
ijk`5(اID( 

 ا`�±�{ \]`��� �mxpم �d] ا`ijk، ھ�ا ¤d�pu]ل وا°رادة ا`x[ة �tjt] ا`�ي و�{ �± هللا �mdj ا|خ�f و��
�f��`ف وا��d`ذ ا[puÃ` "mf^u ه ��� "إ\]ون�k¶ }fd�`ا ªp�[ور� ekf¿`ن وا`�ي ا[� [kku �� ھ�ا ا��]ز 
،}d^`ا [d� ���� §fd� ة�y[u|ا`��� ا [�]xال را�]ط [ty�fq�  efuراm`ا(DI7) 

[�[pن وخÆ� ا��]`ا ��px� أن ���� e^�[� "mk� �d��`رة �� ا"، efو�� e¹�`ا ،ef\�^`أ���� �] ��� ا ª\ 
[tf�� e�[� ekp�d`وا e�±��d`ا ،e¶[خ ª�]و� w£^\ ���`ن ا[tp�¤ذ�] إ`� وا[puف أ��d`ا "wfر� Çu]�" 
 (DI 6)ا`�m]ء وأخ�Ò ا`��� أو�� �ª�� [t ا`^kx]ت `�p]وز ا`m�mqة وªy[sf�]y وخªy�k، \[�ªp، خ_t] ا`�ي

Closing Prayers (new step) 

           Another option that seems alien to the introduction part-genre and its 

communicative purpose is the prayers found at the ending paragraphs of some 

introductions in DIA group. Most genre analysts agree to code them as Closing 

Prayers.2 The following are statements that exemplify this new step: 

 ھ�ا اd�pu]ل �� و�m� [tx ��[ن أن و اe��² ا`�± `�ekp�d إc]�k� �� e]رة ھ�ا \t�j] ��[ن أن �«�{ ا أخ�f و
ijk`ن ا]�f` ة�d® §~pt� [s\ خ�ونºأي و|ن.ا ij\ ¤ ]�o� �� ات]~s`ن ا|خ¿]ء و اÆ� [tk¶أ �d� إن و هللا 
 (DI 8)أ�~�d� [tq �_��] و أخ¿«�]

 

�tوإ� ¤ §f¿puأ – [ds� �`أن – �]و ªfأ� ªx� �� ���`ا ،��mxp`ل وا��� ª^ft¶ �� Ç¶ق وm\. ،ا�s` 
�t�Æ� ¤ ·أن إ¤ أ�� ª�]yو�{ �± هللا إ`� أ ª�±�f` �t� و�� ��j\ �fا`�±اء، خ ªإ� §fdu �f��.·`ذ }�� 

  (DI 5) ا`^£wf ا`~�{ ذو هللا و ��]ء �� �¥ªfy هللا

1.1.1.3.3. DINS group 
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           Table 12 shows that the move structure of the DINS (L1 introductions) show 

the greatest degree of adherence to the CARS model as the result of the non-

inclusion of new steps. Thus, authors realized move 3 (Occupying the Niche) 

through the use of the three steps as outlined in the model (Stating Goals of DI-

Stating Hypothesis/Results-Preview DI Structure) with 27 steps (93,10% of move 

3) against 2 new steps coded as Method. The following is a more detailed 

description of the step structure of DINS sub-corpus.  

Step 1 (Stating goals/argument of DI) 

           The following example was the only instance of step 1 in the native sub-
corpus: 

In the following pages, I hope to demonstrate that American Indian women writers 
articulate some ways out. Their novels shape useful messages for men through their 
depiction of approachable protagonists, and they go even further by offering secure 
male role models who set paths for the protagonists and the rest of us to follow. (DI 
12) 

Step 2-a (Present Hypotheses) 

           One instance of this step was found across this group: 

‘Non/human’ denotes clearly this integration of human and non-human entities. But 
the slash that separates the two parts of the term is a deliberate and important 
device that recognizes a porous border between the two parts […]This is not to say 
(nor with this be my only time making this assertion) that the non/human is 
synonymous with something like the nightmares of posthumanism, the robot with 
human consciousness. Instead, the non/human resembles Donna Haraway’s cyborg 
and Bruno Latour’s quasi-object.   (DI 11) 

 

Step 2-b (Present Results) 

           Rather than hypothesizing, authors in the native sub-corpus preferred to 

present the results of their research (step 2-b) which was reported 15 times (53,57% 

of move 3) against one instance of step 2-a. It must be noticed that authors mostly 
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introduced step 2-b using self-mention (46 occurrences of personal pronoun I) and 

verbs in the active voice (see examples from DIs 10 and 11 below). The following 

statements are cited to instance this step.  

By way of close examination of the novels Postcards, Accordion Crimes and That 

Old Ace in the Hole, as well through discussion of her work in critical and 
interpretive essays, this thesis will examine how Proulx confronts the perceived 
promise inherent to the American Dream to reveal its fundamental flaws.  (DI 9) 

In these early literary and historical analyses, I refer to Linda Colley’s Britons and 
“Britishness and Otherness” to contextualize the point of view that sees pre-
twentieth-century Ireland as a British colony and outsider rather than an equal 
participant in the United Kingdom.  (DI 10) 

Rather, I argue that at no point is Timon complete or even completely one thing or 
another—human or non-human. ‘Non/humaning’ recognizes the resistance against 
categorization; the non/human is always in-between and on the move. (DI 11) 

Step 3 (Preview Organization of the Dissertation) 

           Except for introduction 9, the other three introductions included move 3 step 

3 as the following two examples show: 

The second chapter of my thesis focuses more heavily on literary explications, 
specifically regarding the exclusion of West Indian and African characters and 
those characters associated with blackness in Edgeworth’s novels. (DI 10) 

In the first chapter, I give a history of the term as it has been used primarily from 
epistemological philosophy. (DI 11) 

 

In Chapter One, I address the problematic effects of internalized oppression on the 
oral tradition, and I present the ways in which American Indian women storytellers 
combat and subvert these problems by coming to voice and telling their stories. (DI 
12) 

 

Method (new step) 
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           As indicated earlier, authors in this group did not resort to new strategies and 

the only 2 occurrences (6,90 % of move 3) were found in the same text 

(introduction 10): 

Through applying Toni Morrison’s definitions of literary whiteness, literary 
blackness, and Africanism from Playing in the Dark (1993), I illustrate how 
Edgeworth constructs an image of Irishness that claims British whiteness while she 
reserves racial stereotypes for African and the lower class Irish characters who do 
not fit the literary white British middle class identity. (DI 10) 

Throughout my analysis of these novels and other Edgeworth’s works, including 
The Absentee (1812), which follows Lord Colambre’s attempts to restore his family 
to Ireland after they have abandoned their rural estate for London high society, I 
use a diverse group of theoretical texts to elucidate Irish racial identity and concepts 
of race in nineteenth-century Britain. (DI 10) 

1.1.2. Comparison between  DINNS and DINS groups 
 
             Comparison of DI introductions written by students of DINNS and DINS 

groups is meant to answer the first research question, viz., do master literature 

students from the University of Bejaia operate a different rhetorical structure to 

native students when writing their DIs introductions. This comparison will concern 

three levels of move organization: (i) frequency of moves and steps; (ii) moves or 

steps deletion, and (iii); elaboration of the move pattern.  

1.1.2.1 Frequency of Moves  
 

             More than the other perspectives from which the move patterns of DINNS 

(English L2) and DINS (English L1) will be compared, frequency of moves and 

steps is particularly important because it, per se, more directly relates to the 

interdependent quantitative and qualitative aspects of the move organization itself. 

However, the difference in the frequency of moves and steps is not weighed by 

simply looking at the number of occurrences and rates of these two discourse units as 

shown in tables 11 and 12 respectively. The process requires us to run the Chi Square 
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test, 7 a statistical tool developed to measure statistical variables such as frequency 

which is the variable in our study. By telling how significantly the frequencies of 

moves and steps are statistically different across the two sets of introductions, this 

tool will enable us to say whether authors of DINNS introductions operated a 

different move pattern to authors of the native sub-corpus, which is our first research 

questions. After tabulating the move and steps data of the two groups in a 

contingency table, chi square test was run and the results can be seen in table 13: 

Table 13. The contingency table and the chi square test results of DINNS and DINS 
groups 
 Move 1 Move 2 

 

Move 3 

 

Rows 
Total 

DINNS  18 15 21 54 

DINS 8 8 10 26 

Columns           
Total 

26 23 31 80 

Chi-square value: X2 = 0.091 
P-value: p= 0.95551 

p>0.05 (significance level) 
                                                                                                                                                                          

         Table 13 shows that the difference between the two groups is statistically 

significant (p>0.05). Therefore, it can be concluded that there is a frequency difference 

in the move pattern between the introductions in DINNS and DINS sub-corpora.  

 
1.1.2.2 Deletion of Moves and/or Steps 

 
         The second phase of the comparison will check if the introductions of these two 

groups do comprise the three rhetorical moves, namely Establishing a Territory, 

Establishing a Niche and Occupying the Niche and their constituent steps as outlined 

in CARS. Tables 11 and 12 indicate that the three moves are present in all the 
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introductions of DINNS and DINS groups. However, differences exist at the level of 

steps. With regard to move 1 steps, authors of the native group seemed to show a 

marked preference for establishing their research territory by showing its importance 

in the real world (step 1-a) through 5 occurrences. Conversely, authors of DINNS 

sub-corpus totally overlooked this strategy and overwhelmingly resorted to step 1-b 

(importance in research) with 21 occurrences. Although this tendency seemed 

justifiable from a disciplinary perspective, relating one’s topic to experiential facts is 

a strategy that is more and more resorted to in academic contexts and in different 

disciplines including those in the humanities.  

1.1.2.3.   Move Pattern Elaboration  

             Elaboration of move pattern refers to the way authors go about developing 

their introductions very often resulting in move cycling, the appearance of recurrent 

move sequences, and the appearance of new steps and predominance of particular 

linguistic devices. Since they are not envisaged in the CARS model (Samraj, 2008) 

against which our corpus is compared, these departures are particularly helpful in the 

generic analysis. For example, it is remarked that in DINNS group the sequence T-O 

occurred 9 times against 4 in the native corpus. This tendency of overlooking move 2   

was also partly reflected in the quantitative account of moves across these two 

groups (see table 12), with only 27,77% and 33,33% of moves found in DINNS and 

DINS respectively. As far as the newly identified steps are concerned, while 2 steps 

(Summary of Literary Sources and Method) were reported in both groups, Research 

Questions which appeared as an additional strategy in Occupying the Niche move in 

two of DINNS introductions was not reported in DINS. Within the same rhetorical 

move, a substantial difference was reported as to the strategies students in both 

groups utilized to put forward their research outcomes. While DINNS students 
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resorted to step 1 (Stating Goals of DI) which they introduced using the inclusive 

pronoun we, those of the native sub-corpus used step 1-b (Presenting Results of DI) 

and heavily relied on self-mention through the personal pronoun I with 46 

occurrences and the active voice in introducing this step. 

1.1.2.4.     Summary  

             The results of DINNS and DINS groups comparison point at a number of 

differences which are decisive in pursuing the next stages of the study. Frequency, 

move deletion as well as elaboration of the move pattern across the two groups were 

compared and the results reveal that there are differences at the level of the move 

organization between these two groups. Chi square test  revealed a statistically 

significant difference in the frequency of the three rhetorical moves across both sets 

of introductions. Furthermore, absence of move 1/step 1-a (Claiming Centrality by 

Showing the Importance in the Real World) in DINNS sub-corpus and its inclusion 

in 50% of the native group further confirms that there is a real difference in how 

authors of the introductions composed by native postgraduates and those written by 

NNS postgraduates perceive the introductory part-genre’s communicative purpose. 

This difference is further confirmed by native students’ preference for stating the 

results (step 2-b) rather than the goals of DI (step 1) as a strategy to realize move 3. 

Finally, the difference at the level of the newly identified steps with Research 

Questions step being incorporated into move 3 in DINNS introductions and not 

found in DINS means that authors in the two groups differently developed their DIs 

introductions. The question whether these two groups of students exhibited different 

generic behaviors through different move patterns can be answered in the 

affirmative, which poses the question as to the origins of those differences. The 

following comparison between groups DINNS and DIA (DIs introduction written in 
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Arabic) will help us check if the above differences are due to the language 

background of these two groups by exploring their texts to look for any common 

preferential generic options that would explain the differences between DINNS and 

DINS. 

1.1.3.        Comparison between  DINNS and DIA groups 
 

          This section follows as a result of the comparison of DINNS and DINS groups 

which revealed that a difference does exist in the move pattern of the introductions 

included in these two groups. Comparison of DINNS and DIA (DIs introduction 

written in Arabic) is thus meant to check if any common preferential features can 

arise in the generic organization of these two groups presumably sharing a common 

background. This comparison will therefore bring an answer to the second research 

question, viz. is the operation of a different move structure primarily attributable to 

the background of Bejaia university English students? This comparison is conducted 

based on the same criteria as the above comparison, namely (i) move distribution 

across the part-genre, (ii) move/step deletion and (iii) elaboration of the move 

pattern.  

1.1.3.1. Moves and Steps Frequency 
 
          As indicated earlier, the frequency of moves and steps was not measured by 

simply looking at and comparing the raw quantitative data as shown in table 12. With 

54 moves (55,10% out of 98 moves) against 18 (18,75%) found in the two groups 

respectively, there was every likelihood that one would think move frequency was 

much higher in DINNS than in DIA. However, when it comes to measuring 

frequency, it is important to bear in mind other parameters such as text length and the 

steps which sometimes do not reflect the quantity of moves.8 Since we are interested 

in revealing common aspects in the move organization of the DIs introductions of 
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these two groups that may be attributed to their common background and in order to 

optimize the results of this comparison, Chi Square will be run for both moves and 

steps. The data about moves from table 12 and data about the steps from table 11 are 

tabulated in two contingency tables and Chi Square tests are run to check if there are 

any statistically significant differences in the distribution of these data across the 

texts in these sub-corpora.  

Table 14.  The contingency table and the chi square test results for DINNS and DIA 
groups (moves frequency comparison) 

 

     Move 1     Move 2 

 

  Move 3 Rows      Total 

DINNS            18           15         21 54 

DIA            7           4          7 18 

Columns   
Total 

          25           19          28                   80 

Chi-square value: X2 =0.278 
P-value: p= 0.87022803                                             

p>0.05 (significance level) 
 

Table 15.  The contingency table and the chi square test results for DINNS and   DIA 
groups    (steps frequency comparison) 

 

M
1S1-b 

M
1S2 

M
2S1-b 

M
2S2 

M
3 

M
3S2-a 

M
3S2-b 

M
3S3 

Rows       
Total 

DINNS     21    77     7    14     16      1             10          8     155 

DIA     11    39      5    7      1       2            15          8       93 

Columns 

Total 

    32     116    12       21     17       3             25         16      248 

Chi-square value: X2 =15.999 
P-value: p=0.0251255 

p>0.05 (significance level) 
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            It can be seen on tables 14 and 15 that the difference in move frequency is 

significant (p>0.05), which is conclusive of the difference in the overall move 

organization across these two groups. In the following phase, I will attempt to reveal 

any instances of move or step deletion by checking the data in tables 11 and 12. 

1.1.3.2. Deletion of Moves and/or Steps 

            As indicated in the quantitative analysis of our corpus, the only instance of 

move deletion occurred in one introduction from the sub-corpus in Arabic in which 

move 2 (Establishing a Niche) was not reported. Although this move is the least 

found in the whole corpus (27,55%), it should be noticed that all twelve authors 

somehow established a research gap by using one of the options available in this 

move ( Question Raising or Positive Justification).  

1.1.3.3 Move Pattern Elaboration 

          A major difference between DINNS and DIA introductions was in the new 

steps. Authors from both groups seemed to incorporate them into their texts but in 

markedly different ways and for different rhetorical and communicative purposes. 

While DINNS introductions included steps which seemed to serve the conventional 

research goals of the part-genre such as Summary of Literary Sources, Research 

Questions and Method, writers in the Arabic texts used options that are recognized as 

belonging to other sub-genres of the DI genre such as Bibliographical Sources and 

Acknowledgments and sometimes as steps that are completely alien to the 

introduction part-genre like Difficulties through which students listed factors that 

hindered them in the fulfillment of their dissertations such as lack of bibliographical 

resources and unavailability of books in Arabic and Closing Prayers, a culture-

specific option found in all the introductions in the DIA group.    
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1.1.3.4 Summary 
        
         Although their language of composing is not the same, DINNS and DIA groups 

were expected to share certain aspects in the rhetorical organization of their texts as 

the result of their common background. The above comparison has shown that a 

statistically significant difference exists in the frequency of moves and steps in the 

texts of these two groups.  Furthermore, students seemed to depart from the CARS 

framework in two different directions. While authors in DINNS group deployed new 

steps which espoused the CARS schema and further established its epistemological 

potential, those of the introductions written in Arabic seemed to depart from the 

structure quite differently by using Difficulties, Acknowledgments and Closing 

Prayers at the end of their introductions as a strategy to realize move 3 (Occupying 

the Niche). It is worth mentioning that none of these steps is found in DINNS’s texts. 

More importantly, while many cross-linguistic genre-specific investigations 

involving Arabic texts have confirmed the contrastive rhetoric hypothesis assuming 

that writers’ cultural patterns are recognizable in their writings in a foreign language, 

9 absence of Closing Prayers which is a culture-specific step from DINNS texts 

seemed to refute this assumption. Comparison of DINNS and DIA introductions 

yielded two findings that suffice to claim that these two groups do not organize their 

introductions similarly. The difference at the level of moves and steps frequency as 

reflected through the application of the Chi Square statistical tool together with the 

difference in the rhetorical purposes of the new steps that appeared across the two 

groups implied that the background played no role in their move pattern, which is the 

answer to research question two.  
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Chapter Four 

 

Discussion 

 

 

1. Discussion  

In this section, I will use the findings from the last two sections to answer the 

question about the origins of the differences in the generic organization of DINNS 

and DINS introductions, which is our final research question. More specifically, 

since language background could not explain the differences between these two 

groups of Literature postgraduate students, there must be other factors that could 

more directly intervene in shaping the generic behavior of English literature students 

of the University of Bejaia as reported in table 12. To schematize the findings from 

the comparisons between DINNS and DINS and between DINNS and DIA (DIs 

introductions written in Arabic), I can place the three groups on a continuum as in 

the following:  

 

                                                                                                            CARS (Create A Research  
                                                                                                                                                  Space) 
                                                                                DINS (DIs Introductions 
                                                                                                              of Native Students) 
                                                             DINNS (DIs Introductions 
                                                              of Non-Native Students) 
                             DIA (DIs in  
                                Arabic) 
                             

           Figure 3. A Continuum Representing the Move Structures of the Three Groups. 

 

           Closest to CARS (Create A Research Space) is the DINS (English L1) group 

followed by DINNS (English L2 group) while the group writing in Arabic appears at 
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the other end of the continuum. The reason behind this positioning lies in the degree 

to which students’ writings adhere to CARS schema as reflected in how they go 

about investing their rhetorical resources to create and present their research. To put 

it otherwise, their generic behavior seems to depend more directly upon how they 

perceive the communicative purpose of the introduction part-genre, the disciplinary 

discourse and the sociorhetorical community in which they operate. Although the 

CARS model was, at least partly, reflected in all the introductions, native authors 

seem to be more aware of the introduction’s general communicative function, that is 

to establish a research space. In operating the pattern that seems to best realize this 

function (to Create A Research Space), they followed a number of strategies. First, 

their use of move 1/step 1-a (Establishing A Territory/Claiming Centrality by 

Showing the Importance in the Real World) in the opening lines of their 

introductions not only highlights the pertinence of their research by connecting it to 

experiential facts, a strategy rhetoricians refer to as promotionalism,10 but is also 

aimed at capturing a wider readership that would comprise readers outside the 

immediate discourse community of the department or the faculty. Furthermore, their 

preference for step 2-b (Presenting Results) among the options available in move 3 

(Occupying the Niche) on the one hand, and, on the other hand, their use of the 

personal pronoun I in introducing this step with a total number of 46 occurrences 

across the four introductions (11,5 per introduction as average) denoting authors’ 

will to put forward their research findings and thus secure themselves a place in the 

community and acquire a chance for research beyond post-graduation, both further 

confirm the generic competence and genre knowledge of the native authors as seen 

through their perception of these three interdependent variables : disciplinary 
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discourse conventions, the communicative purpose of the part-genre and their 

discourse community. 

           Comparison of the move pattern of DINNS and DINS groups has pointed at a 

number of differences. In addition to the difference in move frequency and the 

difference in the newly identified steps, I can summarize the other differences in the 

move structure in table 16.  

            Table 16. Differences between DINNS and DINS Groups 

   DINNS (DIs introductions written 
by non-native students ) 

DINS (DIs introductions written by         
native students) 

 
• Absence of move1/step1-a 

(Importance in the Real World) 
 

• Predominance of step 1 (Stating 
Goals of the DI) in move 3  
 

• Impersonalization11 or hedging 
through passive voice and 
inclusive we in move 3/step 1 
 

 
• Use of move 1/step 1-a 

(Importance in the Real World) 
 

• Predominance of step 2-b 
(Stating Results of the DI) in 
move 3                                           

• Self-mention12 or boosting 
using discursive I and use of 
verbs in the active voice in 
move 3/step 2-b 

                             

             Since the comparison between DINNS and DIA (DIs introductions in 

Arabic) could not reveal any common predominating tendencies at the move 

organization level so as to explain the differences between DINNS and the native 

sub-corpus as attributable to their different backgrounds, I assumed that the 

differences can be explained otherwise. In other words, since we could not 

investigate the differences in terms of what Atkinson (2004) terms the large cultures 

from which these two groups come from (Western vs. Arab), it is anticipated that far 

more adequate explanations are to be found in the small cultures where these groups 

operate.13 This stage of the present genre analysis consists of interpreting the 
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differences in the light of the answers elicited from the students through the 

interview. It is worth noticing that the questions were formulated considering the 

above mentioned variables, namely the discipline, the part-genre and the discourse 

community because it is assumed that the way students perceive them would directly 

impact their writing choices.  

         In what follows I will attempt to explain the differences in table 16 (p.104) 

from the point of view of these three interdependent variables and in the light of the 

information elicited through the interview. 

(i)  Disciplinary Culture 

           With regard to discipline, answers to question IV point at the fact that 

predominance of Move 1 step 1-b in DINNS introductions finds its explanation in 

students’ perception of Literature as a discipline, further enhanced by the instruction 

on the part of their supervisors. To the question whether they have received any 

explicit instruction or guiding advice on how to achieve a good introduction, 10 out 

of 12 have answered in the affirmative. One student elaborated on her answer as 

follows: 

He (the supervisor) talks of the introduction as the backbone of the dissertation and 
insists that most often this part makes him decide to continue or stop reading the 
chapters. More importantly, what he considers is how the literature on the topic is 
covered and how the student goes about reporting his or her research in relation to it.  

           Most answers seem to corroborate the idea expressed above, which accounts 

for predominance of move 1 step 2 (Establish a Territory by Reviewing Literature or 

Presenting Topic Generalizations). Conversely, native students, in addition to 

preparing their territory through generalizations and literature reviews, have often 

resorted to highlighting their topic’s importance in the real world (Move 1 step 1-a), 
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a strategy that has little chance to occur among their non-native counterparts 

according to the following statement by one of the interviewees: 

On the rare occasions where we had the opportunity to tackle the issue of writing our 
DI, the main idea that I could retain is that, first and foremost, students have to place 
their research alongside the existing literature but never could they do so without 
telling how their research topic is important. One should not think of literature as of 
sociology or history. There is a huge difference between them obviously. I personally 
think literature is typically about imagination, fiction, etc. and it can be important 
only from this perspective. 

             Comparing literature to sociology and history is significant in some respects. 

What the student seems to allude is the fact that the importance of these two 

disciplines, though both sharing some disciplinary conventions with literature, can 

generally be shown in the way they relate to the real life. If such a belief is a 

widespread one among the students community, it is not surprising that move 1-step 

1-a (Showing the importance in the Real World) is absent from their introductions 

wherein move 1-step 1-b (Showing the importance in Research) becomes, by 

implication, a conventionalized feature. 

(ii) Generic Culture 
 
           Generic culture, or genre knowledge, refers to the way students perceive the 

introduction part-genre, and how this perception directly or indirectly impacts on 

their textual realization of this part-genre. More specifically, students’ generic 

culture is what they think an introduction’s communicative purpose is and how they 

endeavour to realize this purpose through rhetorical strategies and linguistic choices.    

           Since the results of the move analysis are obtained through the application of 

the Create A Research Space (CARS) model, the results are thus meant to reflect the 

extent to which this schema is enacted in students’ introductions. To put it clearly, 

these results should inform us how effective students are in realizing the 
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communicative purpose of this part-genre (which is to enrich the literature by 

presenting one’s research to the community). Though post-graduates are not 

expected to make personal contributions to the existing literature, it should be 

remembered that genre analyses using the CARS model do not only consider the 

newness and originality of the research being reported, which is the case with RAs’ 

and PhDs introductions, but it also measures how this communicative purpose is 

attained by drawing from the existing literature. Interview question III is posed to 

check whether students are cognizant of this communicative purpose and only 4 out 

of 12 (33,33%) responded that their intent when composing their introductory 

chapters was to convince the supervisor of their personal knowledge instead of good 

command of their research topic. One interviewee further commented his answer as 

follows: 

As far as I am concerned, I do not think we are expected to bring anything new. At 
least personally, I find this a demanding task. This is my first experience writing a 
dissertation and I only started studying the English language like six or five years 
ago. The discipline plays an equal part, too. This is not a hard or social science where 
language has the sole function of reporting and commenting facts and figures. 
Literature is something else. Suffice it to say, to come up with an original research 
would require years of study. 
 
           This answer suggests that students are somehow aware of the communicative 

purpose of the introduction part-genre, but seem at the same time handicapped by 

their limited genre knowledge, which is further evidenced by their answers to 

interview questions I and II. Predominance of move 3-step 1(Occupying the Niche 

by Stating the Goals of the DI) as opposed to move 3-step 2-a (Occupying the Niche 

by Presenting the Results of the DI) in the native sub-corpus, while informing us of a 

certain tentativeness on the part of the non-native students to overtly plunge into the 

results of their DIs, concomitantly makes their DIs introductions deficient from a 

generic standpoint. As their answers to interview questions II, IV and V corroborate, 
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such a generic performance is the result of lack of experience (100% of respondents 

said this was/is the only DI they produce) and inappropriate genre-based instruction 

(100% have no methodology module and/or no genre-based instruction).    

(iii) Sociorhetorical Culture 

            How the relation of speaker to audience shapes discourse is as old as rhetoric 

itself.14 It is often assumed that the nature of the relationships writers entertain with 

their discourse communities heavily accounts for their rhetorical strategies. For 

example, Burgess (2002) attributes the absence of move 3 (Occupying the Niche) in 

favor of lengthy realizations of move 1 (Establishing the Territory) in her corpus of 

RAs introductions produced by Spanish ESL writers to their uncertainty about their 

knowledge claims as newcomers in the community of international linguistics RAs 

writers.15 In the present study, move 3 is present and is almost as frequent in the non-

native sub-corpus as in the native one, with 31,48% and 38,46% of the total number 

of moves in these two groups respectively. In fact, while absence of move 3, which is 

an avoidance strategy, indicates that writers are aware of their discourse community 

(the native community which they want to avoid), its inclusion in this study indicates 

quite the opposite. As their answers to interview question VI reflect, students seem to 

think that their DIs will be read by the immediate discourse community they belong 

to (the supervisor, the examiners, and other students). This unawareness of a wider 

community (such as the virtual or the Internet community that would comprise native 

members) is therefore responsible for the manner in which they realize move 3 

characterized by predominance of step 1 (Stating Goals) and impersonalization 

through two hedging strategies, namely the passive voice and the inclusive we. While 

Presenting the Results (step 2-b) predominates move 3 in the native group (DINS) 

with self-mention as a boosting strategy using personal pronoun I and the active 
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voice allows students to appropriate their texts and create an identity in the discourse 

community, resorting to impersonalization through the inclusive personal pronoun 

we and the passive voice in the non-native sub-corpus (DINNS) is meant to enable 

students to secure agreement from the discourse community as the following opinion 

of one of the interviewees suggests: 

In the introduction as in the other sections of the dissertation, I do not see a frontier 
between me and the readers. There is no reason to venture ideas that would make my 
work different. I think that is a common belief in the students’ community. 
 
        In both groups, it is obvious that the discourse community determines the move 

pattern and the subsequent microstructural devices such as pronouns and verb forms. 

 

2. Conclusion 

           The discussion following the quantitative phase of this study as outlined 

through the move analysis raises a number of observations. After eliminating the null 

hypothesis stipulating that students’ background accounts for differences in the move 

structure of their texts compared to those written by native students, it has shown that 

students’ perception of the disciplinary discourse, their perception of the part-genre 

and their relation with the discourse community are in fact the real factors that shape 

their writing. 

           Three illustrative differences are investigated to confirm the veracity of this 

alternative hypothesis in the light of the information elicited through the interview. 

Absence of move 1/step 1 in the non-native sub-corpus and its presence in the native 

one is shown to be due to a limited perception of the discipline on the part of the 

non-native students whose lack of rhetorical flexibility precludes them from 

exploring different paths to promote the importance of their research topic as did the 
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native students when they show the importance of their research topic through real 

facts and experiences (Move 1/Step1-b).  

           The second difference is meant to illustrate the role of students’ perception of 

the introductory part-genre in producing it or, to put it simply, how effective they are 

in realizing its communicative purpose, which is to create a space for their research 

proposals. It was remarked that while native authors do so by putting forward the 

results of their DI (move 3/step 2-b) those of the non-native introductions state the 

goals of their DIs (move 3/step 1). With regard to students’ relationship with the 

discourse community, which is the third variable from the perspective of which non-

native and native groups are shown to be different, it was noticed that these two 

rhetorical options (move 3/step 2-b in the non-native group and move 3/step 1 in the 

native one) are realized using different microstructural devices, mostly referred to as 

metadiscourse.16 It is these devices that quite discernibly reflect the type of 

relationship authors have with their sociorhetorical communities, with non-native 

authors using the inclusive pronoun we and verbs in the passive voice and native 

authors using I and verbs in the active voice. These ways of negotiating knowledge 

claims resulting in distinct move structures are different because students’ perception 

of the discourse community is different from one group to the other. 
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                General Conclusion 

             Thus far in the study, the analysis of the move pattern of our corpus is 

carried out and the findings reported and discussed. Before summarizing the 

findings and offering some pedagogical implications as well as directions for 

further research, some limitations might be noted.   

1.  Limitations of the Study: 

          As noted in one of the previous sections, this study concerns a limited 

population of students. Therefore, its findings cannot be generalized. Since genres 

are properties as Swales (1990) describes them, other rhetorical features may be 

conventionalized depending on the universities and disciplines.   

           As it is a contrastive genre-specific study targeting a non-native population, 

it is primarily based on the concept of the rhetorical move. Ideally, a comparison 

that aims to reveal similarities due to a shared cultural background should 

encompass culture-specific rhetorical properties. In the case of the present study, 

when comparing English L2 and Arabic introductions, comparison of the rhetorical 

properties of Arabic such as parallelism and repetition would have revealed further 

resemblances or differences.  

           Furthermore, in order for a study of this type to produce the most reliable 

findings, the ethnographic section should have as its subjects the same authors of 

the introductions analyzed who should ideally be interviewed in the process of 

writing their DIs. Almost half of the interviewees in the present study have 

produced their DIs well before the interview and thus could not provide fresh 

answers.   
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           One last limitation concerns the raters. The texts in English are coded by 

non-native raters while this task requires a native collaborator with good knowledge 

of both the discipline and the research area. Indeed, cross-linguistic genre analyses 

that do not involve native analysts cannot render satisfactory results.1 

2. Pedagogical Implications and Recommendations:  

            Beyond the findings as described and discussed in the last section, perhaps 

the major outcome of the present study is the contested role of culture as a vague 

and monolithic concept in interpreting differences in cross-cultural and cross-

linguistic interactions. Put in other words, while the introductions of the two groups 

of students of Bejaia university were expected to share some macrostructural 

features, their comparison revealed instead substantial differences. Because the 

differences between non-native and native introductions could not be attributed to 

the different backgrounds of the students who wrote them, these differences should 

then be ethnographically investigated through the use of an open-ended interview.           

         Three variables were taken into account when formulating the interview 

questions: the discipline, the part-genre and the discourse community. With regard 

to discipline, students seem to think that the importance of a literary topic can be 

settled solely in the research world through literature reviews and general 

statements, hence absence of move 1-step 1-a from their introductory chapters. 

Furthermore, through interview question III I could investigate how students’ 

perception of the part-genre could intervene in their introductions’ move structure. 

Most answers indicate that presenting goals rather than the results of DI (use of 

move 3-step1 instead of move3-step 2b) resulted in flat texts the reading of which 

hardly makes us recognize the communicative purpose of the part-genre which is to 
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create a research space. The last variable from the perspective of which the 

differences between native and non-native students’ introductions were investigated 

is the discourse community. The study has shown that the move structure of 

introductions is largely influenced by students’ interaction with their discourse 

communities.  

         Showing  that cultural background cannot be directly involved in how 

students make rhetorical and textual choices when they write, this study joins the 

view of writing as a dynamic and complex activity shaped by the interplay between 

different contextual parameters such as students’ genre knowledge, the discipline 

and the discourse community. It is these contextual factors or what Atkinson (2004) 

refers to as the small cultures that more directly influence students’ writings. Rather 

than accusing students’ linguistic or cultural backgrounds, reasons behind rhetorical 

variations between NNS and native students should be explored from the 

perspectives of these small cultures. We can adjust Atkinson’s Classroom Model2 to 

schematize the findings of the present genre-specific study as follows:   

 

                                                 Intercultural Analysis 

  

                                 Sociorhetorical Culture            T  E  X  T 

  

               Disciplinary Culture        

                                                                                                           Generic Culture 

 Fig.4. Interacting Cultures in a Writing Setting  
(adapted from Ulla Connor and Ana Travesta, “The                                                                  
Role of Intercultural Rhetoric in ESP Education,” CELC Symposium (2013): 21)                                
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         The implicational value of cross-linguistic genre-based studies is known in 

intercultural communication. As pointed out in the general introduction of this 

dissertation, the academic mobility that characterizes today’s world requires 

students to adapt themselves to the norms and expectations of the target cultures. 

Such an outcome can only be attained through improving students’ genre awareness 

and this involves further efforts on the part of both the student and the community. 

           Besides criticizing students’ lengthy reviews of previous literature as a 

strategy to show the importance of their research territory, this study has pointed 

out a tendency to overlook the communicative purpose of the part-genre through 

advancing goals rather than stating the results of the DI. In such a large size 

academic genre produced by large cohorts of students, authors should indicate the 

results rather than goals so as to help supervisors and readers evaluate, consult and 

read their DIs.  

          Furthermore, if postgraduates wish to pursue their academic careers, they 

should involve themselves in their writings through using more boosters and self-

mention devices such as the pronoun I and avoiding talking on behalf of their 

communities so as to develop a stance and negotiate their ideas and proposals. 

Therefore, it can be argued that even if genre-based instruction can be constraining 

and even if genre knowledge can only be acquired implicitly through socialization 

and literacy, 3 our findings can be exploited in special workshops to more precisely 

explain the communicative function of the introduction part-genre and, thus, 

enhance our postgraduate students’ generic awareness. We can also use the results 

of this cross-linguistic comparison to suggest a model (see table 17 on page 117) to 

be used by postgraduates in the process of writing their DIs introductions. Although 

resorting to such models is indicative of students’ rhetorical and generic 
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inefficiency, they can prove helpful in the case of non-native contexts. It should be 

noticed that the model is based on the original CARS by Samraj (2008) and the new 

steps discovered in the move analysis of our corpus (see table 11): 

                Table 17.  A proposed model for Master’s DI Introduction Organization 

 
Move 1   Establishing  territory 
1-Claim centrality 
1-a Importance in the real world 
1-b importance in research 
2-Review literature or present topic generalizations 
3-Summary of literary sources* 
 
 
Move 2    Establishing a Niche 
1-Question Raising 
1-a Indicate a gap/question in research 
1-b Indicate a problem in the real world 
2-Positive justification 
 
 
Move 3     Occupying the niche 
1-Research Questions* 
3-Method* 
4-Background 
4-a Present results 

                 5-Preview organization of the dissertation 
 

    (* New steps) 
 

           A major area that can be explored cross-linguistically concerns the 

microstructure level features of the introduction. While this study has dealt with the 

macrostructure level of rhetorical moves, further works can tackle the textual 

devices used by non-native speakers in their writings. In fact, such devices, referred 

to as metadiscourse, are a particularly rich source of rhetorical deviation. Since to 

construct a text and guide the readers through it and negotiate meaning can only be 

achieved through an intelligent use of these devices, their investigation is highly 

recommended in intercultural interaction. More importantly, study of metadiscourse 

would supplement the macrostructure analysis of rhetorical moves. There is a 
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growing consensus that these two levels of text construction are interdependent. 

Finally, it can be suggested that this further research be extended to the other part-

genres. 
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  Endnotes  

1 Ulla Connor, Contrastive Rhetoric: Cross-cultural Aspects of Second-language 

Writing (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 163. 

2  Connor (2013) gives Atkinson’ original model as follows: 

   

 

Figure 5. Interacting Cultures in an Educational Setting, Ulla Connor and Ana 
Travesta, “The Role of Intercultural Rhetoric in ESP Education,” CELC Symposium 
(2013): 21 (adapted from Atkinson, 2004). 

3  Maylis Rospide, “Pour une Rhétorique des Genres : de la Sensibilité à la 
Généricité dans l’Enseignement de l’Anglais,” Université Paul Valéry, Montpellier 

3, 2013. 
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Appendix B                                           The Interview Questions

     

i. When writing your dissertation, which part did you find most difficult to write? 

ii. Is it the first that you have ever written? 

iii. What was your intent in writing the introductory section of your DI? Was it to

a) Convince your supervisor that you have a good command of the topic

b) Convince him/her of your personal knowledge about the topic

                

iv. Did you have Methodology as one of your modules?

v. Did you receive any explicit instruction or any guiding advice on the part of 

your supervisor on how to achieve a good introduction? If the answer is yes, please 

explain in detail and exemplify your answer?

vi. Who do you think your dissertation will be read by? Who do you think its 

readers will be? 

a) The supervisor and the examiners

b) The supervisor, the examiners and the other students

c) Other 
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Appendix D                                      Online Chi Square Calculations

First Comparison (DINNS and DINS moves)



Second Comparison (DINNS and DIA moves)

130

(DINNS and DIA moves)



Third Comparison (DINNS and DIA steps)

131

(DINNS and DIA steps)
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Appendix E                                                  The corpus

DINNS

DI1

Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice and Emma between Sentimental Tradition and 

Realism

      Late eighteenth century and early nineteenth century saw a rise in women’s literacy and a 

corresponding increase in the number of female readers and writers. Although poetry and 

drama remained primarily as a male’s privilege, the novel had number of female practitioners 

with its emphasis on behavior and marriage ability, targeted women reader.

     It is said that from 1790s to 1810s the widespread literary form was the novel, a literary 

genre that was mostly dominated by women, written about and for women, and before 1810 

the number of female novelists exceeded that of male (Darryl Jones, 2004). Among those 

female writers was Fanny Burney (1776–1828), a very successful writer in her time. Her first 

novel, Evelina, appeared in 1778 and was an epistolary novel that tells the story of 17years 

old Evelina, who learns to navigate the complex layers of 18th-century society and earn the 

love of a distinguished nobleman. This sentimental novel, which has notions of sensibility and 

early romanticism, satirizes the society in which it is set and is a significant precursor to the 

work of Jane Austen and Maria Edgeworth (1768–1849). The latter who became known in 

fashionable literary and social circles, received mostly favorable reviews though also 

criticized for being too didactic and moralistic. She was a pioneer of social realism and 

historical tales, influencing the younger writers such as Jane Austen, with her mostly hero-less 

tales. The title page of her first and most famous Irish tale which she first had published 

anonymously, Castle Rackrent (1800), says "an Hibernian Tale. Taken from facts, and from 

the manners of the Irish squires, before the year 1782".

      Another literary figure who had an influence on Austen’s art was Marry Wollstonecraft

(1759 1797) whose novels criticized the social construction of marriage and its effects on

women. In her first novel, Mary: A Fiction (1788) she tells the tragic story of a heroine who is

forced into a loveless marriage for economic reasons, and who suffers from successive 

"romantic friendships" with a woman and a man. Through this heroine Wollstonecraft

criticizes the 18th-century sensibility and its damaging effects on women.

   Jane Austen (1775-1817) a famous novelist whose works of romantic fiction, set among the 

landed gentry, her realism and sharp irony have gained her historical importance among

scholars and critics, and reserved her a place as one of the most widely read writers in English

literature. Austen’s works criticize the novels of sensibility of the second half of the 18th

century; her plots, though fundamentally comic, highlight the dependence of women on

marriage to secure social standing and economic security. Austen brings to light the hardships

women faced, who usually did not inherit money, could not work and where their only chance

in life depended on the man they married. She reveals not only the difficulties women faced in

her day, but also what was expected of men and of the careers they had to follow. She does
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this with wit and humor and with endings where all characters, good or bad, receive exactly

what they deserve.

     Jane Austen was a critical of the Sentimental novel, an 18th century literary genre which 

celebrated the emotional and intellectual concepts of sentiment, sentimentalism, and 

sensibility. Sentimental novels relied on emotional response, both from the reader and the

character, and an epistolary novel, an especially typical form for eighteenth-century novels of

sensibility, started with the influential novels of Samuel Richardson (1689–1761), Pamela or

virtue Rewarded (1740).Clarissa (1748), and The History of Sir Charles Grandison (1753).

Clarissa (1748), for instance Clarissa established a new kind of prose fiction in English

epistolary novel. But it is the novel of The History of Sir Charles Grandison (1753) that had a

direct influence on Jane Austen’s literary techniques. The influence of Richardson’s art can be

found in her early works. Austen’s first two novels were written in an epistolary form, Elinor

and Marianne, later on Sense and Sensibility, and Lady Susan.

     The epistolary novels revolve around the theme of marriage, courtship and love, a

recurring theme in Jane Austen’s novels. Yet Jane Austen reports those themes in a satirical

way through the use of irony, which aims at criticizing the over sentimentality and to drag

attention to the situation of middle class women, and even the upper class. Although Austen is

now revered for her handling of romantic love, her social conservatism was actually at odds

with the Romantic sensibility. With her advocacy of reason over fancy and moderation over

excess, Austen wrote of marriages and social relations based on rational companionship rather

than on the feverish emotionality espoused by the Romanticism that was dominant when she

wrote. Her skillful irony and subtle but firm morality refined the genre of the novel, which

was really still in its early childhood at the turn of the 19th century.

     Although the English novel began in the late seventeenth-century as an offshoot of

continental romance, its later rejection of the fabulous imaginings and idealism of the

romance and classical narrative has prompted most critics since then to define its realism as

the antithesis of romance. This shift found its most legendary expression in Spanish literature,

with the "anti romantic" Don Quixote, written by Miguel Cervantes in the early seventeenth 

century.

     In this work, the protagonist, a minor nobleman with depleted funds, determines to live his 

life as a questing knight and according to the ethic of chivalric romance of which he has read 

too much. But Quixote's world is a "realist" one, in which the circumstances do not conform 

to the rules of romance, and his struggles demonstrate again and again the often pathetic 

conflict between his favorite genre and the "real" world. Realism in the nineteenth century 

came to mean not just the depiction of the commonplace, but even of the base and low. 

Writers, called "naturalists" as well as realists, described human imperfection with a single-

mindedness that emphasized degradation and misery. One effect of broadness of the term 

"realism" is that most fiction can be understood to be "realist" in some sense. For example, a 

storyline quite like a traditional romance dealing with improbable and idealized people and 

events could be deemed "realist" because the descriptive style is realist. However, this broad 
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range of characteristics of realism in literature have fueled its rise to literary prominence in 

and throughout the nineteenth-century and on into the twentieth, and have become almost 

synonymous with the novel itself. As Mandal calls it

[T]he national tale is its combination of sentimentalism (focusing on

the depiction of the heroine), travelogue (focusing on the depiction of

the landscape), and realism (attempting in some way to give a texture

of verisimilitude to the narratives, which competes with the

sentimentalism for ascendancy over the travelogue elements). In many

ways, the heroine of the national tale inherits a number of the traits

and postures of eighteenth-century sentimental femininity. Despite her

intellectual achievements, she exists very much in the world of

affect—her tutelage of the male protagonist realizes itself through her

emotional influence, rather than her rational powers of mind. (143)

     And Jane Austen is said to have engaged her literature in this new genre “the national 

tale”. Austen’s literary works emphasized reason over emotions, from the right beginning of

her career as 

Austen’s national romances reveal an often overlooked English thread

among the early-nineteenth-century fictions of national character

produced by such Scottish and Anglo-Irish writers as Scott, Susan

Ferrier, Edgeworth, and Sydney Owenson. … Her works stretch the

borders of the genre Owenson named ‘the national tale’: it was not

only England’s colonies and dominions that produced fictions of

resistance to ‘foreign’ usurpation and cultural conquest, but also

England itself. (Qtd in Mandal 152)

     So in the following dissertation, I intend to undertake a comparative study between

Austen’s two novels Pride and Prejudice and Emma.

     Austen was the first English novelist whose works were published in a scholarly edition. 

Many studies were done on Austen’s works. In the 1970s and 1980s Austen studies were 

influenced by Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar's seminal The Madwoman in the Attic (1979), 

which contrasts the "decorous surfaces" with the "explosive anger" of 19thcentury female 

English writers. This work, along with other feminist criticism of Austen, has firmly 

positioned Austen as a woman writer. The interest generated in Austen by these critics led to 

the discovery and study of other woman writers of the time.

     Claudia L. Johnson in her book Jane Austen: Women, Politics and the Novel (1990), offers 

an original effective assessment of Jane Austen’s thought , by exploring the ways in which 

Austen claims the desirability of personal happiness as a moral liberation in Pride and

Prejudice , and validates the rights of female authority in Emma. Also Marry Poovey’s work
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The Proper Lady and the Woman Writer: Ideology as Style in the Works of Mary

Wollstonecraft, Mary Shelley, and Jane Austen (Women in Culture and Society Series) (1985),

studies the struggle of the three prominent writers to accommodate the artist’s genius to the

late 18th century, and early 19th century . The creativity of this book lies in its factual report

of women writers in the 19th century. Poovey analyses the three writers -Wollstonecraft,

Mary Shelley, and Jane Austen- and argues that Wollstonecraft could never fully transcend

the ideology of properties she attacked, Marry Shelley, assumed a feminist property in her

social and literary styles, and Jane Austen who was neither as critical of property as

Wollstonecraft, nor accepting as Shelley ultimately became.

    There are other works that dealt directly with the theme of marriage and courtship. As an 

example we can mention the work of Hazel Jones, Jane Austen and Marriage (2009); it is a 

well known fact that all of Jane Austen’s novels centre on the theme of marriage and

courtship. The marriage of Austen’s heroines is the culmination of a realistic love story, and

an enlightenment symbol of perfect unity. Jones in his book provides the reader with

information and historical perspective that illuminates the importance and meaning of

marriage in Austen’s fiction; he surveys the subject through its various stages: courtship,

proposal and wedding ceremony. Concluding his book with the fate of the unmarried women,

as an example of an unmarried woman Miss Bates in Emma, he also explores the laws that

regulated marriage in England during Austen’s life time, a law that required from a couple

willing to marry to buy a license from the church, but for those who were in rush or simply

could not afford to buy it, they eloped to Scotland , Gretna Green where such a law was not

applied ; in Pride and Prejudice we find such an incident in Lydia’s and Wickham’s

elopement to London ; also the book underscores the extent to which marriage law and

customs were in the favour of men.

     On the other hand, there is Marilyn Butler an important writer who gave Austen a sense of 

belonging to her time, in her book Jane Austen and the War of Ideas (1975). Butler argues

that Austen was steeped in, not insulated from the principal moral and political controversies

of her time and espoused a partisan, fundamentally conservative and Christian position in

these controversies. Besides, Peter Knox-Shaw, who argues in his book Jane Austen and the

Enlightenment (2004); that Austen's writings and thoughts were derived directly from the

Enlightenment principles and ideas, Peter Knox-Shaw presents a new perspective on the study

of Austen's novels.

     Although many works analyzed the novels of Austen, yet few of them compared between 

Pride and Prejudice and Emma; noting that the two novels belong to two different periods in 

history, it is a fact that both deal with themes of marriage courtship, education, but from 

different scopes. It is a significant fact that all Jane Austen's works centered on those themes, 

and they are recurrent in all her novels, but still there are always differences, and newness. 

The characters, the social status, the setting may change, yet the central theme remains the 

same. By the end of each novel almost all the characters get what they longed for all along the 

novel. There is always a wedding by the end of the novel, like in Emma and Pride and 
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Prejudice there are three marriages. Despite the fact that each character marries for a reason, 

each one of them longs for something, whether to get financial security, or only to secure their 

future like Charlotte Lucas in Pride and Prejudice, Jane Fairfax and Harriet Smith in Emma, 

though the two latter are said to be married out of love, it is not easy to deny that both needed 

to get married, because marriage was their only possible option to prevent poverty and social 

stigma. Charlotte Lucas is the only one who is said openly that she is marrying for the sake of 

gaining financial security because for her "happiness in marriage is entirely a matter of 

chance" (Austen, 20). Jane Bennet and her sister Elizabeth both marry out of love, yet 

Elizabeth accepted Darcy’s marriage proposal only after she visits Pemberley ‘Darcy’s 

estate’, she was impressed by the view,"...;and at that moment she felt that to be mistress of 

Pemberley might be something." (187).

     Emma Woodhouse, a female character who was always afraid of losing her independence 

if married, thinks that a woman in her position can remain a spinster for all her life without 

facing any problem because she is secured financially, and thus she will not be dependent on 

any one. But as soon as she falls in love, she accepts to marry; the irony is that after all she 

falls in love with Mr. Knightley who belongs to the same social class as hers, a relation that 

will keep on her independence.

     Jane Austen wrote her novels in late 18th century and early 19th century; that’s why her

novels were divided into two groups, those belonging to the first period (18th c): Northanger

Abbey, Sense and Sensibility, and Pride and Prejudice which were written in a time during

which the Sentimental Tradition and Romanticism were at their zenith, and the remaining

three novels: Mansfield park, Emma, and Persuasion written in the early 19th century at a 

time where the national novel started to take its shape as a new literary genre that will 

dominate the 19th and 20th world literature.

     

     Throughout this research work, I intend to analyze the characters and the themes of

marriage and education of the aforesaid novels, within the context of the Sentimental

Tradition and Realism, through the help of the "Enlightenment Feminism" theory, which is

presented by Mary Wollstonecraft, using her book A Vindication to the Rights of Woman

(1792) a literary movement that dates back to 1760-1800, during this period feminist activists

focused on the issue of female education and marriage. The notions that Marry Wollstonecraft

adopted and included in her previously mentioned book can be traced in the works of Jane

Austen, whether about marriage or education.

    Although many critics already handled analytical studies on Pride and Prejudice and

Emma, there are few of those who attempted to analyze them in parallel, and within the

context of Sentimental Tradition and Realism. Thus in my dissertation I intend to analyze the

two novels within these two contexts, and I will try to give answers to the following

questions: to what extent Jane Austen reflected the situation of women of her days in her 

novels? And how much she was influenced by the art of her predecessors and her

contemporaries?
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     What motivated me to choose and study these two novels is their common portrayal of the 

situation of women in a society dominated by men, where women rich or poor face the same 

destiny.

     This work will be divided into three chapters. The first chapter will be devoted to

presenting the historical background of Jane Austen’s time, in which I will shed some light on

the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century England, for example education, marriage, the

existing social classes, the economics, besides the influence of the epistolary literature,

Romanticism , and Enlightenment Feminism. Finally I will refer to the influence of French

Revolution and Napoleonic Wars, the loss of the Thirteen Colonies on Jane Austen’s life. The

importance of this chapter lies in its attempt to take off some of the ambiguities on the life of

Jane Austen.

     The second chapter will be committed to Pride and Prejudice, it will analyze the novel’s 

characters for example Elizabeth Bennet, Jane Bennet, Mr. Fitzwilliam Darcy, and Mr. 

Collins, and themes of marriage and education within the context of Sentimental Tradition 

and Realism, through the Enlightenment Feminism of Marry Wollstonecraft. This chapter 

aims at demonstrating to what literary context Pride and Prejudice belongs, whether to that of 

Sentimental Tradition or Realism.

    The third chapter will be devoted to Emma. It will also examine the novel’s characters such 

as Emma Woodhouse, Jane Fairfax, Mr. Knightley and Mr. Frank Churchill, and themes of 

marriage and education, again within the context of Sentimental Tradition and Realism, 

novels? And how much she was influenced by the art of her predecessors and her

contemporaries?

     What motivated me to choose and study these two novels is their common portrayal of the 

situation of women in a society dominated by men, where women rich or poor face the same 

destiny. This work will be divided into three chapters. The first chapter will be devoted to

presenting the historical background of Jane Austen’s time, in which I will shed some light on

the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century England, for example education, marriage, the

existing social classes, the economics, besides the influence of the epistolary literature,

Romanticism , and Enlightenment Feminism. Finally I will refer to the influence of French

Revolution and Napoleonic Wars, the loss of the Thirteen Colonies on Jane Austen’s life. The

importance of this chapter lies in its attempt to take off some of the ambiguities on the life of

Jane Austen.

     The second chapter will be committed to Pride and Prejudice, it will analyze the novel’s 

characters for example Elizabeth Bennet, Jane Bennet, Mr. Fitzwilliam Darcy, and Mr. 

Collins, and themes of marriage and education within the context of Sentimental Tradition 

and Realism, through the Enlightenment Feminism of Marry Wollstonecraft. This chapter 

aims at demonstrating to what literary context Pride and Prejudice belongs, whether to that of 

Sentimental Tradition or Realism.
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     The third chapter will be devoted to Emma. It will also examine the novel’s characters

such as Emma Woodhouse, Jane Fairfax, Mr. Knightley and Mr. Frank Churchill, and themes

of marriage and education, again within the context of Sentimental Tradition and Realism, 

through the Enlightenment Feminist theory of MarryWollstonecraft. This chapter, once more,

aims at demonstrating to what literary context the novel of Emma belongs, whether to that of

Sentimental Tradition or Realism.

DI2

Man Against Nature in Doctor Faustus and The Picture of Dorian Gray

I am convinced of the phenomenalism of the inner world also: everything 

that reaches our consciousness is utterly and completely adjusted, 

simplified, schematised, interpreted—the actual process of inner 

‘perception’, the relation of causes between thoughts, feelings, desires, 

between subject and object, is absolutely concealed from us, and may be 

purely imaginary.(Nietzsche 7)

     During one's life, one needs to experience what the world has to offer. In order to reach a

harmonious life both internally and socially, one may search for any way promising to live a

fullest life. We were put on this earth to live not just merely by breathing but by making life

the best it can possibly be. It has been said that you have not really died if you have lived.This 

theory has been applied to several pieces of literature.

     Literature is the mirror of reality. It ranges from fiction to non-fiction. Literature represents 

what is needed to be known. The truth about human nature and its mysteries are revealed 

through a work of literature, a work which represents the expressions of an author, of his 

observations on society and his own experiences. The author under social and psychological 

influences builds up his ideas and reflections in a work of art, portraying a realistic image of a 

given period of time or a specific situation through fiction. Literature via a good approach can 

reveal and divulge valuable realities and truths about nations, societies and human behaviors. 

Literature is of great help to human maturity. It gives answers to many raising questions, and 

solutions to many challenging issues. Thus, Literature reveals what is concealed, and helps us 

to order and harmonize our principles and style of life, throughout the morals that we 

conclude through the righteousness and malevolence of the characters of the work of art.

     In the following dissertation, I intend to examine the differences between Oscar Wilde’s

The Picture of Dorian Gray and Christopher Marlowe's Doctor Faustus, all the way through a

close examination of both texts, as well as references to biographical information of the two

authors. Both works are starting with greed and temptation, then with a sense of immorality

and cold heartedness, and ending with destruction of one's morals and soul. Without

repentance, one will be forever punished. In the play of Doctor Faustus, a doctor sells his soul

to the Devil in order to obtain power and infinite knowledge. He dies regretting the life that he

chooses to live. Also, in the novel, The Picture of Dorian Gray, the main character
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haphazardly trades his soul for that wish he most desires; everlasting youth and beauty. He

ends up dying after living a tormented life because he had done so much damage to his soul.

A common theme in the two pieces of writing is that giving into greed and temptation will

eventually cause one's downfall. Without forgetting that the protagonists in these works are

intellectuals and thirsty for knowledge, and valuate pleasure and experience before

everything.

     Accordingly, I should note that in both Marlowe's and Wilde's tales the two protagonists

were narcissistic characters. They show men overreaching the natural order, while evil is

primarily interpreted as surpassing the natural, specifically of desiring eternal life rather than

bowing to the natural processes of change that are essential in nature. Further, I should

highlight that God’s laws are synonymous with nature, and both Faustus and Dorian Gray go

against nature and embrace artifice and art.

     Throughout this research work, I hope to establish both the similarities and differences

between Oscar Wild’s The Picture of Dorian Gray and Christopher Marlowe’s Doctor

Faustus. Despite the gaps in time separating the two works, I have found many similarities

between them. I have chosen a comparative study between the two novels to ensure the

liaison that ties both pieces. Throughout the two novels, themes, characterization of the 

storylines and men’s will to reach the unreachable are very alike. Yet, a comparative analysis

will reveal the similitude of The Picture of Dorian Gray and Doctor Faustus.

    In the Elizabethan Era, the Renaissance reached England a hundred years after its

blossoming in Italy. This was just as the Protestant Reformation ripped Western Europe apart

in religious war. Hence, the Elizabethan England assumed a different character. Many

variations and many literary interpretations of the over changing Elizabethan period appeared.

The mode of the thought also stressed the need for a rounded development of an individual's

diverse power.

     Into this chaotic world, about 1588, Christopher Marlowe (1564-1593) presented life on

stage, The Tragic History of Doctor Faustus. In a disappearing medieval world on the end of

the Elizabethan period, Faustus is portrayed as a laurelled doctor of all the ‘White Arts’.

Christopher Marlowe has been a significant figure in the reformation of the English

Elizabethan period. Marlowe lived in a time of great transformation for Western Europe. In

Doctor Faustus, Christopher Marlowe has vividly drawn up the character of an intelligent,

learned man tragically seduced by the lure of power greater than he was mortally meant to

have. The character of Doctor Faustus is, in conception, an ideal of humanism, but Marlowe

has taken him and shown him to be damned nonetheless, thus satirizing the ideals of

Renaissance Humanism.

     On the other hand, the Victorian Era was a time of great paradoxes, despite the great

changes and developments. This era was also the time of traditionalism and repression.

During the High Victorian Era, values such as earnestness and seriousness were highly

praised. By the end of the 19th century, however, such moral terms felt oppressing and were
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being mocked by Oscar Wilde and the likes of him, encouraged essentially by the apparition 

of aestheticism. Aestheticism arose as a reaction against this High Victorian ethics with its

prudence and feelings of duty.

     Oscar Wilde, born on October 16, 1854 in Dublin and died in 1900; is a dramatist, poet,

and author. He had his first encounters with literature and writing early on; he wrote the

darkly sardonic Faustian themed The Picture of Dorian Gray (1891).

     In Wilde’s masterpiece, the author introduces us to the youthful Dorian Gray and his

tragically inescapable decline. He has one peculiarity that everyone seeks; eternal youth. But

he is also able to see the one thing that no one wants to see, the degradation of the soul and

the decadence of morality. Wilde portrays the decadence of Dorian Gray masterfully and at

times with a poetic touch. We can witness the change of his persona from naive and excited to

guilty and cold.

     This is the type of stories that catches you off guard. There is huge turn, you do not expect 

anything, you have big hope in the beginning and then they slowly start to deteriorate as the 

story progresses. Both tales represents solemn reads. There is much gloom and sadness in 

them. It causes you to search into the depth of your soul as the main characters did. Both are 

classic dark tales of intrigue. They are filled with depths to which the human conditions can 

sink. They are a page turner that may leave your feeling empty at the end. That is what

they did for me. They are haunting books.

     This is my great motivation behind my intent to lead a comparative study between Oscar

Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray and Christopher Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus. Yet, this

will be achieved through relying on the theory of Psychoanalysis which reveals the affinities

between the two aforesaid works, predominantly the relation between the characters’ personae

and beliefs and their parts in shaping the story lines. This will in fact lead us to ample themes

relevant to both novels which explore the ideologies and philosophies of narcissist, hedonist, 

superfluity, greedy and covetous characters, and the consequences that result from those kinds

of excess. Oscar Wilde asserts that:

The real moral of the story is that all excess, as well as all renunciation brings

its punishments and this moral is so far artistically deliberately suppressed that

it does not enunciate its laws as a general principle, but realizes itself purely in

the lives of individuals .(Letters 263)

    However, if we consider the term philosophy broadly as a set of thoughts and beliefs that 

guides a person’s conduct; it can be true that an attachment to philosophy can lead to the most 

undesirable consequences. This might be seen in Faustus, through his philosophy of seeking-

truth about the universe, and in Dorian Gray through his philosophy of hedonism which he 

learns from his friend Lord Henry. Yet, the works will be examined from a philosophical, 

ideological and spiritual perspective.
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     Both oeuvres were the bull's eye of a large number of critics and scholars that scrutinize 

each part which can be studied in both chefs-d'oeuvres. Patrick Cheney, in his book The 

Cambridge Companion to Christopher Marlowe, gathers a series of articles which correspond 

to Marlowe’s novel Doctor Faustus. We are provided with Marlowe’s background, textual 

and contextual analysis.

     In his article Christophre Marlowe and the Golden Age of England, Michael J. Kelly states

that Marlowe is the embodiment of the Golden Age. Yet Marlowe focused mainly on

criticizing the evils and flaws in which that society is featured. Marlowe through his Character

doctor Faustus portraits this situation through this later psychological instabilities, “This

displayed not just the psychiatric (not psychological) self treatment of Faustus justifying 

social separation, but also alluded to the God/dog anagram which Marlowe and colleagues

were said to have joked about” (7).

     Lisa Hopkins in her book Christopher Marlowe, Renaissance Dramatist shows that

Marlowe does not only rely on existing knowledge, but is also interested in questioning,

charting and stretching the frontiers of what is known, practiced, believed and expected. She

as well explores Marlowe’s exploration of extreme psychological states, and his transgressive

heroes, represented mainly on the character of Doctor Faustus.

    Peter Raby, in his book The Cambridge Companion to Oscar Wild, collects a series of

essays related to Wilde’s novel The Picture of Dorian Gray. This collection of essays are

divided into three parts: the first gives some references to the context, beginning with Merlin

Holland's review of the variety of attempts to recreate a sense of Wilde himself. The second

places the focus on Wilde's achievements in most of the major kinds of writing he practiced

beginning by the writing of plays which characterizes him. The third part contains essays

which highlight Wilde relation to the Victorian society and the difficulties that faces him

throughout his career and his life.

     Besides to his examination of Wilde’s life, and context, Harold Bloom in his work Oscar 

Wilde incorporates a survey of article dealing with the different themes relevant to the story of 

Dorian Gray.

     Jarlath Killeen concerned with the interpretation of The Picture Dorian Gray as an

intervention in the debate about the affinities that exists between the novel and reality in the

nineteenth century, proving that through The Picture f Dorian Gray we can have an image of

Wilde’s society, the Late Victorian society.

     In my research paper, I will focus on the matter of moral decadence, man surpassing the

natural order; the causes that they have and the consequences that result from. The aim of my

dissertation is to provide answers to these questions: can man really be against nature, live

without respecting the social conformities and transgress divine laws? In reference to Freud’s 

Theory, what are the affinities that tie the two books relying to the existing themes and

characters?
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     I will divide my work into three chapters. The first chapter will be devoted to the historical 

background and the literary theory to be applied. I will start with the contextual analysis of the 

two works through examining the ideologies of the two eras that is to say The Elizabethan era 

and the Victorian one. In addition to the socio-historical analysis of the two writers and the 

relation that gathers both authors .Ultimately, I will demonstrate how the two tales reflect the 

real world of their setting. Then I will move to the second chapter that will deal with the 

literary analysis of both oeuvres by dint of the psychoanalysis theory. However, in this 

chapter I will provide the characters’ analysis, and an investigation of the theme relating the 

two works. The third chapter will be as an answer to this question: can man be against nature? 

The answer will be according to the analysis of the two works’ protagonists. To begin with 

the notion of the sense of guilt, then, I will highlight the tragic end of both heroes. Following 

with the notion of conflicts: man vs society, man vs fate, man vs the self, to end with the 

morality that the reader can learn from the books and the protagonists’ fate. I hope to establish 

the existent affinities between the two chefs-d'oeuvre.

D3

The (Mis) Representation of Jews in William Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice and 

Christopher Marlowe’s The Jew of Malta

     For the requirement of a master degree in English, we would like to conduct a work of 

literature and civilization in which the objective is to show the way the playwrights trace 

history and civilization through literature. For this reason, we are subjected to study two 

Elizabethan plays as samples that they will be compared to each other and to show prevalent 

techniques used by the authors to harmonize their writings as well as their ideas. This is the 

main issue of our investigation, while the main subject is the presence of Jews in England. 

     In the whole body of the present dissertation, our interest is to reflect the long, tragic 

history of the Jews and their unrivalled capacity to survive their misfortunes. It is important to 

illustrate, discover the curious ambivalence whatever good or bad attitudes of the Jews 

towards the possession and occupation of land by foreign Empires. So at the outset, we wish 

to introduce a historical origin of Jewish people in order to realize the prior encounters with 

European nations. We have always been astonished by the fact that a majority of Jews have 

for the most times lived outside the land they call their own "Israel", precisely for more than 

three quarters of their existence as a race. Throughout the ages, there has been a fascination 

with Jewish history; hence we have admired by this and thus questioned the miracle of the 

survival of the Jewish people despite the almost consistent delight in their persecution and 

ridicule. 

     All in all, our dissertation will be a reply to the racist anti-Semitic activities, hence we are 

trying to show accurate events and shed light on the Jewish way of life all along the ancient 

history until 16th and 17th Centuries, especially to be considered as refugees. In order to trace 

the Jewish historical course of events, it would be necessary to emphasize some aspects of the 
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problem. This process represents the data which we have achieved to get from a series of 

examination on the Jewish issue. 

     In the course of analysis, we have dealt with such significant subjects including the 

representation of Jews beginning from their presence in Israel and beyond in the Diaspora; 

reasons of annihilation throughout the ages and the portrayal of Jews in William 

Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice and Christopher Marlowe’s The Jew of Malta. This 

work contributes independently to the discussion and our choice of this topic is conscious.

     In the process of reading the Merchant of Venice and the Jew of Malta, we are so 

fascinated by the current Elizabethan ideas that are articulated in both the plays; we have got 

so excited by the author’s thoughts of portraying the Jews. Thus, through the deepest study 

and interpretation of the texts, certain new discoveries increased our thirst to understand more 

about the playwrights’ plays and accomplish this research. 

     At a general level, we have entitled this dissertation: The (Mis) representation of the Jews 

in William Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice and Christopher Marlowe’s The Jew of

Malta for specific purposes. Historiography of Jews is quite denoted in a more detailed and 

huge accounts. We are going to trace some of the major important points of Jewish history 

from their homeland and into Europe with special emphasis on England taken on such issues 

including Diaspora and migration which brought about various persecutions. Apart from that, 

focus will be stressed to overlaps substantially with the subjects of such activities like that of 

money lending, usury, and banking; those they practiced all over the way for financial benefit 

assuring their living. In this task, somehow historical studies were used to support the 

representation of Jews. 

     As a matter of fact, in the present introduction we should point out that, in terms of 

representation, Edward Said said in “The world, The Text, and The critic”, that representation 

is “one of the key problems in all criticism and philosophy.” (P, 103) To argue this, Said 

certainly depends on the way in which ideas and practices are presented and continue to have 

impact on the contemporary world which proved to be of a vital importance due to the forms 

of representation. 

    The central interest of our work is literature, to be more specific, we will analyze The 

Merchant of Venice and The Jew of Malta which trace two similar and somewhat different 

plots that aimed at telling current events. The playwrights share the same literary principles in 

their depiction of origin, history, race, ethnicity, and language. These principles are clarified 

through the portrayal of major themes and characters that are used as allusions to the past, and 

on which the comparison will be drawn.

     In time of making this work, we have chosen to undertake a thematic study, and pick up 

the parallel points between Shakespeare’s play and that of Marlowe. Both the two plays 

represent the story of a Jew who is hated and despised by everyone in the society around him, 

mainly because of his religion and his commercial activity. The two respective writers 
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adapted the notion of Anti-Semitism through which prejudices occur towards Jewish people 

during the Elizabethan age in order to reach a precise goal. On the periphery, both writers 

came to the conclusion that, the fact that Jews had not been allowed in England for centuries, 

stereotype is the only thing Marlowe has to base his character on and then Shakespeare’s 

inspiration of Shylock came from Marlowe’ work. Both men love their money more than 

anything, even their own daughters. 

     On one hand, The merchant of Venice is a play by William Shakespeare written in 1596. 

Its plot has been described on the nature of racial and religious interactions. The differences 

between Jews and Christians in this play are the fact that all Jews were expelled from England 

in 1290. English monarchs performed a new critical stage of cruelty and exploitation. When 

the abuse of the Jew as usurer is combined with Christian bias, the result is the demonization 

of the Jew. This led to the degradation of “Shylock” and portrayal of an image of a wanton 

murderer. Shakespeare developed his images of Jews, which undermined his characterization 

of Shylock who has been taken as a paradigm for the Jewish community. Shylock is described 

as the greed one. As a Jew, he was despised, patronized by the Christians even though they 

are reluctant to pay a debt. 

     On the other hand, The Jew of Malta was written in 1594 by Christopher Marlowe. Its plot 

is a story of conflict and revenge, set in a struggle for the supremacy between Spain and the 

Ottoman Empire in the Island of Malta. There has been extensive debate about the play’s 

portrayal of the Jews and how Elizabethan audiences would have viewed it. Barabas; the 

complex character has been taken as an example of a Jew who has lost all of his wealth as the 

Maltese governor of Turks robbed him. After on, he tried to take revenge with the aid of his 

daughter; “Abigail”, however the girl consigns herself to a runnery. As we see, despite 

Barabas was even resuming revenge, but at the end the Maltese turn on him and killed him as 

they regain control of Malta.

     Arguably, in each of the plays, one of the central characters is a Jew who has a beautiful 

daughter. In the Merchant of Venice, it is Shylock and his daughter Jessica and in the Jew of 

Malta, it is Barabas and his daughter Abigail. The two Jewish men are similar as they both 

deal with money. Shylock as a lender and Barabas as a merchant. Both of them determined to 

have been derived from the same closed-minded stereotypes of Jews that existed at 

Elizabethan time, and which might explain the similarities between the two Jewish characters. 

They both reside in Italy and have stakes in ships that are at sea. So, this is the predominant 

method of Comparison which is adopted on these plays. 

      On such grounds, The Merchant of Venice and The Jew of Malta as samples taken in this 

study will be analyzed and criticized since their historical context is somewhat different .The 

writers of these plays have always been the object of a comparative study. Many Critics see 

that Shakespeare; the great playwright wrote the Merchant of Venice in order to capitalize on 

the success that Marlowe had found with his play. While the plots of the plays are not 

completely similar, the setting, themes, and the characters lend themselves to further 

comparison in order to discover whether Shakespeare was trying to refute Marlowe’s anti-
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Semitic play or simply write a play that would sell. Many critics dispute for both sides of the 

argument, whether Shakespeare’s play or Marlowe’s that holds the anti-Semitic tones. 

  

      To put the matter more precisely, before Shakespeare wrote the Merchant of Venice, 

Christopher Marlowe had written a barbaric anti-Semitic play of the Jew of Malta which is 

about a Jew and his daughter and the quest for greed. In this way, the story of a Jew who is 

forced to give up everything because he is a Jew is anti-Semitic, while Shakespeare’s play can 

be viewed as a response to the hate of Jews. There is evidence that Shakespeare wrote the 

play simply because Marlowe‘s play was a wild success, and its popularity may have been the 

reason why Shakespeare decided to write his own version of the tale. The similar characters, 

setting and plot all suggest that Shakespeare knew what would sell and produced something 

that would bring him money. 

     Otherwise, it has been said that Shakespeare, the greatest playwright of all time, is not 

looked upon in this manner. The evidence is inconclusive because there are also arguments 

for the other since being a man who wrote great plays for enjoyment and because he had 

talent with enough creativity mixed in to write play after play. Hence, somehow apparently, 

Shakespeare wrote the Merchant of Venice in response to the Jew of Malta as a kind of social 

justice to refute the blatant anti-Semitism of Marlowe’s play. 

     The objective of this study is to examine carefully the Jewish history and civilization with 

special emphasis on the Elizabethan period. We will dig enough in our quest in order to 

discover about Jewish people and their mystery all over the centuries. Find out the extent to 

which Jews are considered as a foreign and selfish people who value their roots and are 

despised worldwide for this reason. Moreover, the reason that we adore history was our 

pushing factor which made us deal seriously with this topic. It makes us come to terms with 

what we account in this task about Jews. Our acute curiosity about Jewish roots (race) was 

also considered as another pushing factor, so we intend to satisfy it by dealing with this quest. 

We have tried our best to persuade the reader about the importance of the past in the history 

of Jews especially under the oppression of any nation. 

      In this process, we will analyze and interpret the given plays referring to the social, 

religious and cultural life of Jews especially during the Elizabethan times. In so doing, we will 

use «a Post Colonial Theory »which is considered as an academic discipline that comprises 

methods of intellectual discourse that present analyses of, and responses to the cultural 

legacies of colonialism and imperialism. This theory draws mainly from different post –

modern schools of thought such as critical theory. 

     In studying the history of Jews, we will examine the relations of their power under 

exploitation through analyzing cultural representations. Our task is to ask and reinvent the 

cultural ways of viewing Jewish relations among the people who exploited and despised them. 

By using post colonial critical theory, we will address matters of identifying gender, race and 

racism and their interactions in the development of a post colonial society. And understand 
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the way exploitation was used against Jews in service of the anti-Jewish people and what was 

the victim’s creative resistance to their opponents. 

     In the light of all this, the most related books that are significant to this dissertation 

constitutes mainly: Johnson Paul’s “A History of the Jews”, Mahood Mauly Maureen’s “The 

Merchant of Venice” ,James Shapiro’s “Shakespeare and the Jews” , as well as Peter Childs 

and Patrick Wiliams ‘s “An Introduction to Post-Colonial Theory”. References to other 

books, articles and Internet resources which similarly enlightened us and makes us somehow 

understand the real identity of Jews and the reason of their expulsion worldwide came to be 

known even in the bibliography. 

     To support in depth the exploration of our dissertation, three chapters will be given. The 

first chapter explores the historical background of Jews beginning from their origins, their 

first encounters with Europeans, Mediterraneans (Venetians and Maltese) and particularly 

English. It conveys the major characteristics that set them apart from their neighbours and 

especially the reason that contributed to the prejudice, persecution and expulsion from 

England in 1290 during Edward I until their readmission to the country in 1566 by Oliver 

Cromwell. This chapter looks at the role of the civilized Jewish Society and human rights in 

environment marked by discrimination. 

      The second Chapter considers the relationship between native and alien people in terms of 

Post-Colonial Theory. The latter gives a precise definition with further explanation of its 

origin and formulation. In addition to this, Post-Colonial Theory introduces its main features, 

principles, as well as its main concepts. This theory will be implied to the study of The 

Merchant of Venice and The Jew of Malta with accordance to these precise concepts that are 

mainly: Hybridity, Diaspora, alternity/otherness, ambivalence, mimicry and frontier. Besides, 

the second chapter recognizes in one section the centrality of aliens as a means to address 

matters. 

     The last Chapter adopts yet another topic which deals with the textual analysis, particularly 

the portrayal of Jews in both William Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice and Christopher 

Marlowe’s The Jew of Malta. This representation will be undertaken by examining the 

prevalent themes of the plays and the major characters that they incorporate following the 

significant analysis of the dominant discourses in the plays. The strength of this work is 

remarkable in wrestling with issues of such magnitude and topicality. Finally, the dissertation 

ends with a general conclusion which represents a personal view point.

DI4

Racism and Identity Quest in The Great Gatsby and Invisible Man

     In the course of history, America received a huge wave of immigrants from distinct

countries and for different reasons. America was considered as the melting pot of races and

the land of dreams. This started when the puritans left England in search of religious freedom,
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and the protection of the tradition, culture, and beliefs of Puritanism; “They persuaded the

Virginia Company to allow them to settle in the northern part of its American lands. On

September 16, 1620, the Pilgrims left the English” (O’Callaghan 17). Owing to the hard

harassments of the dominant Catholic Church, these English puritans went on establishing

their own church and were determined to wipe out “all ceremonies reminiscent of

Catholicism” (Findling and Thackeray 102). They crossed the ocean hoping to achieve their

ultimate dream of religious freedom in the New World, they tended to build a society based

on puritan philosophy and therefore to be “an ideal community for the rest of mankind to

learn from” (O’Callaghan 17).

     During the colonial period, many northern Europeans settled in America, and adopted

America as their new nation, “During the fifty years of 1733 settlers moved deeper into the

continent. They travelled west… cutting down forests of oak trees to make hilly farms” (22-

23).

     America also received many black Africans. However, their presence in the New World

was a compelled presence. Black Africans were transported by force by European colonists.

These European colonists traded their luxury goods and guns for black Africans in order 

toprovide the labor force in the plantation. This was known as the Atlantic Slave Trade. After 

the civil war period, a huge number of immigrants were outpouring into the New World. The 

bulk of them came from Europe; they were escaping their farms and villages because of their 

great population. They travelled in hope of finding economic opportunities in America. By the 

19th century, America received Eastern Europeans, Irish, Italian…as well as other races from 

other parts of the world, Chinese, Indians... The latter differed from the northern Anglo-Saxon 

race physically and culturally.

     The melting pot of races caused a great dilemma in America. Racism and unfairness were

rampant among the Anglo-Saxons. They considered the southern assimilation as a threat to

their race which they viewed as the most educated, enlightened, and civilized in the world

with a superior culture. They were afraid that their culture would die out throughout the 

melting of races. Thus, they dominated the whole political, economic, and social systems of

America, while chasing Native Americans, enslaving Black Africans and casting out the other

races. They banned them from being equal, and put them on the fringe of their society.

Accordingly, the oppressed races revolted against injustice, infringements and racism, and

sought to assert an identity. They wanted equality, independence, and full rights as

Americans.

     American history was recorded through literature, from the early settlements, colonialism, 

slavery, revolution, independence to nowadays America, since literature is the mirror of 

reality, and the echo of human beliefs. In this dissertation, I have chosen to deal with the 

literature that explores the major race issue and identity quest in American society. Many 

writers explored this serious issue in America, but in separate social and cultural 

communities. This race issue had chiefly affected African Americans who were accustomed 
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to enslavement. Therefore, many writers dealing with the aforesaid theme were Black 

American writers.

     In the following dissertation, I intend to handle a comparative study between these famous

American oeuvres of the twenties: Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby and

Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man. Both novels were chefs- d’oeuvre and constructed around

American modern times, the Roaring Twenties.

     Francis Scott Fitzgerald (1896_1940) is among the greatest and famous American writers

of the Jazz Age. His masterpiece, The Great Gatsby, according to Richard Shephard, was

classified as the second major work written in the 1920s.

     In The Great Gatsby, Fitzgerald yields the romantic story between the protagonist Jay

Gatsby and Daisy Buchanan. Jay Gatsby who rose from an impoverished childhood became a

millionaire through bootlegging and gambling. He is obsessed with the idea of reviving his

lost love with Daisy who married a powerful, old wealthy man called Tom Buchanan.

Throughout the novel, Gatsby dreamed of having an identity among the well-off in order to

convince Daisy to love him again and repeat their past. Fitzgerald also explores the American

Dream through Jay Gatsby. According to Harold Bloom, Jay Gatsby is widely seen as the

embodiment of the American Dream. Yet, in the Roaring twenties there was no place for the

American Dream. The pursuit of happiness, love, liberty and wealth through one’s hard work

was then submitted by the greediness for wealth, worldly vanities and excitement. Thus

Gatsby was a victim of his obsession with both love and the American Dream.

     Ralph Ellison (1914-1994) is a great Afro-American writer. His novel Invisible Man,

regarded as a classic, won the US National Award for Fiction in 1953. It made Ellison the first

Afro-American to win this award.

      Invisible Man explores black identity quest during the Harlem renaissance. It portrays the 

life of a black boy, the Narrator, searching for his identity and a place in the white society. He 

went through different stages trying to fulfill his dream; first, as a student in a college, then as

a worker in the Liberty Paints and finally an activist member in the Brotherhood. However,

neither of these positions was fruitful in promoting his identity. At last, the Narrator came to a

better way to appropriate an identity; it is through admitting and being proud of his past, race

and culture.

     Despite the fact that both authors were entirely from distinct ethnic groups, their novels,

The Great Gatsby and Invisible Man, yield the same theme of identity quest but from different

social and cultural perspectives. In fact, both novels’ protagonists struggle to adopt an

identity. The ample treating of the theme of identity by both writers can be interpreted as the

fact that identity is an American dilemma which proved the existence of a dominant social

class and highlighted the spread of social inequalities and racism in American society. This

can also reveal that identity quest is really one major, prevailing American literary subject.
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Throughout this research work, I intend to establish both the similarities and differences

between the aforesaid novels. Yet, both affinities and differences lie partly in the theme of

identity quest itself. Indeed, both protagonists experienced the same fate through their search

of identity, but the major power behind their dreams and the way they pursuit it remain

divergent. This can be illustrated through the authors’ separate communities. Equally

important, American novels dealing with identity quest were always associated with loss. The

big dream of embracing an identity leads to disaster.

The Great Gatsby represents the greediness and covetousness of the middle class American 

people, who acquired their fortune through bootlegging to be assimilated into the

sophisticated, moneyed world of the old aristocracy. Jay Gatsby, who built his fortune

through bootlegging and gambling, hoped to embody the ideologies of the better off to be

accepted by the aristocratic girl he loved (Daisy). His love for Daisy, whom he met while in

poverty, was widely seen as Gatsby’s great motivation for his dream of material success.

    As for Ralph Ellison, his novel, Invisible Man, reflects the black struggle for identity during 

the Harlem Renaissance. In this period, blacks were still bereft of their identity, denied their 

individuality and subdued to white racism, discrimination and humiliation. Accordingly, their 

fight for equality and independence kept thriving among blacks especially in the southern 

states.

     Another existing similarity is that both novels’ protagonists were facing the same racism

from the white society that they wanted to belong to. The white society, which dominated the

whole American system, cared about its race. They did everything beneficial to keep their

power and control over other races.

     Both novels were nourished by their historical, cultural and social movements as well as

their authors’ experiences. This affinity will be studied in reference to the literary theory of

New Historicism, as both Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby and Ellison’s Invisible Man reflected

their periods.

     In the 1920s, American people were embedded into a world of huge prosperity. They were

eager to gather more and more money in order to be assimilated into the gentry. It was a time

of hedonism when the primary concern of Americans, besides the pursuit of wealth, was to

enjoy themselves and exhibit their wealth in order to show that they were rich. This decade 

also witnessed the decadence of the American Dream. Self individuality, happiness, and 

wealth that were supposedly achieved from one’s hard work were corrupted. The Great 

Gatsby was highly considered as a social document that examines mostly all

aspects of the Jazz Age.

     Invisible Man was influenced by the Harlem Renaissance, though it was published in 1952.

As a black American, Ellison was profoundly affected by this rebirth. During the period of the

Harlem Renaissance, black identity gained some values as Black Americans made

considerable accomplishments, chiefly in literature and music. Of more importance, the Afro-
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American became known as the New Negro. Unlike the African American who searched to

assert his “whiteness”, the New Negro became proud and conscious about his race and

culture. Harlem literary achievements were widely characterized with their high artistic

values. The central concern of these literary products was to yield this New Negro movement

and urge the Black Americans to stick to this new mentality of race and culture,

consciousness and pride.

     Throughout this analysis, I intend to rely on the literary theory of New Historicism,

especially on Michel Foucault’s notion of discourse. This theory consists of analyzing

fictional writings in their historical backgrounds. Both Invisible Man and The Great Gatsby

are built out of the prevailing discourses that shaped and were shaped by the real world. In

this regard, one can assume that the literary writings constructed both the historical, cultural

and social movements of the 1920s and their authors’ lives and experiences; at the same time,

these authors’ experiences and history constructed literature.

     These novels are the target of wide criticism, as they can be interpreted from different

angles and perspectives. Harold Bloom, in his collection of critical views, Bloom’s Guide: F.

Scoot Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby, examines The Great Gatsby’s text and context. In this

book, we are provided with Fitzgerald’s biography. Bloom stated that Fitzgerald longed for

being a famous writer; “during his grade school in ST Paul, he wrote plays, songs, poems and

the likes gaining him local popularity” (11). Fitzgerald’s life and experiences were highly

featured in his fictional work The Great Gatsby, “the roots of the story go back deep in

Fitzgerald early life” (15). Such correspondences can be revealed through such accounts as

the early romantic fiction between Gatsby and Daisy and the romantic life between Fitzgerald

and his wife Zelda. Fitzgerald took a commission as an officer in the army service as did

Gatsby in the novel. Like Gatsby, Fitzgerald wrote lists in his journals to follow in order to

achieve self improvement; “he puts day dreams on papers about being a famous novelist and

influential man” (15). As for his female character Daisy, she was highly regarded as the

model of Fitzgerald’s wife Zelda.

     In his work, Bloom referred to many critical essays related to The Great Gatsby as:

Mathew J. Broccoli’s essay entitled “Fitzgerald’s maturation as reflected in the novel”.

Broccoli declares that The Great Gatsby “marked an advance in every way over Fitzgerald’s

previous works” (78). This novel, The Great Gatsby, is highly rich with artistic values due to

the use of imagery and symbolism. This symbolic abundance gradually extended the meaning

of the novel. In comparison to his previous writings, Fitzgerald mainly brings about some

improvements to the structure of his writings. Broccoli states that Fitzgerald greatly imitated

Joseph Conrad’s method of writing. This is achieved through Fitzgerald’s use of Nick

Caraway as both the character and the narrator. The story of Jay Gatsby is told through Nick’s

perspective. Nick is “reluctantly compelled to judgment” (81).

     Dan Seiters, on the other hand, in his article “Images and Symbolism in The Great Gatsby”

is interested in studying the different, prevailing images and symbols in the book. He mainly

centered on the major symbol dominating the novel: the car. The car was highly symbolical in
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the 1920s. All of The Great Gatsby’s characters were associated with cars; Nick has a

conservative old Dodge, the Buchanans have an easy blue coupé and Gatsby a rich cream

color car. He asserts that Gatsby’s car was fashionable, and most teenagers desired to earn it

during this age; this can illustrate Fitzgerald’s influence by this age. Gatsby’s cream color car,

the mixture of both white and yellow, stands for Gatsby’s dream of money. However, this

dominant symbol referred mainly to death and decadence. The fatal accident that killed

Myrtle strengthened this assumption of death. After the accident, Gatsby’s car was depicted as

merely yellow by the witnesses. This came to highlight that Gatsby acquired money through

corruption. Yet this mortal accident was also foreshadowed by the car. Eventually, this

developed car also refers to carelessness and infidelity. This is epitomized through the

characters of Tom Buchanan and Jordan Baker. Dan Seiters noted that the automobile is

associated as well with the symbol that “[has] the more normal function of carrying people to

excitement” as it was the case of America in the Roaring Twenties (84).

     Joyce A. Rowe deals with a comparative study between four American novels; The Scarlet 

Letter, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, The Ambassadors and The Great Gatsby. In this 

work, Rowe stated that all of these novels were only depicting American culture. His work, 

Equivocal ending in Classic American novels analyses the common end in the aforesaid

novels. All of their protagonists “refuse either to consider or to surrender a visionary hope”

even in a moment of despair (11). What is also common in the protagonists’ life is that “all

their longings separate [them] from direct engagement with common social experience” (11).

     Tanfer Emin Tunc, in his article “The Great Gatsby: the Tragedy of the American Dream

on the Long Island’s Gold Coast” investigates the theme of the American Dream in the novel.

Tunc states that although the old aristocracy “possess sophistication, refinement, and

breeding, they don’t embody the American Dream”; instead, they feature in its decay (70). In

The Great Gatsby, the old aristocracy were represented through the Buchanans family whose

immoral behaviors and corrupted manners illustrate their contribution to the decadence of the

American Dream. They were depicted as racist, violent, careless and arrogant. In the other

hand, Jay Gatsby, a member of the nouveau riche, embodied the American Dream. Gatsby is

the epitome of the American Dream, as he is a self made man and possesses a library full of 

books. In the same measure, his bootlegging and extravagant parties stand for the corruption

of the American Dream. Eventually, Gatsby’s allusion to and obsession with the American

Dream made him only a victim. Thus, Gatsby represents the rise and the fall of the American

Dream.

     Alberto Lena wrote “Deceitful Traces of Power: an Analysis of the Decadence of Tom

Buchanan in the Great Gatsby”. As the title suggests, Lena examines the decadence of the old

aristocratic character Tom Buchanan. Through this character, one can understand Fitzgerald’s

disapproval with the upper classes, as Lena asserts it: “Fitzgerald had launched one of his

sharpest and most devastating attacks on the upper classes, in the form of his character Tom

Buchanan, in the Long Island’s millionaire in The Great Gatsby” (40). Lena also explores the

defects and imperfections that lie behind the inheritance of huge wealth; “The heredity

millionaire had become simply a consumer who had laid aside his role as a producer” (42).
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Thus, it constitutes an obstacle to the progress of society. Besides his violence, cruelty, lack of

maturity, and arrogance, Tom is a member of the leisure society which also, as Lena states it,

represents a hindrance to the development of the society.

     Invisible Man is also the target of much criticism. In his Bloom’s Modern Critical Views:

Ralph Ellison, Harold Bloom commented on Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man. Bloom stated that

Invisible Man is an American novel which has importance and value as such greatest

American novels of writers as Hemingway, Faulkner, Fitzgerald…Invisible Man’s major

artistic values are due to its “ highly rich texture, overtones and under songs” (1). In this

work, Bloom analyzed the major prevailing themes and the novel’s characters.

     Alan Nadal’s work entitled “Clifton in spiritual and Carnal” examined the character Tod

Clifton. Tod is a member of the brotherhood, a Harlem director of youth and a close friend to

the Narrator. The narrator’s and Clifton’s main concern was to denounce, through organized

campaigns and street corner speeches, and prevent evictions to which blacks were subjected.

But, Tod’s life in the brotherhood ended as he left to sell Sambo Dolls in the street that led to

his death. Most critics failed to understand what led him to behave that way. There can be “no

meaning which would be revealed through interpretation” (11). Many critics attempted to

decode the meaning of Tod’s decision; some of them suggested that “Clifton has come to

accept the inevitable dehumanization and exploitation of blacks” (16). But, the bulk of them

“view Tod as a victim of his own conscious and / or the white manipulation” (16).

     Andrew Hoberek’s “Race Man, Organization Man, Invisible Man” questions whether

Invisible Man is an artistic work or merely corresponds to the racial and political black

movement. Robert Penn Warren asserted that Ellison is “more concerned with the way a man

confronts his doom than with the deviation of that doom” (38). Houston A. Baker commented

that Ellison’s highest modernism “is merely a mask behind which the author conceals his real

devotion to an inevitably politicized African American vernacular culture” (39). It is the same

assumption shared by Philip Brian Hamper who viewed Ellison’s modernist eloquence as a

“metaphysical quest of individual identity” (39).

     Although there are many critics who ventured to interpret different aspects of both novels,

there are few critical essays that handle a comparative study between The Great Gatsby and

Invisible Man concerning the theme of identity quest. Thus, I intend my study of both novels

will shed light on this common theme. In this dissertation, I will try to give answers to these

questions: what are the events present in both texts, The Great Gatsby and Invisible Man,

which reflect the real situations of both authors’ days? What are the motivations of both

protagonists behind their identity quest? How did the authors of both novels portray the

Invisible Man concerning the theme of identity quest. Thus, I intend my study of both novels

will shed light on this common theme. In this dissertation, I will try to give answers to these

questions: what are the events present in both texts, The Great Gatsby and Invisible Man,

which reflect the real situations of both authors’ days? What are the motivations of both
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protagonists behind their identity quest? How did the authors of both novels portray the

societies to which both protagonists wanted to adapt?

     What motivated me to study these two American novels, The Great Gatsby and Invisible

Man, is their common handling of the theme of identity quest, and especially how Francis

Scott Fitzgerald and Ralph Ellison, who belong to separate ethnic groups and distinct

communities, dealt with the same theme. It is also important to note how these fictional

novels reflected their social and historical background and are considered as social 

documents.

    This work will be divided into three chapters. The first chapter will be devoted to the

analysis of both novels contextually and textually, that is to say, examining the Roaring

Twenties as a historical and social background for The Great Gatsby and Invisible Man. In the

textual analysis, I will refer to the authors’ biographies, the plot overview of the novels as

well as their narrative techniques.

     The second chapter, which is the rudiment of my research work, it will deal with the theme

of identity quest. This will be realized through analyzing the different characters of both

novels. In this chapter, I will also analyze the American Dream theme in the novels. This will

be accomplished throughout the analysis of both novels’ protagonists; Jay Gatsby’s

embodiment of the American dream and the Narrator’s. Eventually, this chapter will also 

examine the outcome of both protagonists’ hope to adopt a new identity, show Jay Gatsby as a

victim of his dream and the Narrator remaining true to his own identity.

     The third chapter will provide an introduction to New Historicism, chiefly the New

Historicist theory of Michel Foucault about discourse. Then it will explore the prevailing

discourses relevant to both novels: racism, racial violence, corruption and their relation to

power.

DIA 

DI 5          

كراألدب ةوا ا ا

اةي ةا د ارا اىدو دىوتوا اا دوا ا روا ادوا ةولإ ا
دروعاطرھا ابو ةھذهوأ ةأوا رضا دھاا د توا اطيا أو

اء د ةا اتزو را ءاءظراا اءھؤ د ونا ا ىوا اھاتدةإ ھاتا ظروو اراتا ةو ر
اة ىونھاا دارسرقإ ةو ةو ھىداو ھأوظر اهىرأ أوا

ار ذيا ھيا دبوادادةيإ يا ر اصا ةا دبظر ھادا ةوا ا ارةھاا
اتدارس ظر دةاو اضىھاوا ةأ رىظر  .أ
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ال ةرروأنذو ھ وادا اً،اناأ ھىردد و ذيا رانا يا د ددا اً ا  .ھر

راند يا ا و ھا ةةأ رأذھ يا ورو ھا اءت.ر ةو دارو اتا و و د ةوا طور ردا
رى ويا ھ .ا

ة ا رو يأناوا ةأ ةادةظر ةظر دةا د ةاوا .ا ا ط يأنا ةأ طظر
ھة ردوا يرا د ھةا ة،وا اولاد اع،و د ةا ا ة،و يأنا ةأ ةھةظر ظر ةا و ا
، رىأوو ةطاولا و دب،يا ةطراولاا دارو ةا ا دبىا إن .ا

ط رر يا د را رقا ةوا امدىاحطوھذا .وا اءاھ د اا دبوا ھا ةو و ا
ة ظروا ةا يا اا رضددأ وھوديھاا ىاو اءأوإ د اا وا

ذ واا داعھذاد يا د دارةاسا ياو ىد ةإ ا ھآراءا وعھذاا و  .ا

وع ةأويو يا ھاأودا رھاا وانأ يا ا دب)ا را ةا ا رىارة (وا ة)أ وظ
دب ةا ةا ا ادما (وا ظدا ا يا رىارةأو .و ىىربأ ھاإ در

ھيرطھ داعھوم)ا ديا يا ر دا داع (ا ةا ا ةوا ا داعا ةوا ا ةوا دب)ا ا
ا اا دبزا)،(ااأوا ظھوا ى،أما ورةا طارأما ي؟ا ا رةا وبأما أ

رض؟ دبأو (ا وناا ).وا

ھ ةدوايدو ةذا و و اءىو وع،ھذاا و اا ةأ ذا ييا ةر دباھا ا
ا ھوو ةاإ ا رىارةإ ةأ ا ةىا ةا ا ةا :ا دب؟ا دةاا ا اھا ھ؟و إذوظ

اءل دبوراءانإنأ ةةا ا ازاتإ ةوإ ة؟ر دبداوىھو را ھداا ا ا
ةدة ھلأوأرئر ةراء ھھدزروا ا وتطيةوا ا
ور انددد ر ي؟ا ر ررا ةأ ةد و اءيدوردبانھو يا ا اريا أو؟وا

ھد او ةو ر ةو ا انو ارهرار ةآ ا ارأا ارئدىا ةوا ةا ذوقوا
ي ات )أد راءةظر ةو (ا رازاو ةإ دبأھ طاءا ةوإ ةةطر ارةييو ةا ا ا

ة ر زا  .وا

ةھذه وجلھاھاا و وعيا و اثراىذيدا ااددةوأ الو أ
ھروطھد داعھوم)ا يا د ديا يا ر دا اث،دةيح،(ا ،وأ ىا ط

ھيا رةا ةا و ةوا ا ىا يإ ا ر ادا يوا و دي،و اا ھيإ ة)ا ا
ى.............ر روطدوھدإ ا .آ دواأ ة،ا و و ارھاا اا ؤوا ا

ذ واا ھىدبر ھر ر ھاىاءاو اءد د الا ھطھأ ري )ا يا اھ  (ا

ظو ا ھيا ان"ا ،وا "اوا ةياھداداھدا ات "ا اليدرا ور "ا د وا
ى وزوط ھيا ات "ا رظر ربدا ة، "ا ا ىا ااابإ اط رارط ى.........ا ذرإ

اب اءوا د ذا .ونا

ان ىيو ةإ دبوظ ةةا ةاو الىا ذا يأ ا دباوزھ :وھوأ:اھ ودأا وا
ي أ يا ىاآل ىوأھواإ اتوھوذأر اتوراءا ا ةا د را حوانر إ

اع ةو ا ة،وا اد ةا ا ةا ار ادظرةاو؟وا اوا دبھذاالا رىأوا ا
داع يا د دبةا؟ا ةاا ا اروا الوا ةا ةوا ط الوا ةا دبو؟ا ا
رھ را اا رىونھو رأ ةاواوا ا ةا ا ةوا ةا ر ابىا

ة ا رى؟اأوا ىآ ظابىا اأوا انھ انوظ ويارور ؟ا
ا ط ةھذهوا ا يا زا دلولاھار اا اةا ةد دبر ذيا ةأنيا دبا ةا ر

ذ دونوا ةأنرةا دبوظ ةا ھا ظو رواا ىھأ ةا د دبأوا ةا دبوظ ا
ة .ط

ة وعأھ و :ا

ةرز وعھذاأھ و ھيا وعاولو ھدددو ة،ورةدا دھا ھو ر را ا
دارس ةا د ةا د ةوا ةو اظوا ووا ةىوا دبا ارةاءيا ةا ا ظةا ا ىوا
ھا ةىا .و زهياھذاأھ دطىر اذجأ يا ھاا ازأ ادا ييوا
داع يا د ةأداةا دوذاتا ةوا ةارةھ ا رأوا ي،ا ھدفوھوا ىا ةيا وأيدو

.ارة
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ثأھداف :ا

ىاھذالھدف  :إ

ة- رفاو ةىا داعاھ يا د ھ،ا ھ،ط ا دهأ  .وا

راز- ةإ داعأھ يا د ةا ةوارةا ا ةا ةا ر زا  .ا

د- دبھومد ھا ا ھو  .ووظا

دبةاأن- را الا  .وا

راء- دإ ر يا د يوا ر .ا

وف- و واىا اريا  .ا

ل- اراا ةواآل دا روءةا اجيا ا ةا طرو  .ا

ارھيا- ةا د ةا د  .وا

ھ دما :ا

زءيدوف ظريا ياىاھذاا ةا ةاو ةا ر ةا ر توا وا
ي وعاوا داعو يا د ھا ا ھو ا ظر ةو ھ،ھ، )ا ھ،و ھ،ط ھوظا ا ومو  (..ا

ةة داعا يوا د ھا دمو اريا ة،ةا اداولاا رةواىا ا
ع اتىط درا ةا د الھذايا .ا

ا زءيأ يا ط دىدا ا دبنا اتورا روا اتواا ا الوا وا
طاب دبنوا ريرا ذطا ريدةأ ريةوانا يوا،ا و طابا
ري ر (اىط )دةا وريا ريا زا اءديا ر ة)طرفدمز ديا احا ر

ة ىور يا دو ولا طابيا يا ى 11و ور 2003ارس 13إ د ةاارا ددا
دة )ا .

ا ةيأ روا ادطا ةىا ة"روا اضدا "ةرؤ دداتةأ ة 15ا وروا
وبر" زوذوظ، "ا ر زىا يا روا ھا ا ذيوأ ھا ةي "وانابيو ظر

ة روا ور "ا ادد اضا ةر دون"وروا دھاء "ا طودا اا اندا ر ي.ما ر ةا
ددات ا 19ا ةيأ ذوفا رة "ط"ةأ ا ھا رأ ا اءا وزارةددا،،ا
ة، ا ال 41ص، 1995ان،،1طا اتو يا ذا ھ رد "وانا اتيا يا ذا ھ  .رأا "ا

او و ةا ا يا روا داعا يا د ةوذجا درا ھوا ةوظا ةا .وا

ةيوھذا ةااو ا ةا ا درةا ارىوا اتةا ر ةا ر ھاا رىھةد .أ

ات و ص :ا

رادرة ةا داعا ةيا ؤ ةا ةا ر ةا ا ةھاو ىاا د رىادرھااا  .أ

ة ادو ةاإ ةو و و ةامو درا ةا ط الأا ،طواتا ىىاھذارا
د ىأ اةھزاإ ا ةؤ ا قا دما اونو .ا

ةق درا :ا

ةھذهاولأ ھىا و اا رتايا اعاأ ھإ يا و ةا ا اھا ا
رى يا يا ار اھونوا وذجھذااھذھا اتا طرو داا ھا يا ار ىا

داثر طوراتا ىوردھاوا ھاإ و .أ

دداھذاوھ ذيا دھاولا داعا يا د ھا أ ھو ا ھو ورةوأ
زة، احدوذو ةإ داعا يا د اھاھذاا اا ا :ولةىھا ولايطر ا

ى دإ ةد طد اا ر :ا ةا ا ويايوا ة،ولوا ر طورطرا
داع يا د اتأھانا ةا وھا ىو دإ ھومد اما ھوأھدبا وا رهأ ا ھو ا وأ
ة د ھا ا ةو ا ىا اتإ و يا ھا اةظاھرلاد ةا ر ةا ا ةدثوا ا اا و

ةةاھا ر ھيو داھذاو را يا ا يا ا يا ر ادوأھوا اا وا
ذ واا راو ا ةا وزھداىاوانا وانھذار وابيرا ةىا ا

ي ھادا ةوأطر ا يوذھاا :اآل
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ررف ةا ا ةيوا حا ط روا دارسأھذ اا ذوا واا ات،ھذهاو ط را ذ ھاو
ة وردرا د ررييا دبا ابيوانوا رر دب،ا داعھوموا يا د ر،طھددا
د يو ياوانابيو د ھ،ا ھ،ط ھاھ و ادرهأ دزو اا ةايإ ا ا

د،ي ةا ا وردوا د يا ة"وانابيھ ياا ر دي،"ا و را ي،وا ا ھوا
دي ىا الإ الرةا ار .ا ادةو را .اآل

ي ياو ا اا وظاأھواو ةا د ازاترضلوذا ةا د روأھا ا ةا ا
ي ياا د اا ةأد انا دا ةوا ر ارةوا ةا ا اوأھ .وا ا ةا طرو ھيا أ

ي ةو ةا دا رروراا اتطو وا ىوو داعةإ اتيا د ارةا .وا

ا ااأ ياھوا دھوموفط ا اتا روا ىوا طاو
ھإظھار و يا ةا ةوظ د رازا دإ ريا يأيا دىا رو داعوا يا د رىأوا ياا د ا

اى اعأ ةوا ةا ر ةا ا ىوا اءإ د يداظاھرا يأوا ا يا ةطا ا
ر ريا احا ھإ اها زا ةو اا رو وةالھوا رو وسيأ دذھيا ىا
ة ا دبدرةإ وظاىا ةا ر ةا ا وازنووا را يا ةا رو يا ا
دةل رأيا ى .ا ااولأأ ةا ةا ر يوا د وبا ھا ارةوا وا

ة ا ووأوا ذوقا يوا د .ا

ا اأ ةا ر رھااولا يا ر يا ھا ظر اھاةو ط ةا اةط اىا
دب ذيا ةھا ةأوا ط ھي .ا ةيأ اھاولا يا اا ھاو رضلإ

اا ھو ر ةھذهأ درا اتا ا اتا ا ةوإ رةا ةيا ذي .اد ارئراها اا و
ول: دب "ظريا را ةا ا اوا يأ ا راءا رواةا اوا يا ط ارا أنا

ارف طاتا ط ةوا ظر اا دادا راءاتوأ ةا ذ ةا ط اداوا ىوا ةھذهإ ا يا وما أ
ھا ةھذهيھايوادرا ا ر ةيطرقا ىاھذادا وءطإ طاتأھىا ةا ار ا

طورهدب ھروراو ددةار اترضوما ظر ةا اد وعھذاا و يا ةھاا اةظر ا ا
ان ھاو ھاا ا و راو ھوأ يا ارنا يايا ط دا ارئو اا ظريايأ اا ز ر

ةاورةى ةة :ھيھا داعار يا د ربدا اا اد د ارھو وادا وار ار اطھذاو ا
ربي داعرأا يا د يھودذوھرادةا وو اذد.ھادفا

راض اتمھا دبظر ةا د يا اھيھاا ات:ا وار ىد رامإ ونرا او
ي د اتھةا ار وو ىد دإ الأ ارركواا ةاآل د ابا دبوا ةا ةا ة )ا راءةظر  (ا

ھةھأ اا.ا ةظرةإدراجىر وو ىد دالإ وازندا ياا ا ا
يوا ةأيد ا ةا ر ةا ا ر .وا ااذ ھو ةياإ ا يا اونا ار

دماھذااھ .ا

ؤالوإذن را د طرحا اقھذايا ى :ھوا طادىأيإ ةا دبوظ ةونأنا ةابىر ا ا
ىأيوا ةھذهدىأيإ وظ ة،ونأنا را يا ذيا ةيونا ىا يوبإ راقا

ةوروح اسركاط را ر،و ا راا اأنأو.ظھوا دبوظ ةا ر ةا ا وا
از اھ ذياظراھ ھا ا ة .اند او رةھذهةاو يا ا
د،اا ا اااءو و وانو يا ا دب: "ا را ةا ا ةوا د رذا واءاا
اان اءاأوھاداأود ريةدةرارىر روا طورةأوةانواءاا ة،أوأ ةروا ا

ةھا "اذج دبوظ رىأوا ةا دباھ ةا ةھذهياأنيوا أ اا ىد أنإ
ول دبأ ةا يا ر ةوا واا ةا اةدرا ةا ر يا دبأا ھايا اراتظ ةوا د ا
ات ظر يوا اةھذهيادتا وفا ةدىىو ددو ھو وطيوظا يا ر .ا

ا رانو دبا ھا و را،راو ةإنو درا ةا وفدورھاوا و ردىىا دوا ا
ري يا اجيوا وغإ دبھذاو ريھا ري،ا اوا طاانو يا وىا راأ اأ ريا ا
ي يوا ر ريوا يا د اا رو ريوا ھىا وص،و ةإنا ھ ةا ا اھذاا

ةي ةاو ا ؤالىا يا طاعھ :اآل دبا ةأنا د رر ةأوا ةا ا ةا ا ووا
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ال ةا اط اوا انو ھط اتدمھايررإ ةطا ھاا ا ا ةيوإ د را اعوا وا
د انوا ةوا ازوا رادفوا ادوا ةوا ا اوا روا اذو رو دودةا .ا

رتدإذا ةيأ ىد دبأنإ ھا ار ھو ھوط ھدووظا اتدةطرفاو يدرا ھذااا
وع و اا ھدة،زوا الىاو دبي "وانااا را ور "ا د يافاا

ھ ات "ا ةدرا ريط ديا يا د ةورھا)"ا رؤ اا رؤ ور،(وا د زدرا ز ھيا  "واندرا

د يا د دا ر "ا دبأن )ا اةردا اعوىھاھدفةا ةإ الا يادىا ا
دب،ذوق اةھوا ةا ا داب،(ةةارةيا يا د رنيا را ھزاا ھاد در
ير ذيا دارسھرضا يا دبدرا اا و رو ةھاذ ح،در و

ھي اج"ا ةإ د ةا د ا "ا رابحدثھ يا ةرا و و يا ديھاا  "  اا

او ةھ ةأھ رةا ا ھا ةد ادة،در واا ريوو يا ا ھا ا ا ةإ د ريا واا
ى و ط .وا ھا ھدرا ھا ةوإ رىر .ايأ

اتھو ا اا ھاوا اظو ةدوندا ر،ر ادا زواجھذاھ دا ذيا دھدا و
دب رىا ور ."ا د يدوا ھياويز ات "ا ديدرا يا د را ا راعھدث "ا ا
دبياى زيا ر،ا ا ةا رأز رىا رنأوايا ھاا ا ة ,وأ ا ىا ياندإ رو يا
ھ دد"ا ا يا د دبرضھ "ا يا دها ىاو دإ اتأھا ا رةا ا اوا

دب راقا رابا رافوا يوا ىر ةإ و دا ويوا طابا ردوا .وا

ااأھھذا اتأ درا رىا ةوانريدأدبددبا ھا ىا ةإ ز ر ةا
ةراوي،ات تو اتا ةدرا اأد رأ يددا ا اع "ابيا ريا يا

دذاھ "ومأماء اسا يا اعيا ريا ةةا ر اتو .ا درا يا اوا
ر ةا ا ةا ةا ا ةوا درا يا زھاا ورأ د ھيطانذرا د "ا يريا ھ :"ا ا

از طاعوا ىيا رھرداأنھو رھذاا ةاا رداا  .ا

ر ءو وررھؤ د دا انأ ةح "وانابير ظر ةوا ر ى "ا ابھذاو ىا إ
راض ةيحھودأھا دؤ يدىىا درطوز درادداھأ يا د يا اا

ا يار د ةا وردا ةا د ةا ظةىدر ةا ور .اآل د ةهللاوا رووظ اددا ربا ا
ى، دا زا يا را را ةو ا ديا ريا يا .وا

ھواىاء اتھذهإ درا ةا د ةا د ةا د ةةوا طدا ادةا ھاا ادبد
دري ةھذهأ ؤو وطةا ازييا ةيإ رازوراءا ھاطرقاادراةإ ادإ اا إذوا
روردوا واىا ةوھيھاا ا دبا ةأھيا ةر ا ةأوإ ةاأوا وظ يا ا
ھا دبؤد ةةا ةأھدافذاتر ةاطدمأوا ا ارئ،ودوا ازا دھذاأ ىا الإ ا
ي، ،ھھوونا ا ةأيأنطا ةر ظررفةةذاتھيأد ارا ةاآل ر ھا،ا

ھأم ار،ھذهياطاأ ةاأنطاآل ر يا ھاا ة،ھذهد ر اھيھا،رأوا
ھ، دبناھ اظ،رردا ةأوا د رھذاطويأندارات،ةھ ةوھذها د ھ يءىا

!ال؟ذي

از دأ يا د ىا الإ ىأما رإ ىأما اإ اأيا؟ھ ةأ دبط ھ،أما ا؟أموظ وإذاھ
الان يا يايا د ونھ،اً فااىأوھ،أناا رأ ةذا ا
ى ر؟وإ دىىا اة،اأنأ ھدا او دھ ةاضا يار .ا

د يو ھ اتوا ةا ولو ادرىا راا لىرةوا د والا ادأ ا
ا يرتإذوا اوھذااأراهاأدونأنيدةأ اط ا ط ةدما ا الأيياإ

ار اتأنا درا طرقدا ھاا ةادةاجوإ ا ىا ةإ و يا ادريھاا ا
را ةيھاظراوا ةا ا ةا ھدو يا وط ةيا ر رودورا ،ا وز ىوا يو

رات رداطأا يوا ادةيو يھذهوراا ا راطا
ھد ي .ا طو ة–هللاون  ا ا اذيور رفأ ذيا را ھييھداد ھاو داو د

ي .و
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واھذاي ونأنأر ھيودأ ذياأدا يا رزا دورو ذيوا ھا دبؤد يا
ت ا ةا ا ةا ر ةوا روذا .وا ةأ را ةا ازھذاا ذيا رفا ھأ ديو ادةأ ا

ذة ا اءا ةةأ ا يا دأنآإ ھأ ھا ھو ظا اءو ىواهر ا .أھواإ دأ انو
ر ال،ھذهىا ولإنا يا و ىد ادةإ ھا و يھودوا د ازىا ا .اھذاإ اذيأ أ

رف ذي–را ھرا انياإ ي–رةانأنذاھذاا يإ ھىا و ويأ ر اءيا
ةھ يي،ا د ديىا ةرهير يا اا ھاأ ھأدر ةأيھاأنو
ھ ةھذهندر رااا اآ ط طھذاا دةاااا ةا ا ىا إ
روح يا ھا ھأراءد اءط اتأ ا اكذىاءاواا ويدأھ ا "ولأر إ
ذر ھا "ھا ھا دةو ر ھا ا ةو ةياييا ر ةا ر يان.ا

وررفأنھذا ي .ا طوإ ا–أ ھأن–اوھ رھأ ر،ا د ھذا، .دقوھلوا
ي ھأنإأإ و ىأ ھوزهللاإ زاء،ريويز ھا ك. "إ ھهللاذ ؤ
ظاذوهللاواء  43 ".ا

ي طو ة–هللاون-ا ا اذيور رفأ ذيا را ھييھداد ھاو داو يد .و

واھذاي ونأنأر ھيودأ ذياأدا يا رزا دورو ذيوا ھا دبؤد يا
ت ا ةا ا ةا ر ةوا روذا .وا ةأ را ةا ازھذاا ذيا رفا ھأ ديو ادةأ ا

ذة ا اءا ةةأ ا يا دأنآإ ھأ ھا ھو ظا اءو ىواهر ا .أھواإ دأ انو
ر ال،ھذهىا ولإنا يا و ىد ادةإ ھا و يھودوا د ازىا .اھذاإ

ا اذيأ رفأ ذي–را ھرا انياإ ي–رةانأنذاھذاا يإ ھىا و أ
وي ر ةھاءيا يي،ا د ديىا ةرهير يا اا ھاأ ھأدر اأنو

ھةأيھ ةھذهندر رااا اآ ط طھذاا دةاااا ا
ة ا ىا روحإ يا ھا ھأراءد اءط اتأ ا اكذىاءاواا ويدأھ أر

ا "ول ذرإ ھا "ھا ھا دةو ر ھا ا ةو ةياييا ر ا
ة ر وررفأنھذايان.ا ي .ا طوإ ا–أ ھأن–اوھ رھأ ر،ا د ھلوا
يھذا، .دقو ھأنإأإ و ىأ ھوزهللاإ زاء،ريويز ھا إ

ك." ھهللاذ ظاذوهللاواءؤ ".ا

DI 6 

ة ةا رد ةيا افىروا اويةا و

اتأنھا ردوأ يا روا ييىا ا اما ھ ذيا ھإاه،أنيا يأ ةو اآلو
رة امدأا ھ اا ردأ ھا ردنذا،ازدادو ذياھوا اء،ھا وا

دىاأنھا رديا ھا ا ةرد ا يا اھھوااءھا ھھو ىإ ةو ردطر
اس اھداثا ا ارا ھاتوا و ةأوا ةا رد اويا ا اأ ة،راوو ارو أ
ر يا ا اءورةھرونا ي،ا ا ارا ذھوأ يا و و ةرونا ةا رد اءزءاا ا

ي دع،انا رىا او اءوذجورةھا يا ا .ةا

دواأھو يا اا وعھذاارد و ا :ا ىو دبإ ريااا ة،ز اا ةاديور دبر ا
وي وبا ةا ةا ر ة،ا ىا الةذإ ةا رد ةا و ةا دا اوا ةر ا دا

ةا ةھذهر روا يا ھاددرسا طا ة،ةوا ةرد او ھا،او دھار ھ إذااو
ةطةذوھاأنھ ط ھاديا رھاوار رأ .أ

او ىاھذاىھ ةإ ا تةا اؤ ىا ھاأو در ةھومد رد ھا،ددا وا إنأ
وظاا ةا رد ازا ر الىوا ةا رد زىاا ردي،ا ةلوذا دو

ىي دبإ ريااا ةوھيأز افى"روا ة "ا اوية"روا ةاولھذاو "و ار
افى" ةوظواءھا، "ا روا وظاا ة؟ا رد رداءتوا ة؟يا روا ا

اتوظوھ ةا رد ة؟ا د ا
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د ىاھذااو يظري :إ ط اظريدوو ردھر ةا رد رقاو اوا ھ
اإذ ةاإاو وضز ذيا ا،ا اھ ا  إ ولاا ولايااةىاها ذيا ا

د ھ ة-ا رضو رديا ذاا وظاو ة،ا رد اا د يايو ا الا ةا رد يا ا
اردوتھادرج ةا ر،و ،ا اط ،ا ا ،ا ا .ةاا ااأ اهدا

ات ةو رد اا د روي،روي،االىھو رويا يروياوالھ،ا ا يا روياالراوأ
ي، اا اراالاوأ زأنھاو ردزىر ذيا ،ھذايروريدا ذيا وا

وددور ريا ةةا رد يأيوا ردزىروا اإذا د ىاھ ةإ اعأر ةأو ردز
ة ىا ةإ ا رد :وھيا ،ا ا ردا دم،ا ردا ي،ا رداآل درج،ا رواا اا طاعدراو ا

دأھأن اتاا ةر و ة،الا ا اإذا ز الىر ن"و،"رراي"أ  "ارترو

دى "ودوروف"و ةھو اروا .و

ا ياأ ا ظري،روعطھوا اتاوذا الآ ةا روا جا يرءاتاوا ھا،اا
ھا طابيرةاتو ردي،ا اا ةاھذاو اأھا وا ھاا دھذهلإ ةاا ر

اءا رديا ھا امو ىأ اا اتھذهأ و ةا ة،ا دا اھا ھو رر
ات ا يا اا اھادر يأ ھوداتاقيظھروا ةا د ةا وحوھذاا ياط

ھدھذاواھددى .ا

ة او اھذارقااياو يا دا اا ذ ةا و اا رديايھ ةا ھاصرروا ةر ا
ي ھاھا ھدا اتو و ة،ا ار اإنھذاورا ھا ةھذهطھد روا طرا
ھ وي،ا ھھذاربوأنا اطواتا ذ ىأ ةإ ردي،ر ارا ذ رهوا را يا راأ

ا د ةرورةو ھاارھايا ا ظاھرةو ةا .وا

ر رةھذهو ااانا ةزد يرااو ةاا ولا دأ يا ر يا اوا اأناو ىو إ
ة ردياةر ردياةابا يدا دا ة،"ا ا ىا اةي "رويا"إ

ي روا ااا ذ م "طد"ابأ ر،ا اد"ھوداتھأندونوا اضا ھل "ر
ةي ةظر روا طابوا ردي،ا ااا د ةرااىا ةا ر ىدا وياإ ا

ن"ات ةطابي "رراي"و "ارترو ا تا و ردو يا د ةا ا ردورة"ور ا
ري ةي "ا ةا رد ةيا روا ةا ود اا ةرؤىدھاو ةا ةرءاتااا ا يا ا

اھا ر ةطىذ اتو و ةا دا ولا ىو ظرةإ ةا ةا ا ةا ةا ةوصا روا  .ا

د او ر اءا اتاأ و ةراادرةھاوا ديا اتاا ةر د ةا د ىا إ
ةرااةا ط يا ةھذهاوا روا ةادا ،ر ىو اذإ ار ىا اتإ ةا ھذاا و

واول ةو ادرةر ةا اھاا ذ ةوھيأ ا .ر ا واإنو رأنيا
ة رد"ا ة،"رةيا ةو ة،ا ر ةاھأاىا ةا ةوا ز ر ة،ا ھا و ظو
ر انا ىوا اإ اذ رفأ ذي "ور"ا ھ،اا ھ،و ر ھو ھا و دةو د اتاوزا ھا

ىا رأو اءوأا د .ا

ى يوأر را ھاا ىر اإ د ا–وا او-هللاظھ اأنز ھ اازءاو اا،د د زوا ار
طاء، دروا ونا رؤوف،واا اردأنزا وإ ذيرو اا،اها احأ را ذيا ا

ار ةيدر ظ اا ااهللاأدا ظ .رو

ر رظو انا اوا طةزوا طواحوزيطا ذانو اا دا اا ھاھ ر ازىو إ
رھا ىاھاو رأو رارم،اواا ىاھذاوأھدي  أ يإ ي،ط ورديذةا و
يي زإ ز دا ذير ھا ىر،اييار ةوا ةوفا ا يو ىر ةوا طوحا

ة ا طة،و ىطا اوا د وندأ اء،دوندأورا ھارتاذاھذادما و
وألو .ورو .ا

DI 7

ة ةا ّرد ّز(ا كان-ا ات-ا ص ّ ةي )ا ظروا راھاأل ديإل
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ةر روا ةا ر زا ةىا ةا و اور ھاطورذوھية،ا وتو د  ما وآ
دي  ى ا ر  ر ھا  ھا ا ھر ا زاد   وب  و  ارا طاھرروا  ال ا ددوطار،أ ة،ا دھدو ر

درة، يو رجووا رھا   .و

طاا ودھارضأنا ونأھو ةا د رىا ايا ي،ا ر ھا  وھذا راا ا ى ا إ
ي، د ھا ا ا ى  ي  ة ا ذا اطھاو ور ة،ا ا ة،ت ا ا ة،وا ا ةوا اد ا.وا أنو

ا يأوا روا تھذها و ھا راءھورھااھدااولإ ھا ةطر ا   .ا

داثدور ةأ ظ"روا ةةولديراھ "ا ةور دة،ظ ةو ،دةاطا رترا و
اراتار ھدو ارة"ا راھإذ،"ا ھديإ ةةيراءةروا طا اا يره،و وا
اا دةطةوذ ا دوا ا طاريا ةا ر .ا

ا ھ ىا ةھذهإ درا اا ىا اذرأيإ رفا ذيا ارا ةاأ ةدرا ظ"روا ددي،راھ "ا و
ا أ ااونأنار و ة":و ةا رد ز)ا ان-ا ات-ا ةي (ا ظروا د ."ديرھا او او

رةھذهي ذ ةا ا تا اؤ ةا ا :ا

اطھيا- اتأ ةا وظ ة؟ھذهيا روا داث؟ياھوا ا
راھوظ- زديإ ة؟ھذهيا روا ا
اھيا- يا ھاا اا وعاھددا داثو ة؟أ روا ھا؟ا ووظا

ىاجأيأنو دده،ريودإ ھ،و طةيواا يا اهددا ةا درا ھاا ا ذا،و
ياطةاءت ا ة، :ا ،د ةد ة،ول،و ا ىو ةاإ ادرا ،ا را دوا ياو
ظريھذاا يا ط ةووا رؤ را .ارئأ

ا ديطر ىا ردھومإ ھ،ا وا اوأ ىا ةھومإ روا اددا ھاظروفا رييأ زا  .ا

اء، د ااوا ةأةاو روا ربدا رب،ا اوظروفا ولايوأ ادا اتةھاو يا
ة ظ"روا ي،"ا ىھااوا ةإ امأر ة :وھيأ ة،ا ر اتا ة،ا و ا ة،ا ار ذ ا

ات ةوا ا .ا يايا ا ىا ةإ انةدرا را ھ،وذ وأھ ھو وا ا:وھيأ ةا و ا
ا ة،وا ااا موظادد ا .اا ااأ ةاها زةدرا اتا ار ةوا ز   .ا

ھا  ا  ر ة  ا ا ا  ھ اأھوا ا ا ا ا زود ھا  ا ا ي  ةا راا ادر وا .ا

ا ھو ةھذهياا درا ھھوا وي،ا ھذا ھيأ وصا ىا ومو ةإنا و ا
يديھ وصاربدا ةا ةار ةآ .ا

يو ط وعطأنا ،ومادرراءةھذاو درا او د ةيا در ىا و ةىا ظ"روا  "ا

ارھاديراھ وعا ة،و درا راوا را ردياة" :ھاذ ي،د "ا ةيدا ظر
ة روا رداتي)ا اد (ا اض،ا ات"ور انا ةيا روا ةا ر ر "ا ي،ا ا طاب"وا
ة ا .رار "ا

د او ھ اتھذاالوا و راا ةوا اا ويو ايزاداا او و
ي ا ا ةو لو راا رةا و .ا

ي رو ذيوزهللادا وةاا رادةا ،ھذاالوا ردماا زا را اذوا
رف اوند"ا ھارهى "إ ا ةور ط ذيا ازياانوا ،ھذاا ذةراا ا ا

ذ اا و اطوالرا ةر درا .ا

DI 8

ات اصآ ھوا غا طابيا ا ريا زائريا وانا اءرا −د و ر–ا روكا دا از وذ رأ ا

  
اصأن ةا ةيرایزایظر ا ةا د ةا د ةا ر ة،ا ر ةھوووا ةآ رور
اء يطابأييھاا طابو–أد ريا اا ھيدونرءاان-و ا ةأ ر اىا
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ري،رثا ةورھاا ر رآنةادةا دوا زالوا ارھاور ا
رى ھكوھذا .ا اظاھرراظھو يا ةنا ةط ا دةيا وا اا ددأووا

وص د،داا ةاوھذاوا ا ةوا ذيھوا زردااھا .وا

روك دوا رز دا ءأ ريرثاايارءااھؤ اصانا ادارهيا د
ا ةھيوا ا ةا د را رھذاونرھاأ ا ا،رااعا رذزولاو ھادا ا ر

دارسي ة،ا رآ ووھذاا يا د ادةورهيا ر رھذاده،ا ھيا ااھأ ا
رى، ھةا رطھا واا ةا ا ة،ا ار ھلوھذاوا دا زا ھر ا د وا

يات وعدما دهو ذاا ادو ةوصاىا ر ةا فا اتا ةا ز  .ا

روك دوا رز ھلوا ةا ر يا اتد ا اا ةا ھيا ھاو ةإ ا ط،إ
ر رو اءآ د اءا د يا ادةز ھاإ ھاا ظ ىو داتإ رىو ىأ تإ و ةد ھاطا ط
ا ةا او .ا

اانذا ار اتوانا اصآ ھوا ا طابيا ريا ري،ااا وعھوز يالا،وو
وع و اا ط دا د اتا ا رزھاا ة :أ اصھومطو ربدواءا ربدأوا اإذاا و

ربد اكأناا اتيددھ ر اا اإذاأ ربدو ھاا واأ ادھاءاا ةراا ا إ
رى دأ ةوھوااا و يا رھاا ا دروكا رز اتھذهإنھذاا ا يا د

ة ا رھذاھا،ا اا ىد ةطةرإ ةوودياءاا .ا

د اا ر ذورا ةا ر اترضاالھذاواصا اتھو ر ةا د واوا
اس زا ر ادرءاآىا ىرباا دا اصاناوا را ربدھأ ىا دا طا ا
داول ا،يا ر

ص ااألولا ھ اياھوماا ذاا ة،و ر ھا اددھو را طھذاھاوا ا
ت ول،ايةد اا يايأ ا اا زاو ر اصھومىا ربدا وفا و دا

ھ ا ھوأ ا ،دآ اا او یو،ررایور اايراأ اا اصا دا
رب دا اا ةوھو ددا ا اداحدا اضا ور .دو

ص يا ثا اا اتطاو اتوو اصآ وانىا اءار"د و ر "ا ريااا روكز دا ز
ر ةا اصظاھررجااادا رآنيا دوا دهدارجاااا ةوصا ر
ررءا زآ ر اتىا يا اھاا د وا ىو زظھرإ ر ذيا ددا اءاتأ يا ا

رھا ا اءا ھأ رظ

ة ا اهاأھا ااوايا ھو اءاإ ةااةأ ا دةاھا ھاد
ي يوا ار يوا و ھاھذاوا ةر ادةط يا اااھاا د ةىھذاايا ا

ادر ،ااوا ھاور طابأھ ري،ا ةاإا اصر اصواحدا ريا يا ر ا
د اديةا  ....رھاوا

ازددو ااھذاا ھ دوا د اتا و يرااوا امدوناا ھياھذاا اإخوو
ھ اورةأير ااإسوز ھااوزھاورااھذهدىارر :و

وددم- ةاتاردو ةھ ةط ةر اصا ذياونا ديا ھھ .اةيإ

دة- اتاا رولر ا ريااا روكز دا رز روظا ا وزرا ر رھذااا اا د
ةد˓ˍھااىاء واز ظرياا يوا ط .ا

يا رأنو يأ ذ ا ومواآلدابةيأ ةا ا ةيا ةا یو .ا ھذااونأنأراأ
ةارة ا ةااةإ ر ادونأنوز اليو رونھارةوناھذاا ن.اآل أيو

واتو ھ طاء˓وا اإنا اإنوهللاأ طأ اوأ ار .أ
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DINS 

DI 9

The Friction Between Past And Present: The American Dream,Landscape And Identity 

In The Novels Of Annie Proulx

    The rural communities in which Annie Proulx chooses to live and work significantly 

shape her worldview and define her distinctive approach to fiction.  

    Proulx’s fascination with the repercussions of social and economic change upon these places

—Vermont, Newfoundland, Texas and Wyoming, among others—finds its expression through 

her detailed examination of a particular place. She remarks upon these influences in an interview:

Place and history are central to the fiction I write, both in the broad, general

sense and in detailed particulars. Rural North America, regional cultures in

critical economic flux, the images of an ideal and seemingly attainable world

the characters cherish in their long views despite the rigid and difficult

circumstances of their place and time. Those things interest me and are what I

write about. I watch for the historical skew between what people have hoped

for and who they thought they were and what befell them.

     Proulx’s novels are critical commentaries upon the idealized vision many  Americans harbor 

regarding their country’s history, a view that often fails to take into consideration its many 

limitations. The concept of the American Dream relies upon the idea that the freedoms 

guaranteed by the Declaration of Independence—that all men are created equal and possess 

certain inalienable rights including life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness—by its very nature 

presupposes the opportunity for prosperity and success, as well as upward mobility, as long as 

the individual is committed to hard work. In his 1931 book The Epic of America, James 

Truslow Adams describes the embodiment of this idea:

The American dream that has lured tens of millions of all nations to our shores in

the past century has not been a dream of material plenty, though that has

doubtlessly counted heavily. It has been a dream of being able to grow to fullest 

development as a man and woman, unhampered by the barriers which had slowly been 

erected in the older civilizations, unrepressed by social orders which had

developed for the benefit of classes rather than for the simple human being of any

and every class. 

    Proulx’s fiction examines the cost that this vision of the Dream exacts upon  individuals 

who, despite their hard work and the desire to succeed, are betrayed by its promise, often due to 

the very attributes—social position, economic standing or national origin—over which it claims 

to prevail. She is often accused of a pessimistic outlook, one that overemphasizes bad luck or 

failure in her characters, since much of her fiction centers upon the difficult circumstances of 

rural, economically disadvantaged people or regions steeped in violence, bigotry and lack of 

opportunity. Thus she counters:
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Rural life …for many, [is] suffused with a trapped feeling, a besetting sense of

circumstances beyond individual control. Real rural life, enlivened with clear

air, beautiful scenery, close-knit communities and cooperative neighbors, builds

self-reliant, competent, fact-facing people; but it is also riddled with economic

failure, natural disaster, poor health care, accidental death, few cultural

opportunities, narrow worldviews, a feeling of being separated from the larger

society. Literary critics who live and work in urban and suburban milieus

characterized by middle-class gentility and progressive liberalism are rarely 

familiar with the raw exigencies and pressures of rural life.

      
Despite its unsavory portrayal of this country and its people, however, Proulx’s fiction is 

not without beauty or empathy. Her irony and wry sense of humor injects an element of the 

absurd or the sanguine that helps to relieve the relentless depiction of difficult lives lived 

within harsh, often desperate circumstances. She manages to find something redeeming within 

the landscape itself or in the briefest of shared moment    between characters such as the way 

she captures the sense of community among a 3 group of aging women as they reminisce with 

one another in That Old Ace in the Hole: “they all agreed that hailstones were bigger in the 

olden days, men and the wind stronger, and the sweetness of life rarer but more intense.”  

Proulx’s remarkable ability to capture the essence of her characters in such abbreviated terms 

and to express their humanity without condescension or sentimentality speaks to her talent 

and critical acclaim as an author. 

    One of Proulx’s “greatest pleasure[s]”5 as a writer includes the research process that 

underpins each of her novels and short stories. In addition to examining theclimate, geography 

and history of a particular place, she also reads a variety of less conventional materials such as 

pamphlets, advertisements, manuals, dictionaries, local histories and newspapers in order to 

enrich the smallest of details within her stories. Proulx finds elements of dialogue and 

regional dialects in the conversations that she overhears in the bars, stores and other public 

places that she encounters on her travels throughout the country. These regional features 

augment her photographs and paintings of landscapes, visuals she draws upon to help 

establish the deep sense of place so dominant in her fiction. 

    Proulx’s graduate training in history, specifically the Annales school approach to 

historiography, deeply influences the perspective she takes in her fiction. The Annales school 

focuses upon the detailed examination of ordinary people’s everyday lives, often in neglected 

places, over an extended period of time and is less concerned with the impact of significant 

events and major political or military leaders upon history.  This method, by its very nature, 

also takes into consideration the role of the 4 environment, incorporating aspects of climate, 

topography, geology and ecology, to determine how economic and social forces shape events. 

Often such investigations reveal that the defining qualities of a particular place—its natural 

resources, weather, soil conditions or access to water—have a far greater impact upon the 

lives of its inhabitants than their actions have upon it. 

    Prior to the publication of her first collection of short stories in 1988, Proulx’s twenty-year 

career as a journalist and non-fiction writer of how-to books emerged primarily from the need 
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to make a living in rural areas where jobs were scarce. It has been noted that elements of the 

subjects in these early articles and books, frequently about hunting, fishing and rural life, 

reappear later in her novels and short stories such as the trapping techniques that Loyal Blood 

employs in Postcards or the details of grouse hunting found in Proulx’s short story “The 

Unclouded Day.” 

   

     This thesis focuses on three of Proulx’s novels, Postcards, Accordion Crimes and That 

Old Ace in the Hole, works chosen for their longer length and greater potential to demonstrate 

the interplay of larger social and economic events upon the environment, communities and 

individual lives of her characters. Each novel spans approximately fifty to one hundred years, 

allowing the narratives to encompass the lives of multiple generations while also setting them 

within the broader sweep of history and time. I purposely excluded Proulx’s second and most 

critically acclaimed novel, The Shipping News, because it takes place primarily in Canada, 

and I am specifically interested in how the notion of the American Dream of success, 

prosperity and social mobility plays out within the United States itself. I also excluded her 

four 5 collections of short stories, although many of them share similar themes with her

novels, because of their abbreviated format and the lack narrative continuity among the

stories.

    This analysis will explore how Annie Proulx both incorporates and disrupts the concept of 

the American Dream throughout her fiction. By way of close examination of the novels 

Postcards, Accordion Crimes and That Old Ace in the Hole, as well through discussion of her 

work in critical and interpretive essays, this thesis will examine how Proulx confronts the 

perceived promise inherent to the American Dream to reveal its fundamental flaws. 

DI 10

A British Ireland, or The Limits of Race and Hybridity in Maria Edgeworth’s Novels

    Hybridity, a blending or cross-breeding of cultures, elements or race, defines the twenty-

first century, and not simply through hybrid technology in the types of cars we drive. Most 

notably, in November 2008, the United States elected its first biracial president who has 

become a conspicuous symbol of America’s growing multicultural and multiracial society. 

This prevalence of racial and cultural hybridity in Western society symbolizes a desire for this 

diversity even while it catalyzes existing fears of such multiracial mingling. These are not 

new fears, nor are they present only in American society. This uneasy relationship with racial 

hybridity appears in the nineteenth-century literature of Anglo-Irish author Maria Edgeworth 

in her exploration and analysis of whiteness and Irish cultural and racial identity in Britain. 

     The similarities between twenty-first century and nineteenth-century attitudes about 

hybridity elucidate Edgeworth’s racial politics and the continued relevancy of racial identity –

both its fixity and fluidity – in the construction of a national identity. Her novels reflect her 

desire to legitimize and resolve her Anglo-Irish identity (her loyalty to England and her 

emotional ties to Ireland) as well as her struggle to define British racial and cultural makeup 
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at a time when Britain’s literary voice and national complexion became more diverse from 

within and from influences beyond its own borders. 

     My understanding of Edgeworth’s novels and her approach to race in Britain has been 

influenced by my understanding of the relationship between the Irish-American and African-

American communities in the United States in the nineteenth century. As Noel Ignatiev 

explains in his 1995 How the Irish Became White, Irish immigrants and African- Americans 

were grouped together as part of America’s working and poverty classesduring the nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries as they competed against each other for employment and fought

the political system and each other in order to gain citizenship and acceptance in the States.2 

Edgeworth depicts the relationship between the Irish and Afro-Caribbean community in a 

similar way, even if it existed on smaller scale in Britain. Historically, these groups were seen 

as racial outsiders who threatened hegemonic white identity in America and Great Britain. 

While the popularity of such modern-day figures as Tiger Woods or Barack Obama show 

Western society’s willingness to embrace multiracial identity, Edgeworth’s attempts to 

integrate Irelan into Great Britain’s social, religious, and racial consciousness reveal 

nineteenth-century efforts and shortcomings in tackling issues of racial hybridity that existed 

two centuries ago and still survive today.  

    Being Irish in nineteenth-century Britain was an othered cultural and racial identity that 

destabilized the illusion of British whiteness. The negative stereotypes of poverty-stricken, 

uneducated, rebellious Irish Catholic outsiders conjured fears that an Irish presence would 

muddy the image of pure-blooded whiteness. Despite her gestures in embracing the 

singularity of Irish culture as part of Britain’s diverse society, Edgeworth exhibits her 

ambivalence toward hybridity by limiting Irish identity and implicitly policing British racial 

identity. 

    Like Edgeworth, William McCready, Sydney Owenson (Lady Morgan), and Bram Stoker 

also tackle themes of Irishness and racial identity in the nineteenth century, yet in ways that 

promote rather than suppress Irishness and interracial hybridity. Stoker’s Dracula (1897) 

embraces, as Joseph Valente’s 2003 Dracula’s Crypt: Bram Stoker, Irishness, and the 

Questions of Blood asserts, Irishness as a hybrid identity of the vampire Dracula, who can 

only be defeated by the acceptance of his multiracial,mixed-blood identity. Whereas 

Edgeworth saw the political Union of 1801 with Great Britain as the beginning of a more 

culturally and racially homogeneous British identity that was inclusive of Irishness, Owenson 

saw it as reasserting Ireland’s colonial stance in Britain.

    Owenson’s The Wild Irish Girl (1806) inspires Irish nationalism and nativism in response

to the Union and revives the exoticism and perceived foreign aspects of Irish culture. 

Edgeworth takes a contradictory position toward interracial relationships and actively works 

to segregate upper-class Irish identity from blackness and other forms of racial otherness; in 

contrast, William McCready’s The Irishman in London, or the Happy African (1818) places 

the African slave alongside the working-class Irishman, whom McCready allows to be 

potentially friends and even lovers, as seen in Cubba’s attraction to the Irish Murtoch, who 
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admires Cubba’s goodness while still lamenting her skin color (McCready 28). Edgeworth’s 

novels depict a relatively diverse cast of characters, including Spanish, Jewish, Welsh, 

Scottish, English, Irish, and French characters, but she also advocates the existence of a 

British nationhood defined by English middle class values in which Anglicized, landowning, 

Protestant, white characters gain agency and success. 

    I present my thesis in two chapters which discuss Edgeworth’s contrasting attempts to 

create a multi-ethnic, hybrid British identity while excluding racially othered African 

characters and Irish lower-class characters linked to black imagery. In chapter one, I analyze 

the trend of hybridity in English and British literature and political rhetoric on race during the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In these early literary and historical analyses, I refer to 

Linda Colley’s Britons and “Britishness and Otherness” to contextualize the point of view that 

sees pre-twentieth-century Ireland as a British colony and outsider rather than an equal 

participant in the United Kingdom. Colley states, “Ireland was in many respects the laboratory 

of the British Empire,” for “much of the legal and land reform that the British sought to 

implement in India, for example, was based on experiments first implemented in Ireland” 

(“Britishness and Otherness” 327).  Edgeworth works against such exclusion of Irish identity. 

Regarding Edgeworth’s approach to Irish identity and British hybridity, I conclude that 

Edgeworth creates a British identity that unites the cultural and linguistic differences among 

the British nations in her novels through proving the multiplicity – or multiple yet similar 

versions – of British identity. In order to illustrate this multiplicity, Edgeworth depicts 

Scottish, Welsh, English, and Irish characters as embodying similar ideological and physical

features. In The Absentee, Ormond, and Ennui, these identities are interchangeable and

conflated until the differences among these nationalities are erased under a shared image of 

British white identity. The Irish become British in Edgeworth’s texts because they share the 

same racial identity as the other British citizens. 

   The second chapter of my thesis focuses more heavily on literary explications, specifically 

regarding the exclusion of West Indian and African characters and those characters associated 

with blackness in Edgeworth’s novels. Through applying Toni Morrison’s definitions of 

literary whiteness, literary blackness, and Africanism from Playing in the Dark (1993), I 

illustrate how Edgeworth constructs an image of Irishness that claims British whiteness while 

she reserves racial stereotypes for African and the lower class Irish characters who do not fit 

the literary white British middle class identity. This chapter mainly examines two texts, Ennui 

and Belinda, as they exemplify Edgeworth’s exclusion of black identity in nineteenth-century 

British nationalism  novels are often similar in message and content. As moral tales depicting 

the (re)education of young English and/or Irish men and women, her works link marriage and 

landownership as pivotal milestones in identity formation and to the preservation of one’s 

nationality. Richard Lovell Edgeworth, Edgeworth’s father, influenced her in the composition 

of these moral tales, as he wished to “dedicate the remainder of my life to the improvement of 

my estate, and to the education of my children; and farther, with the sincere hope of 

contributing to the melioration of the inhabitants of the country, from which I drew my 

substinence,” namely Ireland.4 Maria Edgeworth had a similar focus on education, especially 

in regards to the advancement of the Irish people for whom, as a part of the Anglo-Irish 
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landowning class, she felt herself a guardian and advocate . course of eighty years, from the 

1690s to the 1780s, establishing Ireland’s past as a morally negative counter example to what 

Edgeworth envisions as Ireland’s future in the British Empire. Thady, the Rackrent family’s 

steward, relates the history of the Rackrents starting from Patrick O’Shaughlin, through other 

male heirs, Sir Patrick, Sir Condy, the litigious Sir Murtaugh and Sir Kit, all of whom possess 

a weakness of character that threatens to destroy their lives and their family’s legacy. Thady 

becomes the counter example for all the Irish male figures in Edgeworth's novels, for he 

justifies and identifies with the fictitious Rackrents’ vices and penchant for self-destruction, 

which Edgeworth equates with the history of actual Irish families of the past.5  An Essay on 

Irish Bulls (1803) confronts English prejudice against the Irish by showing that Irish bulls or 

blunders, the aspects of Irish speech patterns that make them spectacles among the English, 

are actually celebrated parts of British and European speech and society. Therefore, the Irish, 

despite some cultural or linguistic differences, are British, neither racially nor culturally 

inferior to the English.

    In Ormond (1817), Edgeworth revisits the moral, pedagogic tale in her last Irish novel. 

Harry Ormond must reform his violent anger. Ormond’s familial relationships with cousins, 

corrupt Protestant Sir Ulick and the unconventional Irish Catholic King Corny, and his travels 

to the continent to Paris shape his reeducation. This transcontinental Bildungsroman returns 

Ormond to Ireland in order to insure its political future, as the novel ends with Ormond’s 

desire to “civilize” the rural Irish peasantry with his new wife (297). 

    The second chapter of this thesis turns to Belinda (1801) and Ennui (1809). Ennui, like 

Ormond, focuses on reeducation and moral reformation. The Earl of Glenthorn, who, recently 

divorced and looking for purpose in his life, escapes English high society and aristocratic 

dissipation to Glenthorn Castle in rural Ireland where learns that he was switched at infancy 

with an Irish peasant named Christy O’Donoghue. Glenthorn’s moral and English education is 

connected to the fate of the Irish people while O’Donoghue’s ignorance unwittingly leads to 

death and destruction. Belinda, a novel inwhich the title character must choose between two 

suitors, the English Clarence Hervey and the Creole Mr. Vincent, does not fall into the 

category of Edgeworth’s other Irish tales, but I use it throughout the second chapter to show 

its implicit commentary on blackness and British racial identity and to specify how 

Edgeworth changes the novel’s interracial relationships in its later editions.

    

    Throughout my analysis of these novels and other Edgeworth’s works, including The 

Absentee (1812), which follows Lord Colambre’s attempts to restore his family to Ireland 

after they have abandoned their rural estate for London high society, I use a diverse group of 

theoretical texts to elucidate Irish racial identity and concepts of race in nineteenth-century 

Britain.  A cross-section of this list includes Linda Colley and Toni Morrison, as I’ve 

mentioned above, as well as Roxanne Wheeler’s The Complexion of Race that details the 

evolution of “race” as a concept in Western society, Noel Ignatiev’s How the Irish Became 

White, and Andrew Murphy’s But the Irish Sea Betwixt Us, in which David Beers Quinn and 

Nicholas Canny, disagreeing with Colley’s assessment of Ireland’s relationship with Britain, 

state that “[the Union of 1801] was not a  forging new ties...but a radical redefinition of 
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traditional relationships between the two islands and between different peoples in the 

archipelago” (quoted in Murphy 5). Edgeworth’s novels and these various theorists provide an 

illustration of Irish identity that reveals the limitations of British nationhood and the complex 

nature of race in the nineteenth century. 

    In reaction to such limitations, Edgeworth conflates concepts of Irish and English identity, 

showing that one can attain Britishness not through blood or nationality but through education 

and moral reformation. She then redefines Ireland’s colonial otherness by creating a British 

identity based more on ideological alliances that reify middle-class English values of 

manhood, whiteness, and upward mobility. Edgeworth defines British cultural identity along a 

collective, stable identity and a shared history that begins with the 1801 Act of Union, bridges 

old cultural and linguistic differences, and heals wounds of inequality and colonization. Yet it

is debatable how successful Edgeworth was in painting a realistic view of nineteenth-century 

Ireland – its violent history with and grievances toward England – and whether the 

assimilation she requires of Ireland after the 1801 Union demands too much sacrificing of 

Ireland’s otherness to the extent of compromising an essentialized Irishness and Gaelic 

cultural and racial identity. 

DI 11

Non/Human Entanglment In Shakespeare‘S Timon Of Athens

    No century has been particularly kind to Timon of Athens. Indeed, the play hardly deserves 

it. Depicting the ugliness of mankind, Timon is about a lord who gives extravagantly and 

indiscriminately until his creditors come demanding repayment. Suddenly, his friends have 

vanished and Timon, sick over this betrayal, flees Athens. Meanwhile, one of Timon‘s 

friends, Alcibiades, visits the Athenian senators seeking pardon for a fellow soldier who has 

committed murder. Unable to secure the pardon, Alcibiades is banished by the senators; he 

leaves Athens, promising revenge. In the woods on the outskirts of Athens, Timon crowns 

himself Misanthropos, hater of mankind, but he is unable to escape visitations from Athenians 

who hear he has discovered a store of buried gold. Timon braves these visitations, almost 

every time giving the greedy Athenians gold but making them promise to incite social 

revolution. In the last visitation, two senators ask Timon, who is in the process of constructing 

his gravestone, to return to protect Athens against Alcibiades‘ imminent invasion. Timon‘s 

refusal is the last thing we hear from the former lord. 

    There are no records of the play being performed in the seventeenth century, and its 

inclusion in the First Folio (the first time it was printed) owes a debt to a copyright dispute 

over Troilus and Cressida. This is, to my mind, one of the most fascinating aspects of the 

play‘s history because it means that even before its tentative inclusion in Shakespeare‘s 

canon, there was something unsettling about the play.  Like Pericles and Two Noble Kinsmen, 

the other Folio rejects that are now accepted in the canon, authorship has been a particular 

sticking point for Timon. Now the play is generally acknowledged to have been coauthored by 

Shakespeare and Thomas Middleton; in fact, of the most recent Arden edition lists both 
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authors. But I suspect there was much more than authorship that troubled the compilers of the 

First Folio. For one, contradictory epitaphs on Timon‘s gravestone have convinced the Arden 

editors and many critics of the play that it was left unfinished, that Shakespeare meant to 

cancel one of the epitaphs. Also, the play‘s genre may have the title page confused the Folio 

editors, for unlike all the other dramas included in the Tragedies section, Timon is the only 

one described as ―The Life of‖ as opposed to ―The Tragedy of.‖ Timon combines allegory, 

satire, and pessimistic tragedy, but the reader never gets the sense that Timon is a typical 

tragic hero like Hamlet, King Lear, or Julius Caesar. He is not noble in birth or character, nor

is he a member of the aristocracy or ruling class, and his downfall is not caused by simply an 

error in judgment that his friends would help him in his time of need. Rather, Timon is ruined 

by his unscrupulousness and blind generosity. 

    These are just a sample of the issues of form and content that seem to have deterred critics 

from paying much attention to the play before the twentieth century—so little, in fact, that the 

only two book-length studies of the play were written in 1966 and 1979.  But even these 

books don‘t engage with how these oddities of form and content might make the reader 

rethink what the play is doing. Contested authorship, analyses of Timon‘s misanthropy, 

comparisons to Shakespeare‘s other protagonists, and observations about the play‘s 

incompleteness dominate the scholarship in the twentieth century, not questions like “If 

Timon is not a tragic hero, what is he?”or “What might the hybridization of genre suggest 

about the play‘s moral(s)?” or “What if the myriad irreconcilable issues of form and content 

are not meant to be reconciled?” 

    The play is often thought of as inferior or a failure because critics do not judge the play on 

its own terms; they do not think, for instance, about the possibility that the contradiction of 

the two epitaphs might be deliberate and indicative of a larger pattern of irreconcilable 

contradiction in the play. Rather, they attempt to make the play make sense, either by revising 

the text or by attempting to excuse its inconsistencies as symptoms of Shakespeare‘s 

psychological state. Indeed, one of the two books devoted to Timon, Rolf Soellner‘s Timon of 

Athens: Shakespeare’s Pessimistic Tragedy, summarizes three centuries of critics who agreed 

that either Shakespeare‘s psychological breakdown or, at the very least, a deep 

disappointment in humanity led him to write such a pessimistic tragedy. Attempts to imagine 

Shakespeare‘s motivation for writing Timon include conflating the bard with his protagonist 

by reasoning that Timon‘s departure from Athens mirrors Shakespeare‘s supposed feelings 

upon his departure from London and the theatre at the end of his career. Another theory is that 

Shakespeare, ―[b]itterly resenting the commercialization of his deepest thoughts. . . hurriedly 
sketched a play that allowed him to give vent to his nausea. When he recovered from this 

despair, he was no longer able to recreate his ire and so abandoned the project. 

     I am not interested in making the play make sense. I ignore the principle of the Arden 

editors that ―we need first to make sense of the action itself before we can appreciate, or 

even see, what else is going on in the play because I believe that if we let Timon speak 

unmitigated by our impulses to edit or amend it, we hear contradiction, not just in the epitaphs 

but also in aspects of Timon‘s character.
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    Here I focus specifically on the contradiction inherent in thinking of Timon as a 

non/human, a creature that is human and non-human simultaneously. In this play, non-human 

objects are non-organic objects—specifically Timon‘s gravestone, gold he hands out or 

launches at his rude visitors, the contradictory epitaphs, and the wax impression of these 

epitaphs. I want to emphasize that I do not view these objects as inanimate, for while they 

may not breathe or have independent and conscious agency, they acquire a kind of animacy or 

life from interacting with and absorbing aspects of Timon‘s subjectivity. I define human 

according to socio-biological conventions. As a human, Timon has independent agency, 

communicates intelligibly with other members of the human family, and has a body with all 

the trappings and organs of a human one. But again, the point is that Timon‘s humanness is 

irrevocably affected by his non-humanness. In this thesis, I will attend to the ways in which 

non-human objects extend aspects of Timon‘s humanness—specifically his agency and his 

ability to communicate—in ways that a human body could not and enable him to inhabit 

multiple and various spatial and temporal locations. 

    ‘Non/human’ denotes clearly this integration of human and non-human entities. But the 

slash that separates the two parts of the term is a deliberate and important device that 

recognizes a porous border between the two parts. The editors of Queering the Non/Human 

recognize it as a marker that simultaneously signals ‘betweeness’‖ and ‘in-betweeness’. The 

slash is literally between the two terms, just as something might be characterized as being 

between human and non-human—not completely one or the other. But the slash also signals 

in-betweeness because the term, itself, performs betweeness: to be non/human is to constantly 

be on the move between all categories, not necessarily moving toward a culminating 

humanness or non-humanness; a non/human need not ally herself to any one category. 

‘Non/human’‖ also attempts to accomplish de-anthropocentrism.  This is not to say (nor with 

this be my only time making this assertion) that the non/human is synonymous with 

something like the nightmares of posthumanism, the robot with human consciousness. 

Instead, the non/human resembles Donna Haraway‘s cyborg and Bruno Latour‘s quasi-object.  

    Haraway defines cyborg as ‘a cybernetic organism, a hybrid of machine and organism, a 

creature of social reality as well as a creature of fiction’. In terms of Timon, this hybrid 

emerges from the union of human and non-human objects. Specifically, I will read how 

Timon‘s relationship with gold, his gravestone, and a wax impression of his epitaphs extends 

Timon‘s capabilities beyond what is typically possible for a human in a human body. That is, 

the body is no longer the primary receptacle for humanness; rather, Timon lives in these 

objects, and each of them represents him in the world in a different way. Even more, these 

unions upset ideas of time and space as linear and progressive. Instead, as a consequence of 

Timon being fractured into and divided among organic and non-organic bodies, Timon lives 

in multiple times and spaces concurrently. Timon is also a creature of social reality and fiction 

because much of what motivates the conflict in the play are mischaracterizations of him by 

the Athenians and, in one particular case, an accusation by Apemantus, the play‘s churlish 

philosopher, that Timon has composed himself entirely of fictions. 
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    While cyborg is an anthropocentric term, calling Timon a ‘quasi-object’‖ emphasizes that 
the objects are not mere accessories to his humanness, but that they are just as integral to him 

as his flesh-and-blood body. Latour defines quasi-objects as ―much more social, much more 

fabricated, much more collective than the ‘hard’ parts of nature. . .they are much more real, 

nonhuman and objective than those shapeless screens on which society – for unknown reasons 

– needed to be ‘projected’. Quasi-objects acquire dimensions of humanness; they are social, 

and they collect things just as humans collect experiences and histories to form their 

personalities. In this way, the gold, gravestone, and wax impression of the epitaphs become 

quasi-objects, as does Timon himself. There are two ways to think about Timon in terms of 

quasi-objectivity. The first is that the idea of Timon is a quasi-object: an amalgamation of 

human body, non-human parts, fabrications of who the Athenians want him to be, fabrications 

he believes about himself, and even what the audience thinks of him. Quasi-objectivity does 

not privilege one object over another. The second way to understand Timon as a quasi-object 

requires thinking of Timon as disparate parts that aren‘t always necessarily connected or 

associated with one another. The gold, wax impression, gravestone, and even Timon‘s body 

are each a quasi-object that independently reveals Timon; Timon is not just one quasi-object, 

but many. 

    In working through who, what, where and when is Timon as a non/human, I focus on the 

idea of confusion, which Timon himself invites to ‘live’ in his first monologue after self-

exiling from Athens. In the first chapter, I give a history of the term as it has been used 

primarily from epistemological philosophy. However, I recuperate ‘confusion’‖ as a term that 
has ontological meaning as well. An unstable fusion of various material parts, the non/human 

is confused. In this chapter I explore how Timon is a citizen of both human and non-human 

worlds. In addition to describing the material conditions of Timon‘s non/humanness, I also 

think about how non/humanness interrupts the idea of telos. As a subject that gets grafted on 

to objects with their own histories and functions in society, Timon no longer follows a linear 

progression of time. I coin the term ―non/humaning‖ to emphasize that non/human doesn‘t 
just function as a label but as a process that involves a constant transgression of boundaries 

between human and non-human. 

   Timon consistently transitions from one kind of being to another, but to say that he 

‘transforms’ or  ‘evolves’ implies a kind of finality that cannot be said for a lord who is 

presumed dead but somehow is capable of affixing his tombstone on top of his grave. Rather, 

I argue that at no point is Timon complete or even completely one thing or another—human 

or non-human. ‘Non/humaning’ recognizes the resistance against categorization; the 

non/human is always in-between and on the move. 

     If the first chapter is concerned with who or what, the second chapter tackles what and 

when is the non/human, engaging particularly with ecocriticism, Descartes‘ struggles with the 

floating signifiers ‘here’ and ‘I’‖, and Jonathan Gil Harris‘ work on temporality. Apemantus‘ 

insult to Timon, “Thou hast cast away thyself, being like thyself / A madman so long, now a 

fool‖(20-4.3.219)س organizes the concerns of this chapter . Picking up from the consequences 

of an ateleological non/human, I think about how the non/human upsets the rules of being. 
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This is not a nihilistic tale of Timon not being. Rather, I investigate how Timon exists without 

being rooted in a particular (or even certain) time or place. I also point out how the inability to 

locate Timon in a fixed time or space forecloses the possibility of characterizing Timon as a 

‘who’‖ or ‘whatش. Consequently, in the conclusion of this project, I offer a tentative reading 
that all we can truly say about Timon is that he is a social effect. 

DI 12

Shaping an Audience in American Indian Women’s Literature

      Much has been said in popular media regarding the alleged February 8, 2009 occurrence 

of domestic violence between singers Chris Brown and Rihanna.  Radio and television talk 

show hosts have been discussing what this latest report of abuse means for the African 

American community and for our wider American culture.  On March 19, 2009, the Oprah 

Winfrey show aired her interview with men who admit to having beaten women, and she 

provided these staggering statistics: “one in three high school students have been—or will 

be—involved in an abusive relationship” and “every day, three women die as [a] result of 

abuse—that's nearly 1,100 killed every year.”1 Oprah emphasizes the statistics regarding 

teenagers by calling the attention being paid to the Chris Brown affair a teaching moment for 

young people: “The message this story sends to teen girls and boys everywhere is disturbing, 

and it is also dangerous […]. We need to try to evolve from this moment … use this as a 

moment to allow our society to begin to grow.” One of her guests, author and activist Kevin 

Powell, who himself is in 20 years of recovery from being a domestic abuser, and who has 

been working for the past 18 years with men across the country to end violence against 

women, adds that ending and evolving from this national and cultural American epidemic—

which, he notes, spans from black urban neighborhoods to American Indian reservations—

must be executed by men. Powell says, “every man must step up if they see the men around 

them engaging in abusive behavior.” He adds, “Your silence is [a form of] agreement and 

participation.” 

    I open with this reference to recent events in popular culture and media to help situate my 

discussion about American Indian women’s literature as a useful and valuable tool that can 

guide men to move from a culture of domestic violence and abusive behavior toward personal 

healing and communal harmony. While I acknowledge that the violence between two famous 

teen idols may be shocking, and while I recognize that the reactions and discussions 

surrounding the issue are important—as such conversations suggest that popular cultural 

figures recognize the roles they play and the effects they have on the greater American 

consciousness—I also acknowledge and recognize that the narrative of misogyny, oppression, 

abuse, and destruction that now pervades the news media is sadly an old and all too familiar

narrative to Indian people, specifically to American Indian women. And while Kevin

Powell and Oprah Winfrey may be right that, within popular culture, we are in “a moment to 

allow our society to begin to grow,” and that the work to end domestic violence requires the 

voices and participation of men, the work in American Indian communities has already begun 
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with women, particularly with the work of American Indian women writers.  The groundwork 

for speaking about, dealing with, and healing from violence and abuses between men and 

women has been set down in American Indian women’s literature—which is often composed 

of storylines and scenes detailing abuses within the home—but, as this groundwork has been 

set by women, and as two genders cooperate with one another to achieve and maintain 

balance, at least within many traditional tribal worldviews, the work for mapping out a path 

evolving from personal destruction to societal creation within Indian communities requires the 

active participation of a male audience. 

    In her article, “The Familiar Face of Genocide: Internalized Oppression among American 

Indians,” Lisa M. Poupart argues that the “acts of genocide committed against Indian people 

are founded on and legitimated by Western constructions of abject Otherness” (Poupart 87), 

and that “like Others who internalize the dominant subject position, American Indians 

sometimes express pain, grief, and rage internally toward ourselves and externally within our 

families and communities” (89). The roots of that Othering exist in memory—“five hundred 

years of assimilation and acculturation” handed down through and manifested in “devastating 

socials ills including alcoholism, family violence, incest, sexual assault, fetal-alcohol 

syndrome, homicide, and suicide” (88)— but, she notes, such devastating memories also 

reside next to memories of ancestral teachings: 

Indian people also live in a sort of cultural double consciousness, as portions of

our traditional subjective identities persist in the preserved beliefs of our

ancestors practiced today. Through the telling of our experiences and stories in

a continued oral tradition and through the preservation of traditional ways, many 

Indian people resist the dominant culture’s subject position, knowing that we,

like our Grandmothers and Grandfathers, have not deserved a history of violence

and genocide. Moreover, our traditions preserved many stories recounting the

subjugation of our ancestors and these stories were passed along through

generations creating an alternative interpretation, or knowledge, of the harms

             inflicted by white society. (Poupart 88)

    The oral tradition may preserve the history of subjugation in tribal memory, but it also

offers lessons, guides, or methods to escape from the bondage of that history in order to

move into a present and future culture of healing and freedom.

    In Chapter One, I address the problematic effects of internalized oppression on the oral 

tradition, and I present the ways in which American Indian women storytellers combat 

and subvert these problems by coming to voice and telling their stories. In Chapter Two, I 

argue that the use of the oral tradition in contemporary American Indian women’s 

literature opens opportunities for reading feminist egalitarian messages for a male 

readership. And in Chapter Three, I offer close readings of three novels, Leslie Marmon 

Silko’s Ceremony, Louise Erdrich’s Love Medicine, and Betty Louise Bell’s Faces in the 

Moon, to illustrate how, directly or indirectly, women writers may be addressing and 

instructing men toward a return to Indian familial and communal values. Bell’s Faces in 
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the Moon, which is the most indirect address, focuses on the absent father, and calls on 

men to participate in the movement to save families. Indeed, all three novels reflect the 

importance for men to be part of saving families, and they offer examples of the kind of 

male their messages need to reach. 

     Kevin Powell makes a clear point that our silence is our contribution to destruction in 

our communities. He calls on every man to “step up” if they see the men around them

engaging in abusive and destructive behavior. But stepping up also carries with it some 

responsibilities, as it means being prepared to give those men who inflict abuse on others 

some direction or a way out of their oppressive patterns. In the following pages, I hope to 

demonstrate that American Indian women writers articulate some ways out. Their novels 

shape useful messages for men through their depiction of approachable protagonists, and 

they go even further by offering secure male role models who set paths for the 

protagonists and the rest of us to follow.
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Résumé

        En cherchant à expliquer comment les petites cultures (Small Cultures, Atkinson, 2004) 

de discipline, genre et communauté du discours affectent les écrits d’étudiants d’anglais 

langue étrangère, le présent mémoire démontre que l’hypothèse de la Rhétorique Comparée 

selon laquelle la langue d’origine est la cause incontournable des différences entre écrits 

rédigés en anglais par des étrangers et ceux des natifs (Kaplan, 1966), ne peut s’appliquer à 

tous les contextes et dans toutes les situations. En se basant sur CARS (Samraj, 2008), la 

présente analyse du genre compare trois sous-ensembles comportant chacun 4 introductions 

de mémoires de Master II en Littérature : le premier et le deuxième appartiennent 

respectivement aux étudiants des départements d’Anglais et d’Arabe de l’Université de Bèjaia 

et le troisième appartient à des étudiants natifs. Les comparaisons montrent que les trois 

groupes organisent différemment leurs textes. La comparaison des introductions écrites en 

anglais L2 et L1 révèle l’existence de différences au niveau de leurs structures génériques. 

Pour vérifier si ces différences sont attribuables aux deux différents backgrounds de leurs 

auteurs, les textes du premier groupe (anglais L2) ainsi que ceux écrits en arabe sont à leur 

tour comparés, laquelle comparaison révèle des différences nettes entre les deux sous-

ensembles. En recourant à une interview pour remonter aux origines des différences entre 

introductions en anglais L2 et L1, notamment l’absence de l’option 1-A du 1
er

mouvement 

rhétorique des textes en anglais L2 et sa présence dans la moitié des introductions en anglais 

L1, ainsi que la prédominance de l’option 1 du 3
ème

mouvement avec utilisation du pronom 

nous (we) et la voix passive et prédominance de l’option 2-B avec utilisation du je (I) et la 

voix active dans les deux groupes respectivement, l’étude montre que la discipline, le sous-

genre et la communauté du discours sont trois agents qui influencent le comportement 

rhétorique des étudiants. En plus d’offrir un modèle pratique à enseigner aux étudiants en 

littérature à l’université de Béjaia en vue de les sensibiliser de l’organisation générique du 

sous-genre en question, l’étude se veut révélatrice des multiples facteurs qui affectent la 

qualité de l’écriture en Anglais et leur importance dans les échanges académiques 

interculturels.

Mots clés : Analyse du genre, introduction, CARS, mouvement rhétorique, option, rhétorique 

comparée, conscience rhétorique, échanges académiques interculturels.
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طوة  ر 1وق ا وظ ا ة   ا ة ا ة ا ر ى و We ا و ة ا و ات  ا د ي  ة  و ا ا

طوة  ر2bوق ا وظ ا ة   ا ة ا ة ا ر ةI ا ا ة  ا و ات  ا د ي  ة  ا ،و ا ا

ادة ال  دور ا د ا ؤ ة أن  درا طا ا ي،ا ة ا ط وك ا ي  طاب  ة ا ا ي و  اد وع ا   .ا

ر ا ب  ط ة  د وع ا در  ي  ط وذج  ة 2د  ھ  ا ا رض ر  ة  ا ة  ا ي   ،أدب 

ة  درا ھدف  وراء ھذه ا ىا ي إ ة ذ  ة و أھ ط دى ا ي  ا وك ا ى ا ر  ؤ ي  دة ا ة ا وا ا ء ا إ

ا ا  ا ة  اد ت ا اد   .اتا

ات ك ةا ا   ا

وع ة،  ا د ة، CARS،ا ة ا ر طوة،ا ة،ا ار ة ا ا ة،ا ة ا ا ا  ،ا ة  اد ت ا اد ا

ات ا   .ا


